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PETROLEUM INDUSTRY IN ILLINOIS, 1974
JACOB VAN DEN BERG and T. F. LAWRY
ABSTRACT
Illinois produced 27,552,991 barrels of crude oil in 1974, a
decline of 10.2 percent from 1973. By the end of 1974, the average
price per barrel of Illinois crude oil was $5.07 for "old" oil and
slightly less than $10.00 for "new," "released," and "stripper" oil.
The estimated average price for all of Illinois oil production in 1974
was $8.87 per barrel, making the value of crude produced during the year
$244,000,000.
763 new holes were drilled to test for oil and gas. These tests
resulted in 334 oil wells, 11 gas wells, and 418 dry holes. In
addition, 33 former dry holes were reworked or deepened and recompleted
as producers (30 oil, 3 gas), and 14 former producers were reentered and
recompleted as oil producers in new pay zones.
Of the 763 new tests, 199, or 26.1 percent, were wildcats (half a
mile or more from production) , of which 20 were completed as producers
,
a success ratio of 10.1 percent. 103 of the wildcats were more than lh
miles from production (wildcat fars) and were only 5.8 percent
successful.
139 service wells (water input, salt water disposal, etc.) were
completed, down 20 percent from 1973. 29 new wells were drilled as ser-
vice wells and 110 old wells, most of them former producers, were con-
verted to service wells. In connection with underground storage of
natural gas, 97 well completions were reported; these included 35 struc-
ture tests, 36 new injection and withdrawal wells, 9 old wells converted
to injection and withdrawal, 10 new service wells, and 7 old wells con-
verted to service wells.
Six oil fields, 1 gas field, 19 extensions to fields, and 11 new
pay zones in existing fields were discovered in 1974. None made signi-
ficant additions to reserves.
Twenty-nine new waterfloods were added and 28 waterfloods were
abandoned.
Area subjected to fluid injection was increased by 3,249 acres.
This includes 3,140 acres for new waterfloods and 109 acres for exten-
sions to older waterfloods. Area subject to fluid injection is now
approximately 52.3 percent of the total pay acreage in the state.
Fluid injection production accounted for 19,424,300 barrels of
oil. Waterfloods accounted for 19,193,200 barrels, or 69.6 percent, of
the total oil produced in Illinois during 1974. Pressure maintenance
projects produced 231,100 barrels, or 0.8 percent, of the state total.
1
PART I. OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENTS
Jacob Van Den Berg
INTRODUCTION
This report is similar in form to
the annual reports of recent years.
Part I gives information about crude
oil production, exploratory and devel-
opment drilling, crude oil reserves,
productive acreage, gas production,
and underground storage of natural gas
and liquefied petroleum gas.
Maps of the Illinois oil and gas
fields do not appear in this report.
Except for subsequent developments
,
oil and gas fields are shown on maps
in the report for 1970 (Van Den Berg
and Lawry, 1971)
.
The help and cooperation of many
individuals and companies in the oil
and gas industry, without which this
report would not be possible, are rec-
ognized and greatly appreciated.
OIL PRODUCTION AND VALUE
Illinois produced 27,552,991 bar-
rels of crude oil in 1974—3,115,587
barrels, or 10.2 percent, less than in
1973. Average daily production in
1974 was 75,488 barrels; in 1973 it
was 84,024 barrels.
Table 1A lists by counties the
number of holes drilled, footage
drilled, and oil production in 1974.
Holes drilled are classified as tests
for oil and gas, service wells, and
structure tests. Table 8 lists by
fields oil production and other data.
Crude oil production figures by
fields are received from one source,
the production figure for the state as
a whole from another. The latter
source is believed more accurate inso-
far as the state's total production is
concerned. The discrepancy in the two
figures accounts for the item at the
ends of table 1A and table 8 of
520,970 barrels of crude oil for which
the field and county assignments are
unknown
.
The nine counties that had more
than 1 million barrels of oil produc-
tion each in 1974 accounted for 71.6
percent of the state's total produc-
tion, as follows:
County












OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENTS
The oil fields in Illinois that
produced more than 500,000 barrels of
oil each in 1974 accounted for 66.7
percent of the state's total produc-
tion, as follows:
1974 Percentage
Field production of state
(C=Consolidated) (bbl) total
Southeastern Illi-
nois oil field* 4,932,977 17.9
Clay City C 3,629,886 13.2
Salem C 2,782,038 10.1
Louden 2,593,288 9.4
New Harmony C 1,435,956 5.2
Sailor Springs C 745,257 2.7
Roland C 731,219 2.6
Dale C 558,300 2.0
Phillipstown C 516,849 1.9
Johnsonville C 472,550 1.7
Totals 18,398,320 66.7
* Comprising Allendale and Main Consol-
idated fields, and Clark County and
Iawrence County Divisions in table 8.
The price of crude oil in Illi-
nois is based on a gravity scale. By
the end of 1974, the average price of a
barrel of Illinois crude, based on an
average API gravity of 35 to 35.9 de-
grees, was $5.07 for "old" oil and
slightly under $10.00 for "new," "re-
leased," and "stripper" oil. The
estimated average price for all of
Illinois production in 1974 was $8.87
per barrel; the estimated value for
the total production of oil in
Illinois in 1974 was $244,000,000.
1974 DRILLING
In 1974, 960 wells were completed
in connection with oil and gas
exploration and development (table
1A) , an increase of 28.9 percent from
1973. These wells include new oil and
gas tests; former dry holes reworked
or deepened and completed as
producers ; former producers reworked
or deepened and recompleted as
producers in new pay zones ; new
service wells and service well con-
versions; and structure tests. In ad-
dition, the gas industry reported 97
wells completed in 1974 in connection
with the underground storage of
natural gas (table IB). These
consisted of 35 structure tests, 36
new injection and withdrawal wells, 9
old wells converted to injection and
withdrawal wells, 10 new service
wells, and 7 old wells converted to
service wells.
763 new holes were drilled test-
ing for oil and gas in 1974, up 40.8
percent from 1973. These tests, which
include wells in waterflood projects,
resulted in 334 oil wells, 11 gas
wells, and 418 dry holes. In
addition, 33 former dry holes were
reworked or deepened and recompleted
as producers (30 oil, 3 gas), and 14
former producers were reentered and
completed as oil wells in new pay
zones. A total of 139 service wells
(water input, salt water disposal,
etc.) were completed in 1974, down 20
percent from 1973. These included 29
new wells drilled and 110 old wells,
most of them former producers con-
verted to service wells.
Eleven structure tests were
drilled in connection with oil
production.
Of the state's 102 counties, 45
had new holes drilled for oil and gas
tests in 1974. Twelve counties, with
more than 25 tests each, accounted for
67.3 percent of the total: Wayne
(73), Clay (58), Wabash (49), Richland
(47), Christian (46), White (41),
Marion (40) , Lawrence (38) , Washington
(33), Edwards (30), Sangamon (29), and
Williamson (29).
Total footage drilled in 1974 in
connection with oil and gas
production, including service wells
and structure tests, was 2,053,006
feet, up 42 percent from 1973. In the
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Fig. 1 - Major tectonic features of Illinois and their relations to significant holes
drilled during 1974. Numbered holes shown are listed in tables 2, 3, 4, and 5.
OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENTS
763 new oil and gas tests in 1974, the
total footage drilled was 1,977,647
feet, up 47.1 percent, an average of
2,592 feet per well (the average in
1973 was 2,481 feet per well). The
average footage drilled per well has
been increasing for the past several
years; in 1971 it was 2,222 feet.
Discoveries
Six oil fields, 1 gas field, 19
extensions to fields, and 11 new pay
zones in existing fields (fig. 1;
tables 2, 3, and 4) were discovered in
Illinois in 1974.
Of the new fields, 1 (gas) pro-
duces from Pennsylvanian, 4 from Mis-
sissippian, 1 from Devonian, and 1
from Silurian strata. Of the 11 new
pay zones in fields, 2 produce from
Pennsylvanian strata, 8 from Missis-
sippian, and 1 from Devonian.
None of the 1974 discoveries
makes significant additions to
reserves in Illinois. Of the four
wells completed in Lillyville North, a
new field discovery located in
Cumberland County, three wells had
initial production figures of
approximately 500, 600, and 700
barrels of oil per day, respectively.
The fourth had initial production of
only 18 barrels of oil per day. Pro-
duction in the Lillyville North field
is from the Spar Mountain Sandstone
Member, the McClosky lime, and the
Salem Limestone (all Mississippian)
,
and the Geneva Dolomite Member (Devo-
nian) .
Exploration
Of the 763 new tests for oil and
gas, 199 (26.1 percent) were wildcats
(half a mile or more from production)
.
Twenty of the wildcats were completed
as producers, a success ratio of 10.1
percent. Of the 96 tests drilled be-
tween h and Ik miles from production
(wildcat nears), 14 were producers, a
success ratio of 14.6 percent; the 103
tests more than lh miles from produc-
tion (wildcat fars) resulted in six
producers, a success ratio of 5.8
percent.
Of the 45 counties in which new
oil and gas tests were drilled in
1974, 42 counties had at least one
wildcat test, including wildcat nears
and wildcat fars. Washington County
led with 20 wildcats, followed by
Marion (16), Clinton (13), Christian
(11), Randolph (10), Richland (8),
Saline (8), and Shelby (8). Of
wildcat fars drilled, Washington led
with 17, followed by Marion and
Randolph, with 8 each, and Fayette and
Madison, with 7 each.
Of the 103 wildcat fars, 69
tested strata below the Mississippian:
29 were in the Devonian at total
depth, 25 in the Silurian, and 15 in
the Trenton.
Deeper production was discovered
in five established fields in 1974:
Devonian production in Louisville
North, Cumberland County; Salem
production in Bone Gap East, Edwards
County; and McClosky production in
Raleigh and Raleigh South, Saline
County, and Sumpter North, White
County. The well that discovered the
Salem in Bone Gap East was in the
Ullin at total depth.
Ten fields had unsuccessful deep-
er-pool tests in 1974. The Trenton
was tested in Shattuc North field,
Clinton County; the Devonian in Old
Ripley, Bond County, Flora South, Clay
County, and Iuka and Bannister, Marion
County; the Ullin in Albion
Consolidated, Edwards County, and
Olney Consolidated and Olney South,
Richland County, and Gards Point.
Wabash County; and the Salem in Kell
Jefferson County.
Testing of the Ullin (Warsav
)
Limestone (Valmeyeran) was a marked
feature of drilling in 1974. Twenty-
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Fig. 2 - Generalized geologic column of southern Illinois. Black dots indicate oil andgas pay zones Formation names are in capitals; other pay zones are not. About4,000 feet of lower Ordovician and upper Cambrian rocks under the St. Peter arenot shown. The names of the Kinderhookian, Niagaran, Alexandrian, and Cincin-
natian Series are abbreviated as K.
, Niag. , A., and Cine, respectively.
Variable vertical scale. (Originally prepared by David H. Swann.)
OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENTS
seven of the wildcat fars and five
of
the deeper-pool tests in fields
had
Ullin as their objective. In all, 1/
fields had at least one Ullin test
each Clay City Consolidated field,
which had only 3 wells producing from
the Ullin at the end of 1973, had
42
Ullin tests in 1974; 14 were completed
as Ullin producers. Other Ullin
producers completed were one in
Goldengate Consolidated field and one
in the newly discovered Louisville
field. New Harmony Consolidated field
had 13 Ullin tests, all dry in the
Ullin.
FIELDS REVIVED AND FIELDS ABANDONED
Five abandoned fields were re-
vived by successful drilling in 1974:
Bone Gap East, Edwards County; Louis-
ville North, Clay County; Oakley,
Macon County; Samsville, Edwards
County; and Stubblefield South, Bond
County
.
Nine fields, with a combined to-
tal of 80 wells and a combined cumula-
tive production of 1,463,000 barrels
of oil, were abandoned in 1974. They
are Black Branch East, Sangamon
County; Black River, White County;
Chesterville East, Douglas County;
Huey, Clinton County; Kinmundy North,
Marion County; Locust Grove South,
Wayne County; New City South,
Christian County; Passport West, Clay
County; and Wakefield South, Richland
County. Chesterville East had 41
wells and cumulative production of
1,164,000 barrels of oil; the others
had substantially less production.
GEOLOGIC COLUMN
Figure 2 is a generalized geolog-
ic column of southern Illinois. It
does not show the Pleistocene deposits
that cover much of Illinois bedrock,
the Tertiary and Cretaceous rocks that
occur in a belt across the southern
end of the state, nor the approxi-
mately 4,000 feet of Ordovician and
Cambrian rocks between the base of the
St. Peter Sandstone and the top of the
Precambrian basement. Pay zones are
indicated on the geologic column by
black dots.
CRUDE OIL RESERVES
Estimated crude oil reserves de-
clined 14.6 million barrels, or 8.9
percent, from 1973 reserves. It
appears that the accelerated drilling
program that took place during the
year was reasonably successful in
finding additional crude oil reserves.
New field discoveries accounted for
1.29 million barrels of oil; new pays,
extensions, and infill drilling of
older fields accounted for 11.71
million barrels of oil. The additions
to reserves are equivalent to 47



















In Illinois an estimated 3,800
acres were added to the area
productive of oil, and an estimated
290 acres were added to the area
productive of natural gas. Total area
in Illinois that has proven productive
of oil is 596,880 acres and of gas,
35,860 acres.
The normal spacing pattern in
Illinois for oil wells producing from
depths less than 4,000 feet is 10
acres per well for production from
sandstone and 20 acres per well for
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production from limestone. The Oil
and Gas Act makes possible (under
certain circumstances) the establish-
ment of drilling units, for production
from less than 4,000 feet deep, in
which the spacing is fixed at not less
than 10 acres nor more than 40 acres
per well.
For wells producing from depths
between 4,000 and 6,000 feet, the
spacing is 40 acres per well. For
wells producing from depths greater
than 6,000 feet, it is 160 acres per
well.
GAS PRODUCTION
Approximately 1,436 million cubic
feet of natural gas was produced and
marketed in Illinois in 19 74, a de-
crease of 12.3 percent from 1973.
The production from Johnston City
East and Stiritz fields in Williamson
County, 3.7 million cubic feet, was
sold in Murphysboro, Carbondale,
Benton, and Du Quoin. From Raleigh
field, Saline County, and Omaha field,
Gallatin County, 8.2 million cubic
feet was collected and sold to cities
in Gallatin and White Counties. From
Eldorado East and Harco East fields in
Gallatin and Saline Counties, 51.5
million cubic feet was collected and
sold to Harrisburg and Eldorado. The
gas production from Mattoon field,
1,372.7 million cubic feet, is distrib-
uted in the Mattoon and Effingham area.
Table 9 is a list of the gas
fields in Illinois. Other than the
fields mentioned above, all of the gas
fields are shut in or have been con-





Thirteen caverns , which resulted
from the mining of shale or limestone,
provide storage capacity for 3,220,000
barrels of liquefied petroleum gases
in Illinois (table 6). Propane,
butane, propylene, and ethane are the
gases being stored.
UNDERGROUND STORAGE OF NATURAL GAS
At the end of 1974, 37 under-
ground natural gas storage projects
were either operating, being devel-
oped, or being tested in Illinois.
Several other reservoirs were being
studied for their storage possibil-
ities. Gas is stored in rocks of
Pennsylvanian through Cambrian age at
depths from 350 to 4,000 feet.
Table 7 lists information about
active Illinois storage projects.
These could hold as much as 1.5 tril-
lion cubic feet. The amount of this
capacity that is likely to be used de-
pends upon the availability of gas,
but ultimately it will probably be
about 1.2 trillion cubic feet. The
amount of gas actually in storage at
the beginning of the heating season
(fall of 1974) was about 680 billion
cubic feet. About one-third of this
was working gas, and two-thirds was
cushion gas not readily available for
withdrawal and delivery to customers.
SURFACE STORAGE OF
LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
A facility for the liquefaction
and storage of natural gas at the Man-
love Gas Storage Field at Mahomet,
Illinois, is being operated by the
Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company.
Two above-ground tanks are each
capable of containing, as liquefied
natural gas, the equivalent of 1 bil-
lion cubic feet of pipeline natural
gas measured at standard conditions of
temperature and pressure.
REFERENCE
Van Den Berg, Jacob, and T. F. Lawry,
1971, Petroleum Industry in Illi-
nois, 1970: Illinois Geological
Survey Illinois Petroleum 97,
126 p.
TABLE 1A - SUMMARY OF OIL AND GAS
































































































































53 21 25 1
"
8 4 (1) 3
-
-
76 34 25 3 4
27 3 21 2
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52 23 24 3
3 _ 3
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69 26 (1) 22 2
35 10 23
-
97 41 32 8
61 18 23 2
30 10 19 1
960 334 (11) 418 30 (3) 14
*Gas in parentheses, not included in totals.
tFormer D&A and other types of wells, except
former Producers.



















































































































































withdrawal wells Service wells
New Conver- New









5 2 5 7,002
Douglas 1 - _ 4,200
Fayette 2 - _
_
—




Iroquois _ 4 2 2
















McDonough 10 8 8
McLean 18 2 2
~ 5,405
Montgomery 1 1 1
— 2,452




































#1 John Paul Kincaid
Cumberland Texaco Inc
21-9N-7E #1 Francis Wente
Franklin Pollack Bros. Oil Prod.
14-7S-3E #1-DB Old Ben
Madison The Anschutz Corp
14-5N-6W #1 Gehrig
Saline Santoro Oil Co.
























Silurian 1,993 2,013 9-24




Spar Mtn 2,409 4,025 3-15
McClosky 2,452
Salem 2,844






600 2,005 12-20-73 Well
shut in





















TABLE 3 - DISCOVERY WELLS OF 19
EXTENSIONS TO FIELDS IN 1974






































































111. Mid-Cont Co. 6.
Dee Drlg. Co.
#1 Lloyd B. Moore
A. & D. Oil Co.
#1 Willard Phipps






C. E. Brehm Drlg. & Prod.
#1 Huck Comm.
C. E. Brehm Drlg. & Prod.
#1-A Roberts






































Clay City C 25
Goldengate N C 10




Devonian 2,840 2,861 11-29
McClosky 2,754 2,768 3-27
Spar Mtn. 2,868 2,868 12-1




Spar Mtn. 3,321 3,830 11-8-73
OWDD^old
was D&A.
Ohara 2,955 3,740 9-19
Aux Vases 2,662 2,820 7-23





McClosky 3,090 3,160 2-2 °^°'^
aS
not avail.
Spar Mtn. 2,955 3,018 9-11-73
Spar Mtn. 3,024 3,160 8-27
j t mi ~\ ^^^? 9-4 Also new
Tar Springs 2,321 J.lJ-: »r pay in
field.








McClosky 3,457 3,510 9-5 0WW0;
was D&A.
Aux Vases 2,586 2,702 8-6
Aux Vases 2,984 3,165 10-1-73
OWWO;
was D&A.
Aux Vases 2,872 2,980 2-27-73
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TABLE 4 - DISCOVERY WELLS OF 11 NEW PAY ZONES IN FIELDS IN 1974
































26 Bond Dolphin Oprg. Co., Inc. Stubblefield S 9
34-5N-4W #1 Hilbert Comm.
27 Cumberland Texaco Inc.
21-9N-7E #1 Francis Wente "B"
28 Edwards Louis A. Pessina
4-1S-14W //1-A Robert Koertge














111. Mid-Cont. Co. & Raleigh
Dee Drlg. Co.
#1 L. Choisser
A. & D. Oil Co.
#1 Willard Phipps
Broughton S
Petro-Search Associates Raleigh S
111 Simpson
C. E. Brehm Drlg. & Prod. Harco E
111 C & H
Shawnee Petr. Assoc, Inc. Sumpter N












McClosky 3,050 3,212 11-21
Tar Springs 2,321 3,132 9-4
10 oil, McClosky 2,974 3,244 6-8
3 MCFG
4,000 MCFG Tar Springs 2,012 2,800 12-1-73
72 McClosky 3,316 3,316 2-27
















TABLE 5 - SELECTED LIST OF UNSUCCESSFUL DEEP TESTS IN 1974
* Wildcat far. drilled more than 1 1/2 miles from production.






























Collins Bros. Oil Co.
//I Earl Etchason
Texas Pacific Oil Co., Inc.












TABLE 6 - UNDERGROUND STORAGE
FACILITIES FOR LIQUEFIED









Tuloma Gas Products Co.
U.S. Industrial Chemicals Co.
Warren Petroleum Corp.
WILLBROS





Wood River, Madison County
Wood River, Madison County
Wood River, Madison County







































































































La Salle & Liv-
ingston
29, 30N-2, 3E
1961 1963 1965 98 24 Mt. Simon sand anti-
cline
water
Ashmore Central Illinois Coles & Clark 1960 1963 1963 42 10 15 Spoon sand dome gas
Public Service 12N-10, HE, 14W Salem lime










Centralia East Illinois Power Co. Marion 1960 1964 1966 17 4 — Pennsylvanian sand strati- gas
Cooks Mills Natural Gas Pipe-
1N-1E
Coles & Douglas 1956 1959 1959 24 5 4 Cypress sand
graphic
lens gas
line Co. 14N-7, 8E Spar Mountain
("Rosiclare")
Corinth Central Illinois Williamson 1972 1972 1972 2 Hardinsburg sand gas
Public Service 8S-4E
Crab Orchard Central Illinois Williamson 1972 1972 1972 2 — Hardinsburg sand gas
Public Service 9S-4E
Crescent City Northern Illinois Iroquois 1959 1967 (opera tions temporarily ceased) St. Peter sand anti- water
St. P. Gas Co. 26, 27N-13W
Crescent City
Mt. S.
(in exploration, 1974) 4 9 — Mt. Simon sand dome water
Eden Illinois Power Co. Randolph
5S-5W











Freeburg Illinois Power Co. St. Clair 1958 1959 1959 87 3 Cypress sand strati- gas
1, 2S-7W graphic






1960 1964 1964 35 13 — Niagaran dolo-
mite
dome water




1952 1953 1953 60 58 88 Galesville sand anti-
cline
water
Herscher 1957 1957 1958 55 17 — Mt. Simon** anti- water
Mt. S. cline
Herscher- Natural Gas Pipe- Kankakee 1968 1969 1970 18 13 1 Mt. Simon** sand anti- water
Northwest line Co. 30, 31N-9E cline
Hillsboro Illinois Power Co. Montgomery 1972 (testing, 1974) 3 6 St. Peter sand dome water
9, 10N-3W
Hookdale Illinois Power Co. Bond
4N-2W










1970 1971 1971 21 7 Mt. Simon sand dome water
Hume Peoples Gas Light Edgar (testing, 1974) 9 — Lingle lime dome water
& Coke Co. 16N-13, 14W Grand Tower dolomite
Lake Northern Illinois McLean 1971 1971 1972 32 14 1 Mt. Simon sand anti- water










1971 1974 1974 21 17 — Silurian dolo-
mite
dome water




1967 1967 1969 57 67 21 Grand Tower lime anti-
cline
oil
Manlove Peoples Gas Light Champaign 1960 1964 1966 90 12 Mt . Simon sand anti- water

















1966 1968 1969 40 14 1 Mt. Simon sand dome water
Rlchwoods Gas Utilities Co. Crawford
6N-11W
1966 1966 1966 4 2 Pennsylvanian sand — gas




1963 1963 1965 9 4 — St. Peter sand dome water
Sclota Central Illinois McDonough (testing, 1974) 4 9 — Mt. Simon sand dome water
Public Service 6, 7N-3, 4W
Shanghai Illinois Power Co. Warren & Mercer
12, 13N-1W
1970 1971 1971 9 10 — Galesville sand dome water





1961 1963 1964 9 6 Grand Tower lime drape
over reef
water
Tilden Illinois Power Co. St. Clair &
Washington
3S-5, 6W
1957 1961 1961 45 15 Cypress sand strati-
graphic
gas




1957 1958 1959 96 27 Eau Claire
Mt. Simon
sand dome water
Tuscola Panhandle Eastern Douglas & Champaign (testing, L974) 5 11 9 Mt. Simon sand dome water
Pipeline Co. 16, 17N-8E




1952 1954 1962 50 19 22 St. Peter sand dome water
Waverly Gvl. 1969 1969 1970 10 3 — Galesville sand dome water
* Million cubic feet.
** Includes Elmhurst Member of overlying Eau Claire Formation,
t 15 percent in Illinois; 85 percent in Indiana.
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PROJECTS IN ILLINOIS January 1, 1975


























- 12,840 2,154 290 12.3 114 135,000 44,826 72,181 117,147 407 23,201
Ancona
1,600 400 4-80 15.0 up to 3,000 3,575 1,484 1,991 3,501
30 1,019 Ashmore
- 30,000 672 210 12.2 - 70,000
- — —
— — Brocton
463 812 49 18.2 200 680 261 416
680 14 126 Centralia East
- 1,500 1,600 40 16.0 67 4,560 2,994 1,567 4,560 66 768 Cooks
Mills
20 2,125 28 — — 250 166 72 242 3
29 Corinth

























- 1,691 1,925 145 17.5 18 7,950 897 6,030 7,097 17 959 Elbridge
4,222 _ 350 47 21.5 216 6,953 1,840 4,636 6,953 35 1,387 Freeburg
113 - 510 28 16.0 326 151 33 116 149 0.5 1.7 Gillespie-
Benld
— 3,200 800 120 12.0 426 12,585 5,717 5,717 12,585 110 3,543 Glasford
6,750 8,000 1,750 100 18.0 467 50,000 15,259 23,283 39,697 592 16,732 Gvl. Herscher
7,500 8,000 2,450 80 12.0 185 67,000 24,734 32,504 62,743 161 13,931 Mt. S. Herscher
- 3,000 2,200 58 15.0 82 17,000 3,576 9,784 14,455 40 2,581 Herscher-
Northwest
4,000 - 3,150 100 16.0 250 38,000 1,373 2,200 3,573 Hillsboro
414 - 1,125 28 20.3 458 1,090 805 285 1,090 28 648 Hookdale
— 13,200 3,800 160 11.0 45 100,000 2,056 10,375 12,964 37 1,431 Hudson



























— 3,000 1,300 85 12.0 250 15,000 4,466 5,459 11,242 46 1,763 Lincoln
2,610 - 3,050 65 15.0 - 75,000 16,888 30,006 53,401 294 18,812 Loudon
- 13,370 3,950 116 11.0 15 200,000 24,645 77,438 103,251 604 10,785 Manlove
(Mahomet)
- 1,650 1,975 105 16.5 25 7,200 1,071 5,510 6,839 20 1,214 Nevins
— 2,600 800 38 18.6 556 3,000 1,161 1,777 2,962 25 557 Pecatonica
3,500 — 3,000 100 10.0 25 40,000 10,945 18,628 31,047 172 8,591 Pontiac
— — 700 - - - 105 76 20 96 2 2 Richwoods
550 650 2,860 100 14.0 400+ 5,600 1,800 3,800 5,600 60 1,892 St. Jacob
- 2,500 2,600 70 12.0 39 12,000 120 695 815 - - Sciota
- 1,850 2,000 95 15.2 246 11,000 3,897 6,007 9,904 54 1,816 Shanghai
- 496 1,860 91 17.3 47 5,200 1,012 3,795 4,827 13 845 State Line
1,287 - 800 33 20.8 183 3,109 1,055 1,820 3,109 41 971 Tilden
— 9,600 1,420 100 17.0 150 75,000 31,047 32,380 71,977 698 27,841 Troy Grove
- - 4,000 - - - 60,000 1,975 1,976 6 145 Tuscola
1,500 7,000 1,800 115 18.0 1,220 150,000 6,454 13,814 24,038 223 11,500 St. P. Waverly
- - 3,500 68 - - 127,000 319 18,663 19,263 21 1,318 Gvl. Waverly
* Million cubic feet
16
TABLE 8 - ILLINOIS OIL FIELD STATISTICS, 1974
Explanation of Abbreviations and Symbols
Field: N, North; S, South; E, East; W, West; C, Consolidated;
Cen, Central. Fields located in two or more counties have
county names listed in order of oil discovery.
Age: PC, Precambrian; CAM, Cambrian; ORD, Ordovician; SHK, Shak-
opee; STP, St. Peter; TRN, Trenton; SIL, Silurian; DEV,




Kind of rock in pay zone: D, dolomite; DS, sandy dolomite;




Structure: A, anticline; C, accumulation due to change in char-
acter of rock; D, dome; F, faulting; H, strata horizontal
or nearly horizontal; L, lens; M, monocline; N, nose; R,
reef; T, terrace; U, unconformity. Combinations of the
letters are used when more than one factor applies.
+ Field listed in Table 9 (gas production).
++ Illinois portion only.
# Acreage is included in the immediately preceding figure.
X Correct entry not determinable.
TABLE 8 - ILLINOIS OIL FIELD STATISTICS, 1974 17
Field, County
location by
Number of wells Character











(Secondary dis- proved To end to end ted Aban- ducing Sul- avg. thickness
recovery - Depth cov- In During of of in doned end of Gr. fur In feet, Depth
see Part n. Name and age (ft) ery acres 1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 year •API (%) structure Zone (ft)
p. 69-126)













3 35 S 10 M
1 1 3b s 5 Mf
i 37 3 10 M
i 35 L 8 MF
1 35 s 9 MF
AB LAKE S0UTM, GALLATIN, 9S, lUt
AUK VASES, MIS 2798 1959


















531.7 33 u 15 H
3 35 S 10 ML
19 37 S 20 "L
2 u 38 S 10 ML
1 36 S 9 ML
17 36 s 6 ML
1 38 L 2 MC
MIS










































ADEN EAST, haynE, 2S, 76
MCCL0SKY, MIS












































•AKIN, FRANKLIN, 6S, 4E
1942 750
CYPRESS, MIS 2840 1942 220
AUK VASES, MIS 3100 510
BHARA, MIS 3100 1956 70
MCCL0SKY, MIS 3270 1943 »
14,1 2388,5 58 7 25 A
l« 4 35 0.14 S 10 AL
39 3 37 0.12 s 22 AL
4 38 L 18 AC
1 38 L 9 AC
3515














'.5 212,7 4 7 A
2 35 3 8 »L
2 37 L 1U AC
1 L 12 AC
J 39 L 4 AC
1 38 L 10
2 37 L 10
51*5
































240,5 29271.2 485 1 13 169 AM
6 26 s 5 MF
30 2 29 a 16 s 15 MF
157 1 37 16 s 15 MF
2 35 s 9 MF
67 1 36 s 16 AL
to 1 37 3 5 AL
6 36 S 10 A
44 1 37 S 15 A
56 2 36 3 14 AF
13 1 34 3 IS AF

















(Secondary dis- proved To end to end ted Aban- ducing Sul- avg. thickness
recovery - Depth cov- in During of of in doned end of Gr. fur in feet. Depth
see Part n,
p. 69-126)
Name and age (ft) ery acres 1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 year "API (%) structure Zone (ft)




























































ALBIBN N0RTHWEST, EOwARUS, IS, 10E
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3300 1967 30.9
ALBIBN WEST, EDWARJS, 36, lilt
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3375 1953

























1450 » 690 2
1490 • ii
1540 32U 29




2010 « 99 3
2280 40 5
2300 86U 15 1
2300 * 9 3
2300 • 25 1
2275 1967 10 1
2774 1966 40 4





















ALMA, MARIBN, 4N, 2E
1941 60
CYPRESS, MIS 1605 1U
BENBIST, MIS 1945 1942 5i)





35 3 7 »L
36 S 6 AL
36 0,26 L 10 AC
AMITY, RICHLANO, 4N, l«w
MCCLBSKY, MIS Si.
7
4 MC MIS 3069
AMITY S, RICHLAND, »N, I4w
SPAR MTN, MIS 2890 1953
AMITY W, RICHLAND, 4N, 14W
AUX VASES, MIS 2925 1953
ASHLEY, WASHINGTBN, 2S, 1W






10 36 MIS 3010
10 36 3 1 MIS 3100
15 14 30 DEV 3116
ASHLEY E, WASHINGTBN, 2S, 1*
BENBIST, MIS 1636 1969 60 6,4 45,6 5 5 MIS 1880
ASHMBRt E, CBLES, 13N, 14W
PENNSYLVANIAN 415 1956 SO 0,0 0,0
ABO 1957, REV 1962
5 1 3 30 PEN 464

















(Secondary dis- proved To end to end ted Aban- ducing Sul- avg, thickness
recovery - Depth cov- in During of of in doned end of Gr. fur in feet. Depth
see Part n.
p. 69-126)
Name and age (ft) ery acres 1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 year •API (%) structure Zone (ft)
ASHM0RE S
,
CeLtS, CLARK, IJN, |J-lIf, IKK
m» 310
UNNAMED, PEN 420 J958 310
MISSISSIPPI** 475 mi go
41.2 23 15
22 24 S X «L
1 (J 38 I 17
TRN 2260
ASSUMPTION CEN, CHRISTIAN, J3N, IE
DEVONIAN 2433 |9t>l
•ASSUMPTION C, CHRISTIAN, 13-14N, IE
1948
BEN0IST, MIS 1050 1949
SPAR MTN, MIS 1170 1949
















ASSUMPTION S, CHRISTIAN, 12N, IE
LINGLE, UEV 2630 1951 50 0,5 20,7 3 1 39 SIL 2800
AVA-CAMPBELL HILL , JACKSON, 7S, 3-4W
CYPRESS, MIS 780 1916
BALDWIN, RANDOLPH, 4S, b-
SIL0RIAN 1535 1954
140 0,0 25,0 16
AbO 1943, REV 1956, IBU 1957
30 0.3 10.9 3
S 1 A TRN 3582
R TRN 2234
BANNISTER, mar I0N,2N,3E
AUX VASES, MIS 0.0 0,0 DEV 4226



































MIS 985 1936 4 20
SILURIAN 2420 1939 380




36 0,20 S 15
42 0.27 L 12 w
•BARTELSO i, CLINTON, (N, 3n
SILURIAN 210 10,9 903.9 21 U U 16 42 R SIL 2788
BARTELSO S. CLINTON, IN, 3w
DtVONlAN
BARTELS0 w, CLINTON, IN, 3-4W
2475 1942 60 0,0
ABU 1962
23,7 40 0.15 L 3 A OEV 2652
1945 280 3.1
CYPRESS, MIS 960 1945 280









•BEAUC0UP, WASHINGTON, 2S, 2w
1951
CLEAR CREEK, DEV JG5U 1951
TRENTON, 0R0 4095 1952






•BEAUC0UP S, WASHINGTON, 2S, 2*
BEN0IST, MIS 1430 1951 260 15,2 1011,5 AL v OEV 3122
•BEAVER CREEK, BONO, CLINTON, 3»4N, 2>3w
BEN0IST, MIS 1130 1942 180 4,3 274,3 17 6 34 0,25 S A SIL 2558

















(Secondary dis- proved To end to end ted Aban- ducing Sul- avg. thickness




Name and age (ft) ery acres 1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 year °API (%) structure Zone (ft)
BEAVER C"EEK N, B0ND, «N, 3w
BEN0IST, MIS
•BEAVER CREEK S , CLINTON, B0NO , 3-4N, 2-3w
8U n.u 0,7 t
ABU 1954, REV 1958, ABU 1964
1946 580
CYPRESS MIS 1005 10
BETHEL, MIS 1076 1974 10
BEN0IST MIS 1110 1946 560








50 35 S 5 1
S 4 A utv 2556
SIL 2606
8ECKEMEYER GAS «i, CLINT0N, 2N, 3w
CYPRESS, «1S
• BELLAIR, CRAwFBRO, JASPER, 8N, 14»
(500 FT), PEN
(800 FT), PEN






























Stt CLARK COUNTY 0IV, F0R PRdDUCUHN
1940 330
AUX VASES, MIS 3250 1948 30




37 S 6 AC




BELLE PRAIRIE w, HAMILT0N, 4S, 5E
ULLIN, MIS
BELLE RIvE, JEFFERS0N, 3S, 4fc
MCCL0SKY, MIS
BELLM0NT, WABASH, ]S, l3-l»*
4206 1959 10 0,0 0.5 1
ABU 1960








































6 A MIS 2000
38 3 20 AL
36 L r AC
BEMAN E, LAWRENCE, 3N, 10W
AUX VASES, MIS
STE, G, MIS
BENNINGT0N S, EDWARDS, IN, 10E
MCCLBSKY, MIS























V 1965, ABO 1969
7 A
3 38 S 20 »L



























•BENT0N N, FRANKLIN, 5-6S, 2E
1941
CYPRESS, MIS 2460 1944
,PAINT CHEEK, MIS 2501 1962
BETHEL, MIS 2600 1942




54,3 3861.4 80 8 11 A MIS 3700
14 38 S 17 A
1« 5 38 S 8
21 1 38 0.15 s 20 AL
TABLE 8 - ILLINOIS OIL FIELD STATISTICS, 1974 - Continued 21
Field, County
location by
Number of wells Character











(•Secondary dis- proved To end to end ted Aban- ducing Sul- avg. thickness
recovery - Depth cov- In During of of In doned end of Gr. fur In feet, Depth
see Part 0. Name and age (ft) ery acres 1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 year "API (%) structure Zone (ft)
p. 69-126)
.BENTON N, FHANKLIN, 5-6S, St
«UX VASES, MIS 2685 190
0HARA, MIS 2730 ISO
SPAR MTN, MIS 2775 19141 •
MCCLOSKY, MIS 2800 •
(CONTINUED FNiSM PREVIOUS PAGE)
lb I 39 0.1b S 10 A
13 2 38 0.70 L 8 A
8 36 0,15 S 6 A
19 1 34 L 10 A












•BERRVVILLE C, WABASH, EDhARDS, RICHLANO, 1-2N, low
1943 510
0HARA, MIS 2900 1943 540
SPAR MTN, MIS 2850 19113 •
MCCLOSKY, MIS 2890 19U7 •
17.9 1588,9 30 u 7 M
6 L 39 L 6 MC
13 L 12 NC
12 36 L 10 «C
MIS 3636
BESSIE, FRANKLIN, fcS, jt
0HARA, MIS 289b 1943 10 2,6 137.9 1 U 1 39 0.15 L MC MIS 3457
BLACK BRANCH, SANGAMON, 15N, 4«
SILURIAN 350 29.0 535,9 24 2 1 21 38 SIL 1744
BLACK BRANCH E , SanGamdn, 15N, 4«
SILURIAN 1720 1969
•BLACKLAND, MACON, CHRISTIAN, 15N, JE-1*
SILURIAN |935 1953
10 0,0 2.8 10 1
ABO 1974
380 0.2 490,4 41 U 5 39
SIL 1755
MU 0KO 3780
BLACKLANQ N, MACON, 16N, It
SILURIAN 240 2,0 242,3 21 1 3 39 SIL 2164
SLACK RIVER, xhITE, uS, 13w
CLORE, MIS
BLAIRSVILLE w, HAMILTON, 4S, 7E
SPAR MTN, MIS
MCCL0SKV, MIS

















BLUFBRU, JEFFERSON, 2S, 4E
MCCLOSKY, mis 3060 1961 3U 2,6 151.0 2 1 38 MIS 3633














BOGOTA N, JASPER, 6N, 9E
MCCLOSKY, MIS 3080 1949
BOGOTA S, JASPER, 5.6N, 9E
MCCLOSKY, MIS 3075 1944
20 0,0 0,0 2 I 37
ABU 1950, REV 1973
300 2,4 537.6 23 3 37
MIS 3647
MC MIS 3712
BOGOTA *, JASPER, 6N, 9E
MCCLOSKY, MIS 308




(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
10 0,0 0,0 1
ABO 1967
1941 1160 16.8 2514.3 6b 1 2 20 A
2110 1952 10 1 32 S 8 »L
2310 1951 170 17 1 35 S 20 A
2710 1947 100 7 37 S 10 A
MIS 3655
MIS 3830
22 TABLE 8 - ILLINOIS OIL FIELD STATISTICS, 1974 - Continued
Field,_Cpunty
location by
Number of wells Character
Deepest











(•Secondary dis- proved To end to end ted Aban- ducing Sul- avg. thickness
recovery - Depth cov- in During of of in doned end of Gr. fur In feet. Depth
see Part II
,
Name and age (ft) ery acres 1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 year "API (%) structure Zone (ft)
p. 69-126)








3040 1 <#a8 870
3015 1917 »
3200 19<ll •
(CONTINUED FRuM PR£VIBUS PAGE)
5 u 39 S 14 AL
1 36 s 9 »L
6 34 L 5 AC
6 1 1 35 L 5 »C
24 in 0.33 L 6 »c
60NE GAP E, to«»nus, is, 14«
1951 40
.]«»«>, MIS 2980 1951 30
MCCLOSKY, MIS 30S0 »
S»lEM, MIS 3555 1974 10
BONE GAP w, EDWARDS, IS, I0E
STE, GEN, MIS




BOULDER E , CLINTON, 3N, 1>
DEVONIAN
2.4 15,4
ABU 1956, REV 197U
100 0,2 30.4







1901 560 0,0 6120.0 55
1190 1902 500 33















•B0URB0N C, DOUGLAS, 15N, 7E
SP»R MTN, MIS 1600 1956 I0O0 5.9 1786.7 91 NC SIL 2637
BOURBON S, DOUGLAS, 15N, 7b
SPAR MTN, MIS
BOwVER, RICml'nO, 5N, low
SPAR MTN, MIS
MCCLOSKY, MIS





10 0,0 0,0 1
ABO 1964
20 0,0 11.7 2
10 10
10 10
AHU 1967, Ktv 1971, Ahi) 1972
1944 1490
BENOIST, MIS 2060 1904 1450
AUX VASES, MIS 2130 19114 650
OHARA, MIS 223U 1905 30
TRENTON 5000 1967 60










55 0,14 S 19 A
3/ s 15 A
3S L 2 AC
BR0UGHT0N, HAMILTON, 6S, 7£
MCCLOSKY, MIS
BROUGHTON S, SALINE, 7S, 7t
1951
TAR SPRINGS, MIS 2315 1974
MCCLOSKY, MI5 3215 1951
•BROWN, MARION, IN, IE






















1943 1060 33,6 2672,3 68
1870 1962 10 1
2365 1907 40 1
2640 1903 38U 25
2785 1944 80 5 (1
2965 10 1
2965 1946 770 13
2975 1947 • 1
3000 1904 • 35
A DEV 5200
3J S 8
56 S 14 AL
36 0.18 S IS A
39 s 12 AL





























(Secondary dis- proved To end to end ted Aban- ducing Sul- avg. thickness
recovery - Depth cov- In During of of in doned end of Gr. fur in feet. Depth
see Part n,
p. 69-126)
Name and age (ft) ery acres 1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 year •API (%) structure Zone (ft)
•BRB*NS E, wabaSh, 1-2S, 14w
1916 600
PENNSVLVANIAN 18«4 1963 10
CYPRESS, MIS 2570 1946 790
8,4 2924,2 73 1 19
1 32 S
72 t 36 S 13 "L




1943 40 2,9 46,4
2650 1943 20
2950 1947 30
ABO 1968, REV 1970
1973 80
SALEM, MIS 2765 1974 10
DEVBNIAN 3820 1473 70
47,0 51.0
1 N
38 S IS NL





BUCKMBRN, BRfwN, 1-25, 4W
SILURIAN 682 1961 40 0,0 0,0 4 1 u
ABO 1964
BUCKNER, FRANKLIN, 6S, 2E
AUX VASES, MIS 2601 1963 80 3,6 65,0 6 U
SIL 700
MIS 3060




•BUNGAV C, HAMILTBN, 45, 7E
1911 1962
1941
RENAULT, MIS 3270 550
AUX VASES, MIS 3295 1941 2740
BHARA, MIS 3335 320
SPAR MTN, MIS 3400 1943 *
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3425 1943 *










L 1 DVS 1990
A DEV 5566
39 S 10 AL
39 0,2(1 S 15 AL
L 8 AC
L 6 AC
36 0,24 L 8 AC
36 L 10 AC




1947 SO 0,4 30.2 4 1
3330 10 0,4 13.2 1 37 3 24
3415 1947 30 10.0 1 38 L 6
3160 • 0,0 7.0 2 L 4
MIS 3565
CALMBUN CEN, RICHLAN0, 2N, 10E
1950 30
SPAR MTN, MIS 3245 30
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3280 1950 •
•CALMBUN C, RICHLAN0, WAYNE, 2-3N, 9-10E
0,0 0.5
ABD 1952, REV AND ABO 1959
1920
BHARA, MIS 3140 1944 1920
SPAR MTN, MIS 3160 f
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3180 1944 «
ST LBUIS, MIS 3370 1967 10


















•CALMBUN E, RICHLAND, 2N, 1U-HE
MCCLBSKY, mis 3265 1950 150 2.2 329,0 MC MIS *3BO
CALMBUN N, RICHLAND, 3N, lut
1944 60
SPAR MTN, MIS 3155 1944 60








•CALMBUN S, WAYNE, RICHLAND, EDWARDS, 1.2N, 9t
1953 540
AUX VASES, MIS 3175 1953 20
BHARA, MIS 3232 1963 520
SPAR MTN, MIS 3224 1962 *
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3209 1961 »
6,4 629,1









































































caRlinville , mac0Opin, 9n, 7«
unnamed, pen JSO 1909
CARLINVILLE N », MAC0UPIN, ION, 7*
P0TTSVILLE, PEN 440
CARLINVILLE S, MAC0UPIN, 9N, TN
PENNSYLVANIAN 539








ABO 1925, REV 1942
• 00 3 26 8 X A MIS 1360
100 0,0 1,0 16 20 0.35 S 10 TRN 1970
ABO 1954
10 0,0 0,0 I U 26 8 X PEN 1020
ABO 1964
1250 16,6 4123,2 191 I
10 6
1250 166 1
22 A STP 4120
39 L 10 AC
35 0,26 ( 20 AL
CARLVLE Ei CLINTON, 2N, 2W
BEN0IST, MIS
•CARLVLE n, CLINTBN, 3N, 3M
8EN0IST, MIS
1197 1963 10 0,0 0,0 10
ABO 1972
530 16,6 873,6 45
MIS 1245
At 0EV 2556
CARLVLE S, CLINT0N, IN, in
CYPRESS, MIS



























ABO 1949, REV 19S2





4 M MIS 3546
32 S 10 ML
36 S IS ML
37 S 8 ML
35 0L 6 MC
A MIS 3452
36 S 13 AP
37 8 12 AP
36 0,14 S 14 AP






















































32 S X AH
30 8 X AM
35 S 10 AH
36 S 50 AH
13 N
1 37 8 6 NL
6 38 L 10 NC
2 L 8 NC
37 0,17 0L
135 59 A
2 35 8 3 At
35 36 0. 20 8 24 AL
I 36 8 22 AL
46 37 S 6 AL
20 36 S 20 AL
38 37 S 21 AL
4 36 at 5 ACP
1 LS 6 ACP




CENTERVILLE N, WHITE, 3S, 10E
BETHEL, MIS 2990 1947 10 0,0
ABO 1948
0,0 1 ML MIS 3332



























































CENTERV1LLE N fc, WHITE, 33, 1UE
BETHEL, «IS





SB, 2 HIS 19112




















32 S II A
37 0.20 S 12 A
38 0.17 S 20 A
ao 0,36 L 9 A
ou L 22 A
CENTRALIA M, CLINT0N, jn, 1«
19«0 90
CYPRESS, HIS 1308 I960 10







CMESTERVILLE, DB0GLAS, 15N, 7E
SPAR HTN, HIS 1780 1956 50 0.2 35.2 5 «L HIS 1829
•CHESTERVILLE E, D0UGLAS, 14.15N, 7-rtt
SPAR HTN, HIS 1720 1957







aoo 0,4 116a, a ai a i»
ABU 1974
196a 30
AUX VASES, HIS 2620 19bu 30


















CLARK C0UNTY DIV, CLARK, C0LES, CRAWF0RO, C0HBERLANI), JASPER
1900 26810 334,8 85240, a 5735 a 38 lo63 0RO 4519
TOTALS BELLA1R CASEY JkiHNSON N,S "ARIINSVILLt SICblNS WE9THEL0 Y0HK P00LS
Clarksburg, Shelby, ion, «e
AUX VASES, HIS 1770 l9ub 3,1 68,4 4 1 DEV 3206


























3629,9 301125,9 6089 lb 135 2193 A
1 36 S 6 AL
6 I) 36 S 15 AL
S62 1 11 36 s 15 »L
20 1 2 39 s 15 AL
2029 IS 59 38 s 15 »L
236 a 1 1 38 0L 5 AC
619 7 12 38 LS 8 AC
2998 27 58 39 0L 10 AC
219 3 3 36 L 3 A
220 23 1 39 L 10 A
17 14 ao L 17 4
1 U 39 L 10 A
CLEAR LAKE E, SANGAMON, 16N,4*
SILURIAN 1.7 13.0 SIL 1653
CLIFFORD, WILLIAHS0N, BS, IE
1957 40
AUX VASES MIS 2380 1957 40
SPAR HTN, MIS 2470 1957 20
MCCL0SKY, HIS 2540 1957 *
ABO 1965
0,0 15.0 2
2 u 38 S 7
1 LS 7
t 38 L 5
HIS 2625
26 TABLE 8 - ILLINOIS OIL FIELD STATISTICS, 1974 - Continued
Field, County
location by
Number of wells Character
Deepest











{•Secondary dis- proved To end to end ted Aban- ducing Sul- avg. thickness
recovery - Depth cov- in During of of in doned end of Gr. fur in feet, Depth
see Part II
,
Name and age (ft) ery acres 1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 year 'API (%) structure Zone (ft)
p. 69-126)
•Cell, WAYNE, IS, 5E
1412 390
AUX WiStS MIS 2910 \<>ue 310
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3065 1902 10








CBIC N, WAYNE, IN- IS, 5E
AUX VASES, MIS 3.7 216.U














06,3 1117,7 ao 1 1« A
15 39 S 15 AL
11 L 7 AC
2 L X •c
13 38 L 8 ac
15 1 39 L 7
3 37 L 10 •
CBLLINSvILLE, MAOISUN, 3N, 8«
SILURIAN ao 0,0
l»u 1921
•CBLMAR-PlYMBUTH, HAnC0CK«mCO0n0UGH, U-5N, a-5»
HuING, OEv a50 1911 2520 33,5 0879,8
L 2 *L STP 2177
78 35 0,38 S AL SHK 1095
•C0NC0RL c, WHITE, 6S, 10E
1902 1800
TAR SPRINGS, M IS 2270 1903 350
HARDINSBURG, M IS 2510 1950 350
CYPRESS, MIS 2625 1900 270
AUX VASES, MIS 2905 1902 670
BHARA, MIS 2930 1903 1080
SPAM MTN, MIS 3035 9
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2990 «
17.3 8100,0 167 1 50
26 3b S 11 I
30 36 s 7
19 37 s 10
09 36 0,15 s 10 i
2 L 8
3 L 8 t
56 1 37 L 10
MIS 3138


































37 L 2 ' c
MIS 3125














17.8 207 20 81
1 1 39 S 20 A
2 37 S 15 A
200 23 37 S 9 A
1 L A
1 36 S 5
3 37 L 3
DEV 3059
•C0ROES, wASHlNGTBN, iS, 3w
8ENBIST, MIS 1630 70,9 9998,9 01 36 0.19 S A TRN 3880











18 5 38 S 10
1 38 L X
2 36 L 10
MIS 3550
CORINTH E, WILLAIMSBN, 8S, OE
MCCL0SKV, MIS
C0HINTH N, wILLIAMSBN, 8S, OE
AUX VASES, MIS
3035 1957 10 0,0
A80 I960




38 LI MIS 3113
S 1 MIS 3160
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Kind of rock,(•Secondary dis- proved To end to end ted Aban- ducing Sul- avg. thickness
recovery - Depth cov- in During of of in doned end of Gr. fur in feet, Depth
see Part Q, Name and age (ft) ery acres 1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 year •API (%) Zone (ft)
p. 69-126)
C0R1NTH S, WILLIAMS0N, 9S, 4E
CYPRESS, MIS 2350 1972 1U 1,0 3.9 1 U MIS 2620
C0TTAGE GRAVE, SALINE, 93, 7t
0HARA, MIS £770 1955







38 IX MIS 2977
0RI) 3204
•C0VINGT0N S, WAYNE, 2S, 6t
1943
MCCLi»SKY, MIS 3310 1943
ST. L0UIS, MIS 3361 19b£
OLLI™, MIS »1«H I960




£ AC DtV 5300
3b O.ltt L 5 AC
36 I 4
36 L 12 AC
CRAIG, PtWNY, aS, a-
TRENT0N, 0HU 3650 1946 10 0,0 2,9 2
ABO 1951, Htv 1965, At*U 1967
CRaV»T, JEFFEHS0N, is, IE
BENtflST, MIS 2070 1939 120 1,5 380,0 11 h
35 L 20 A 0RD 3735
6 30 0,23 S A ntv 3850
CRAVAT w, JEFFER30N, IS, IE
1956 140 2.3 130,1 15
PENNSTLVANIAN 1045 1956 130 £.3 130.1 Itt




































MCCLKSKY, MIS 3300 1941 620
ULLIN, MIS «110 1956 10
ABO 1953, REV 1956
1.0 1211.0
38 S 9 ML
37 S 20 ML
L 3 MC






OAHLGREN W, JEFFERSON, 4S, 4b
ULLIN, MIS 20 0,0
ABO 1966










































56 3 25 A
i« 3 10 A
59 3 15 A
36 19 3 18 A
57 15 S 20 A
56 a L 10 A
3» LS 7 A
5b 19 L 7 A
59 L X
13051
DAwS0N, SANGAMON, 16N, 3w
SILURIAN
UECATUR, MAC0N, 16-17N, £E
(C0NTINUEO 0N NEXT PAGE)
163b 1971 10 0.0
ABO 1972
0.0



























































DECATUR, H»C0N, 16-17N, it
SILURIAN
OECATUR N, MAC0N, 17N, 3E
SILURIAN
•DEERING CITV, FRANKLIN, 7S, 3t
AUK VASES, "IS
MCCL0SKY, MIS
{CONTINUED FROM PREVI0US PA6E)
2000 1953 110 0,0 15,0 6 U " 37
ABO 1959















0EERING CITY E, FRANKLIN, 7S, 3E
MCCL0SKY, MIS
•0IVI0E C, JEFFERS0N, IS, 3-4E
1943 377U 163,2 10664,4 257 5
AUK VASES, MIS 2620 194' 170 10 U
0MARA, HIS 2700 1944 2570 8
SPAR MTN, MIS 2700 1945 * 2U 1
MCCL0SKY, MIS 2750 1943 M 156 2
ST, LOUIS, MIS 2840 1955 850 26 U









38 LS t A
3/ 0.21 L 6 AC
37 L 7 AC
3? L 10 AC
DIVIDE S, JEFFEHSflN, 2S, 3-at
MCCL0SKY, MIS ci, 8 497,2 MIS 3575
0IX S, JEFFERSUN, |S, £t
BEN01ST, MIS
•O0LLVILLE, SHELBY, 12N, It
BETHtL, MIS
DUB0IS CEN, WASHINGTON, 3S, 1
'
Z^ 0,0 13,4 2
ABU 1946
90 0,4 33,9 5
S N
1954 130 6.7 iii.l 12 8
BEN0IST, MIS 1335 1955 11U 12 30 S

































DUDLEYVILLE E, B0NU, 4-5N, 2-3*
OEV0NIAN






321 2b S3 U.70 L
0R0 3397
CAM 3111





















EDIN6URG, CHRISTIAN, 14N, S"
LINGLE, OEV 10 n,«
ABU 1951
0.4 1 OEV 1853













































































































PENNSYLVANIAN 760 1950 10
FRE0BNIA, MIS 950 1949 430




3 36 S 10
1 36 L 3
5 38 S 5






















1941 35U0 98,7 11543.6 293 1 6 94 A
1920 195U 390 26 36 3 20 »L
2125 1954 1930 144 6 38 S 25 *L
2200 1955 260 19 37 s 15 AL
2350 1953 290 30 U 38 s 8 »L
257 5 1954 270 19 37 s 8 AL
2b8U 1954 70 6 37 s 16 AL
2778 1962 • I s 10
2900 1954 910 66 1 37 s 12 »L
2900 90 3 u L 5 AC
2900 • 2 LS 4 »C
2975 1941 • 2 39 0. 14 L 5 AC
MIS 3606












5,6 413,7 30 2 7
2 U 36 S 10 AL
3 1 35 s 10 AL
5 u I 37 s 20 AL
20 u 38 s b AL
1 u u 36 L 4 AC
MIS 3666















ELK PRAIRIE, JEFFERSUN, US, 2E
MCCLHSKY, MIS
SALEM, MIS
ELKT0N, WASH1NGT0N, 2S, 4W
BAILEY, OEV
ELKT0N N, NASHINGTBN, 2S, 4«
MARUIN, OEV
ELKVILLE, JACKSON, 7S, In
BENS5IST, MIS






20 0,0 41,1 £00
2U 2 u
10 10
AB1 1940, REV I960, ABO 1970




AUX VASES, MIS 3180 1953 240
0HARA, MIS 3255 1952 190














30 2 3 3 M MIS 3623
18 2 3 36 S 35 ML
11 37 L 6 MC
3 L 4 MC


















(Secondary dis- proved To end to end ted Aban- ducing Sul- avg. thickness
recovery - Depth cov- in During of of in doned end of Gr. fur in feet, Depth
see Part n,
p. 69-126)
Name and age (ft) ery acres 1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 year •API (%) structure Zone (ft)







ELLERY S, EDWARDS, 2-3S, IDE
AUX VASES, MIS
MCCLBSKY, MIS
ELLIBTTSTB«N, EFFINGHAM, 7n, 7E
SPAR MTN, MIS









i I) s IS ML
1 s 12 ML
2 L 4












ABU 1943, REV ANU ABO 1951, REV 1954
90 0,0 173,0 9
30 35,0 5 36
60 138,0 4 38





1954 90 3,4 115.6 7
CYPRESS, MIS 2465 1954 10 1
SPAR MTN, MIS 2750 1962 80 3
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2771 1962 4 3
35
37
•ELLlBTTSTBWN n, EFFINGHAM, ?N, Jl
1953
CYPRESS, MIS 2430 1953
AUX VASES, MIS 2710 1966
SPAR MTN, MIS 2666 1964





ABO 1956, REV 1962
2354 1968










31U i.i 257,4 19 10 6 MIS 3100
2U 2 36 S 4 HL
10 1 1 37 s 2
270 2 L 3
• 14 9 37 t)L 17
MIS 2694




ENHEL0 S, WHITE, 6S, 6E
EVERS S, EFFINGHAM, jr N , 7E
SPAR MTN, MIS
EW1NG, FRANKLIN, 55, 3E
AUX VASES, MIS
MCCLBSKY, MIS
EMING E, FRANKLIN, 5S, 3E
BHARA, MIS







ABD 1951, REV 1952
0,01961 30
AUX VASES MIS 3174 1961 10





SPAR MTN, MIS 2610 70
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2660 1948 *
0,8 112,7






































39 S 10 AL
L 4 AC




















































































































•EXCHANGE W, MAHlCIN, IN, 3E
1951 230 3?. 6 743.9 24
268* 1967 200 1
2783 1951 * 21
2946 1972 20 1
308C 1967 3U 2
ABO 1952, REV 1955, ABU 1959, REV 1965
i 16 MC MIS 3390
u L 3
37 L 6 MC
1 L 8
1 37 L 11 MC
1957 310
<m»i, MIS 2540 1966 230
SPAR MTN, MIS 2570 1966 «
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2650 1957 •











•FAIXMAN, MAHI0N, CLINTON, 3N, It, 1 «
1939 610
BEN0IST, MIS 1U35 1939 480
THENTBN, HHO 3950 1957 23U
10,3 2087,7 1 1" A BHO 4100
1 38 0.27 S 10 •
40 L 20 A
FANCHER, SHELBY, ION, 4E
BENGIST, MIS
FEMRtR LAKE, GALLATIN, 95, 10E
AUX VASES, MIS




10 U,0 0,0 1 034
ABO 1962
1CI 0.0 4.7 10 36
ABO 1966




FITZGERRELL, JEFFIRSUN, 4S, It
1944 10 (),0 16,0
8ENMIST, MIS 2760 1944 10
AU» VASES, MIS 2800 10
A60 1952
•Flop* s, clay, 2n, 6E
MCCLKSKY, MIS
FLBHA SE, CLAY, 2N, 6E
MCCLBSKY.MIS 3073 1972
10
1 li 3710 3 7
60 0,0 168,0 4 39
»B0 1961




FBHSYTM, MACBN, 17N, 26
SILURIAN 70 1,9 24,6 SIL 2220
FRANCIS MILLS, SALINE, 7S, 7t
CYPRESS, MIS 10 0.2 96,5 1 MIS 3238
FRANCIS MILLS S, SALINE, 73 7E
BMARA, MIS
SPAR MTN, MIS
1955 20 0,0 5,6 2
3010 1955 20 5,6 2
3042 1962 # 10
ABO 1957, HEV AND ABU 1962
FREEBURG , ST, CLAIR, 1-2S, 7* CNKw FHEE8URG GAS STORAGE PROJECT





FREEMANSPUR, WILLIAMS0N, BS, 2t
AOX VASES, MIS 2500 1968 40 0,0 1,3 2
ABO 1971
13 "IS 2779



























































FRIENQSVILLE CEN, WABASH, IN, 13*
190b 160
BETHEL, "IS 2330 1946 50
MHAHA, MIS 2597 1972 110
SPAR MTN, MIS 2629 1972 »
•FRIENUSVILLE N, «>»»Sn, in, \d-li"
24,5 116,9
ABO 1956, KtV 1972
19«6 22U
BItHL, PEN 1620 194b 220


















FR0GT0WN, CLINT0N, JN, 3.»w
CARLVLE (CYP) , "IS 950 1918






90 0,0 X 14
AttU 1933, HEV 1949, AU0 1956






35 L 8 ft
•GARDS P0INT C, WABASH, IN, 14k
0HAKA, MIS 2870 1951 650 28,1 957,1 36 C 2 MC MIS 3700















Abu 1950, REV 1955
380 16,0 1924,9 27 U
1 M Otv 3305
u 36 a 5 ML
u 37 s 16
38 L 3 MC
H TRN 3310
•GILA, JASPER, 7-8N, 9E
MCCL0SKV, MIS 2850 1957 470 0,0 1044, a 32 1 1 MC MIS 2971
GILLESPIE. WYEN, MAC0UPIN, 8N, b»
UNNAMED, PEN 70 0,0 X 23 S X T 0RO 2560
GLENARM, SANGAM0N, 1UN, 5w
SILURIAN 1660 1955 130 U.6 57,2
ABU 1957, REV 1959, A6D I960


































3b s 8 A
37 s 11 -1L
40 0,14 s 15 At
J9 0L 6 AC
18 LS 7 AC
3b 0. 19 0L 7 AC
4U L 10 »L
39 L 9 A
39 S 10
G0LOENGATE E, WAYNE, 3S, 9E
HHARA, MIS
•G0LOENGATE N C, WAYNE, 1-2S, 6-9E
10 U.6 16,5
ABO 1957, REV 1988
1945 720 43,8 521.4 48 1 32 M
BETHEL, MIS 3095 1952 10 2 38 S 3 ML
AUX VASES, MIS 3235 1948 360 27 39 S 25 »l
0HARA, MIS 3300 1945 470 6 37 L 4 "C
SPAR MTN, MIS 3325 1945 • 14 37 L 5 MC
MCCL0SKY, MIS 3350 » 20 I 39 L 6 MC
MIS 3420
MIS 3510
GRANOVIEW , EUGAR, 12-UN, |3W
PENNSYLVANIAN 70 0,0 4,0 BRO 2694

















(•Secondary dis- proved To end to end ted Aban- ducing Sul- avg. thickness
recovery - Depth cov- In During of of In doned end of Gr. fur In feet, Depth
see Part n,
p. 69-126)
Name and age (ft) ery acres 1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 year •API (%) structure Zone (ft)




GREENVILLE GAS , BUND, 5N, 3w
LlNGLE, ufcv

























65 1 10 30 n
1 36 S 18 ML
38 I 9 ao L 11 MC
11 1 L a MC
21 37 L 10 MC














51.9 1717,3 90 2 39
I a 36 S 6
3 i 36 S 6
4 u a 39 S 6
72 i 41 s 15
6 L 10
7 39 LS 10
MIS 3424




1955 250 1.9 317.3 22
2575 1955 70 6
2665 1956 2UU 12





•HARRIS6URG , SALINE, 86. 6E
1952
WALTERSSuRG, MIS 2020 1955
TAR SPRINGS, MIS 2115 1952
HARRISBURG S, SALINE, 9S, 6fc
CYPRESS, MIS 2300 1955
HARHISBORG V, SALINE, 9S, 6E














HARRISTeWN, MAC0N, 16.N, IE
SILURIAN 2050 1954 190 1.5 179,8 MU SIL 2117
HAYES, O0UGLA5, CHAMPAIGN, 16N, 8E
TRENT0N 693 1963 480 0,0 154,7 CAH 3430
HELENA, LAWRENCE, 2N, 13*
ST, L0UIS, MIS 2978 1969 10 O.D 0.0 1
•HERALO C , WHITE, GALLATIN, 6-8S , 9-10E
6300 193.4 16309,6 546 11940 16
PENNSYLVANIAN 1060 390 1
PENNSYLVANIAN 1500 1940 • 23
PENNSYLVANIAN 1750 • 5
OEG0NIA, MIS 1920 1947 80 3
CL0RE, MIS 1965 60 2
PALESTINE, MIS 1940 10 2
wALTERSBURG, MIS 2240 1947 520 4b
TAR SPRINGS, MIS 2260 1944 700 56 1
CYPRESS, MIS 2660 1947 1890 157 9
BETHEL, MIS 2790 190 20
AUX VASES, MIS 2920 1943 3040 228 8
0HAHA, HIS 2965 520 8 1
SPAR MTN, MIS 3005 * 7
MCCL0SKY, MIS 3010 1943 • 24 1
217 A
29 S 10 AL
36 s 15 AL
29 s 18 AL
56 s 12 AL
36 s 10 AL
34 s 20 AL
33 S 10 A
3» 0.24 s 13 A
35 0.22 s 1« A
37 8 11 AL
36 s 6 AL
37 L 6 AC
L 4 AC
3b L 10 AC
HIS
MIS 4055




























































MERRIN, H1LLIAMS0N, 63, H
CYPRESS, MIS
•HICKORY HILL, MARI0N, IN, 4E
MIDALG0, JASPER, 8N, 10E
MCCLHSKY, MIS
HIDALG0 E, JASPER, 8N, lot
MCCL0SKY, MIS
HIOALGt) N, CUMBERLAND, 9N, «t
iii\ 1965 10 0.0 2.0 1 U U 38
ABD 1972
1964 bU
CYPRtSS, MIS 2478 1964 10
BEN0IST, MIS 2645 1984 20
SPAR MTN MIS 2833 1984 10
ABO 1972
1948 220
SPAR MTN, MIS 2855 1946 220







2575 1940 SO 0,8 22.3
ABO 1952, REV 1965








1 37 0.20 L MC 0EV 4246
SOU 3737 S 12t)L 9
MIS 2747
MIS 2807
HIOALG0 S, JASPER, 8N, iuE
MCCL0SKY, MIS
HICHLANU, MAUIS0N, 4N, 5»
HARDIN, uev
HILL, EFFINGHAM, 6N, 6E
MCCL0SKY, MIS






2628 1964 50 U,0
ABU 1973
2.6 4 U
10 0.0 0,0 1 U
ABU 1962
6U 0,0 43,6 4 U












26 u 37 S 6
1 u u 37 3 10
2 1 L 5
9 1 40 L 7
1 14
MIS 3251
MILLSB0R0, M0NTG0MERY, 9N, 3w
LIN6LE, UEV
H0FFMAN, CLINT0N, IN, ?«
2012 1962 30 0,0
ABU 1967
1939 360
CYPRESS, MIS 1190 190





30 A DEV 2914
36 SUA
33 0.21 S 7 A
H00DVILLE E, HAMILT0N, 5S, 7E
MCCL0SK.V, MIS
•H0HO, CLAY, 5N, 6E




AUX VASES, MIS 2702 1959 70






38 S 10 M
37 L 5 M
M0RO N, EFFINGHAM, 6N, 6E
1958 6U
CYPRESS, MIS 243U 1958 40









•H0RD S C, CLAY, 5N, 6£
AUX VASES, MIS
STE, GEN, MIS
1942 380 5,7 1788,8 28 6 14
2735 1955 20 2 37
2790 1942 380























(Secondary dis- proved To end to end ted Aban- ducing Sul- avg, thickness
recovery - Depth cov- In During of of in doned end of Gr. fur in feet. Depth
see Part n.
p. 69-126)
Name and age (ft) ery acres 1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 year •API (%) structure Zone (ft)
MBRNSBY S, MACOUPIN, 8N, bw
PENNSYLVANlAN 640 1956 50 0,0 0,0 4 U
ABO 1957, REV 1959, ABU I960
MBVLETBN n, «ASHINGT?N, IS, 2«
CLEAN CREEK, 0EV 2B95 19S5 10 0.0 3,7 1
HUEV, C11NT8H, 2n, 2h
BEN0IST, MIS 1260 1945 60 0,0 5,4 7 3
A80 197a
MUEY S, CLINTBN, 1-2N, 2-3*
1953 310 7,1 25u, 3 23
CYPRESS, "IS 1080 1953 190 17
SILURIAN 2565 1956 110 6
15
PEN 715





HUNT CITY, JASPER, 7N, 10E
SPAR MTN, MIS
MONT CITY t, JASPER, 7N, 14«
1952 90
FREOfNIA, MIS 1845 1952 90
ST, LBUIS MIS 1966 to
MONT CITY S, JASPER, 7N, 14*
MCCLBSKY, MIS
10 0,0 0,8 10
Abu 1950








mutton, cbles, iin, ioe
PENNSYLVANIA*







INA N, JEFFERSBN, as, 3E
MCCLBSKY, MIS 29U0 1949
INCLBSt , EOGAR, CLARK, 12N, 13-ian
ISABEL, PEN 345 )9ttl




















36 S 14 A
lt> s 26 A
s 10 A
35 L 10 A
37 0,2b L 4 A
37 L 9 A
1 MIS 969
MIS 3521
•INGRAMAM, CLAY, 4N, 8E
1942
TAR SPRINGS, MIS 2332 1969
AOX VASES, MIS 2915
SPAR MTN, MIS 3000
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3075 1942










38 S 15 ML
3? 0.21 L 7 MC




OEGBNIA, MIS 1690 90
CLBRE, MIS 1725 1942 50
PALESTINt, MIS 1640 1942 90
NALTERSBURG, mis 1980 1942 1220
TAR SPRINGS, MIS 2080 1940 184U
HAROINSBURG, MIS 2135 19U3 2BU
CYPRESS, MIS 2390 23SU
RENAULT, MIS 2675 1967 IU
AUX VASES, MIS 2715 510
BHAklA, MIS 2795 1947 140
SPAR MTN, MIS 2790 A
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2800 •
ST, LBUIS, MIS 2960 1957 40












SH S 10 af
S a AF
37 S 10 «f
36 s 8 AF
in 6 13 AF
37 S 18 af
J' o,2a 9 13 At
3a s 10 At"
i' 0.23 8 14 AF
it- s 5 AF
it s 8 AF
L 5 AF
L 7 AF
3<» L b AF
38 L 10 IF
MIS 3702
OEV 5100



























































































154,8 8618,0 347 2 11 190 T
5 S 6 NL
4 s 5 "L
7 4 35 s 12 NL
4 35 s 13 NL
8 u 37 s 10 TL
92 1 36 s 8 TL
21 u 32 s 10 TL
169 2 37 s 10 T
1 u 1 36 s 30 T
3 37 L 7 T
73 1 5 37 s 15 TL
6 u L 12 TC
4 36 L 8 TC
15 u 36 0, 19 L 6 TC
1 39 L 6





























































3b 0,14 s 12
L X
















11 36 S 10 »L
L 6 »C
37 L 3 AC
38 s 7
IBLA u, CLAY, 5N, 5E
MCCLflSKY, MIS






2495 1945 10 0.0
ABO 1945
0.5 1
194U 1390 106,0 9018,5 138
1525 1951 10 1
1380 1943 410 35
1535 1940 1020 84 u
3090 280 17
4275 1956 110 6 u
38 L 3 A
3b S 12 A
37 0,16 s 12 A
39 0.27 L 12 '
31 L 90 A
MIS
•IRVINGTBN E, JEFFEKSBN, IS, IE
1951 340
PENNSYLVANIAN 1030 1951 40
CYPRESS, MIS 1750 1955 J20















22,0 1333,5 25 A
37 S 16 AL
39 S 6 AL
IRVINGTBN M, XASHINST0N, IS, 1«
CYPRESS, MIS 1460 1963 2.7 9.2
•IUKA, MARIBN, 2N, 4E
1947 710
AUX VASES, MIS 2528 1960 40
BHARA, MIS 2650 580
SPAR MTN, MIS 2660 «
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2750 1947 •
(CONTINUED BN NEXT PAGE)
6.1 1040.7 46 U 1 19 M
3 37 S 11 n
7 L 5 •AL
6 L 15 ML
27 1 39 L 10 "C




























































.IUKA, M»RIaN, 2N, it
st, lbuis, mis 2775 1952
(CBNTINUEU MBM PWEVIBUS PAKE)
MC
I UK* S, MARIBN, JN, UE
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2bbU 1971 22U 65, 7 272,3 12 2 1 MIS 2685
IUKA N, MARIBN, in, J. HE
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2700 1955 bO 9,0 58,3 5 U U 3 37 MIS 3309



















UPPER PARTLBh, PEN 190
LBUER PAMTLBW, PEN S00
1907
AUX VASES, MIS
CARPER, MIS 1710 1971













































SEE CLARK LBUNTY OIVISIBN FlflH PROUUCTIBN






















32 S X AM
S X AM
35 BL 6 AM


















JBHNSBNVILLE N, WAYNE, IN, 8E
1943 150
BHARA, MIS 3190 1913 150
SPAR MTN, MIS 3220 «
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3250 1913 •
*JBHNSBNVILLE S, WAYNE, IS, bt
0.0
1912 440
AUX VASES MIS 3060 1942 340
SPAR MTN, MIS 3160 140






»»U I9b6, REV 1968, »BU 1969
St 0.17 BL 3 »C
L 8 *c
38 0.17 BL 3 »c
35 1 *
27 38 S 15 *
1 L 4 *c
7 38 L 5 »c
3335
•JBHNSBNVILLE *, w*YNE, IN, IS, 5-bt
1942 810
BETHEL, MIS 2925 1952 10
AUX VASES, MIS 2900 1943 410
BHARA, MIS 2930 390
SPAR MTN, MIS 3015 4
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3100 1942 *
80,0 2185,9 66 1 5 19 M
1 37 s ML
34 1 I 37 S i > ML
5 L ( > MC
10 1 L < t MC
16 3 40 L r mc
3722
•JBHNSTBN CITY E, WILLIAMSBN, 63, 3E
1959 260
CYPRESS, MIS 2290 1959 130
AUX VASES, MIS 2620 1962 260
SPAR MTN, MIS 2660 1963 10
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2680 1963 *
99,7 740.1 18 6 13
9 37 S 20
12 6 36 s 10
1 L 7
1 38 BL 12
MIS 2997


























































JBMNSTON CITY N E, WILLIAMS0N, 8S, 3E
1969 su 16.0 193,1 4 4 S 1AUX VASES, MIS asm HIS 3014


















33 S 7 ML
37 S 14 ML
34 3 5 ML
37 S 12 ML
37 L 9 MC
MIS 3600
•JUNCTIBN E, GALLATIN, 8-9S, 9E
1953 150
WALTERSBURG, MIS 2000 1953 140

















5.3 243.7 24 1 I 11 N
10 36 1 1 16 ML
5 1 1 I 20
3 37 ! 1 10 "L
3 36 ! i 4 ML
3 u 37 1 6 MC
MIS 2983
JUNCTIBN CITY C, MARlBN, 2N, IE
1910 170
UYKSTRA(CUBA) , PEN 510 1910 170
W1LS0N, PEN 680 1952 •
0.7 29,9 12 NL
NL
NL
KEENSBURG E, wABASM, 23, 13"
BMARA, MIS
MCCLBSKY, MIS
























?9 1 15 A MIS 3380
16 33 s 15 AL
11 36 s 9 AL
I 3d L 10 AC
1 I L 8
•KEENVILLE, WAYNE, IS, 5E
1945 710
AUX VASES, M13 2960 1945 340
BHARA, MIS 3050 1946 440
SPAR MTN, MIS 3060 *











KEENVILLE E, WAYNE, IS, SE
1951 90
SPAR MTN, MIS 3075 1967 60
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3140 1951 *
ST LBUIS 3190 1967 10





MCCLBSKY, MIS 2625 1942
KELL W, MARIBN, IN, 2E
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2354 1962
KELLERVILLE, AOAMS, BR8WN, 1-2S, 5W
SILURIAN 637 1959
50 0,0 14,0






37 0.26 L A MIS 2921
38 B L MIS 2475
18 37 AC STP 1075
•KENNER, CLAY, 3N, 5-6E
1942 1260
TAR SPRINGS, MI3 2200 1945 10
BENBIST, MIS 2690 1942 TOO
RENAULT, MIS 2761 1958 230






37 S 7 At
37 0,22 S 10 A
37 < » »
















































































U fR„M PREVIOUS PAGE)
38 S 9 *L
US 5 AC
37 L 7 AC
37 L u
39 S 10 i
•KENNER N, CLAY, 3N, 6E
1947 390
BENBIST, MIS 2755 1947 39U
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2970 1947 BO
888,6 38 CJ 2 2
31 U 2 37
5 3'




•KENNER M, CLAY, 3N, SE
CYPRESS, MIS




195U ou 1.3 17.6 a
2730 1967 20 2
2768 1971 10 1
2870 1950 30
ABU 1952 RtV 1967
4
1917 »1C 3.8 2096.2 35 u
2800 1947 350 27
2705 1947 230 IB
2802 1960 10 1
2837 1960 llu 8
2870 1947 20 2 I)
MIS 3000
l UEV I18U0
37 S 26 l
38 S 9 i
37 s 10 1
38 s 21 '
38 L a i
KEyESPbOT, CLInTbn, 3N, 2w
BENBIST, MIS 118U 1949 180 2,0 17«,2 15 35 MIS 1358
KINCAI0 C, CHRISTIAN, 13-1RN, i-
1955 262U
CEDAR VALLEY, UEV 180U 1955 2620


























39 S X •
59 0.17 S 15 »l
L 10 AC
40 0,16 L3 10 AC
DEV 4775
KINMUNOY, MARIBN, 4N, 2-3E
1950
BENBIST, MIS 1915 1950
SALEM, MIS 2430
CARPER, MIS 3384 1962
KINMUNDY N, MARIBN, 4N, 3E
BENBIST, MIS 2050 1953
LACLEDE, FAYETTE, 5n, 4E
BENBIST, MIS 2335 1943




ABU 196U, REV 1962
10 U.U 2.9 2 U
•BO 1954, REV 1951, ABU 1974








LAKEWBBO, SHELBY, ION, 2-3E
BENBIST, MIS
AUX VASES, MIS
1941 120 0,1 273,7 12
169U 70 7 U
1720 1941 50 5
A
S 7 AL
2 0.23 S 8 »L
SIL 3127
•LANCASTER, MABASH, LAWRENCE, 1-2N, 13*
TAR SPRINGS, MIS 2050
BETHEL, MIS 2540
BHARA, MIS 2670











































































































































LANGEwISCH.KUESTEK, HARI0N, IN, IE
1910 110
0NNAHE0, PEN 795 1951 10

































































28 S X A
S > A
36 S 40 A
s 15 A
33 s 15 A
s X
34 s 10 A
33 s 10 A
33 s 15 A
40 s 30 A
35 s 8 A
38 s 20 A
37 s 7 A
38 s 8 A
L 8 A
33 LS 4 A
40 L 10 A
35 L 10 A
36 L 2 A
SEE i akwEnCE CCUNTY OIvISIBN F0K PHOUUCTIUN
36910 3394.5 367606,1 6988 26 49 2768
TOTALS For LAWRENCE ANM ST, FRANC1SVILLE POOLS
CAH 9261














o.l 445,3 1 32
8 35 S 13
4 33 s IS
2 36 s 8
1 L 16
2 L 2
2 40 L 11
HIS 2324
•LEXINGTON, WABASH, IS, 14W
1947 160
CYPRESS, HIS 2585 1953 10
BEN0IST, HIS 2733 1972 20
0HARA, HIS 2912 1968 130











LEXINGTON N, WABASH, IS, 14N
STE, GEN, HIS 2915 1951
















































































































LIS, JASPER, 7N, 9E
SPAR MTN, MIS 3022 1964 10 U,0 0,5 1
ABO 1967
LITCHFIELD, MBNTGBmEry, 8-9N, 5w
UNNAMED, PEN 660 1966 150 0,0 24,0 18
ADD 1904, REV 1942, A6D
LITCHFIELD S, mbNTGbmERY, 8N, 5w





•LIVINGSTON, MADIS0N, 6N, 6W
PENNSYLVAN1AN 535 194S 470 4.4 700,5 27 35 ML BRD 2378
•LIVINGSTBN S , MAOIS0N, 5-6N, fcrt
PENNSYLVANIAN 530 1950 600 23,8 496,3 ML SIL 1735
•LBCUST GRBVfc, WAYNE, IN, 9E
1951
AUX VASES, MIS 3215 1951
BHARA, MIS 3240 1951








LBCUST GR0VE S, WAYNE, IS, 9t
1953 17U
BHARA, MIS 3248 1958 170
SPAR MTN, MIS 3300 1953 *
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3266 1958 •




ABO 1971, RtV 1972, ABO 1974
1966 30
AUX VASES MIS 2920 1968 10
SPAR MTN, MIS 3028 1966 20


























37 S 13 AL
37 S 9 *L
37 L 5 AC
L0NG BRANCH S, SALINE, 8S, 6E
CYPRESS, MIS 2660 1955






























36 0.25 S 30
58 0,24 3 15 I
38 '0,20 S 10 1
37 0,17 S 6 ' L
37 L 4 / C







LBUISVILLE, CLAY, 4N, 6E
1974 20
AUX VASES, MIS 2800 1974 10
SPAR MTN, MIS 2860 1974 10
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2672 1974 10
SALEM, MIS 3366 1974 10









































































IV. UN. hi CCB" T1NUE0 FROM HNlVlHUS H*I»E)
WARSAW, MIS 3530 1974 10 1 1
•LBUISVILLE N, CLAY, UN, 6t
AUX VASES, MIS
SPAR MTN, MIS
LBUISVILLE S, CLAY, IN, 6E
LYNCHBURG, JEFFERSBN, JS, IE
MCCLBSKY, «IS





90 0,0 56,3 7 1
SO 2
50 5 10
ABO 1956, REV 1962, ABU 1973, REV 197<t
1960 20
AUX VASES, MIS 2623 I960 10



















ai 0,18 S 5
40 L 40 H
AC MIS 3579
BRD 3983
MACEDONIA, FRANKLIN, 5S, «E
ULLIN, MIS 4097 1961 10
ABO 19b5
0,0 6,0
• MAIN C , CRAwFBRO, LAURENCE, JASPER, 5*6N, 10. law













PAINT CREEK, MIS 1280
BETHEL, MIS 1»00
AUX VASES, MIS 1430
SPAR MTN, MIS 1515
MCCL(BBLBNG) , MIS 1400
























32 S X ML
S 5 "L
35 s 25 ML
8 X "L
BL 10
34 S 15 ML
36 s 30 ML
36 s 18 ML
35 s 15 HI
s 6 MC
35 L X MC
37 L 5 MC
37 L 11 «C
DEV 5249
STP 5317
•MAPLE GHBVE C, EOwAROS, WAYNE, 1-2N, 9-10E
19<l3 2100
AUX VASES, MIS 3145 1943 480
BHARA, MIS 3230 1945 1650
SPAR MTN, MIS 3250 •
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3260 1943
SALEM, MIS 3660 19»7 10
17,2 4500,1 114 1 26 A
33 38 S 15 A
4 u 27 L 3 AC
1 u L 1 »C
82 1 41 L 6 A
1 39 L 4
MIS 3660
MAPLE GRBVE S, EOwARDS, IN, 10t
MCCLBSKY, MIS
MARCBE, JEFFERSBN, JS, 2E
MCCLBSKY, MIS









1700 1943 2470 25,0 11625,0 146
25 0.54 L
115 35 0,26 L
MC MIS 3356
1 MC MIS 3066
BRD 2619
MARINE w, MAOISBN, 5N, 7W
DEVBNIAN 1653 1965 too 0,5 24,2 BRD
2355
MARIBN, W1LLIAMSBN, 93, 3E
AUX VASES, MIS
MARIBN E, WILLIAMSBN, 93, 3E
(CBNTINUEO BN NEXT PAGE)
2365 1950 10
ABO 1951
0,0 0.2 MIS 2560









































































MARJSSA w *, ST, CLAIR, RANO0LPM, 3
MIS 2642
CYPRESS, MIS MIS 308
•MARKMAM CITY, JEFFERSBN, 2-3S, 4E
STE, GEN, MIS 3070 1942 340 5,7 1592,4 19 MIS 3215
•MARKMAM CITY N, JEFFERSBN, WAYNE, 2S, 4.5E
1943 310
AUX VASES, MIS 2950 1944 120









•MARKMAM CITY », JEFFERSBN, 2-3S, 4E
^•••••••••••••«*>>>>••>*•••••«••••
1945 SOU
AUX VASES, HIS 2905 1945 310
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3035 19«6 310
SALEM, MIS 3774 1969 JO
2.7 2360,0 40 3 A
19 39 3 15 AL
23 37 L 7 »C
1 L 4
MIS 3797






































It 36 S 13 AL
I 36 S 5 AL
4 L 18 »C
3 37 L 5 AC
STP 3411
MIS 2553
MASSIL0N, WAYNE, E0WAR0S, IS, 9-10E
0HARA, MIS 3255 1946
MASSILBN 3, EDWAR0S, IS, 10E
BHARA, MIS 3315 1947
•MATTBBN, CBLE3, 11»12N, T-6E
TO 0,0 91,2 3
A60 1953
10 0,0 0,3 1
ABO 1947








1939 5990 149,2 19630, U 550 2 13
1750 1939 3190 246 1 8
1900 570 28
1950 1944 4630 394
2010 * 6
2950 1955 420 2J i
3162 1970 30 4 2
A STP 4915
39 0,16 X
32 S 15 *L
6 38 0,21 s 12 A
37 L 5 AC
1 39 S 10 A
9
•MATTBBN N, CBLES, 13N, 7E
SPAR MTN, MIS 1902 1960 160 3,2 359,4 12 A MIS 1967
MATTBBN S, CUMBERLAND, UN, 7E
CARPER, MIS
MAUNIE E, WMITE, 6S, ME
3035 1962
1951
TAR SPRINGS, MIS 2280 1962
AUX VASES, MIS 2670 1951
•MAUNIE N C, WHITE, 5-6S, 10-llt, 14-
1941
PENNSYLVANIAN 13J0
WALTERSBURG, MIS 2305 1952









ABO 1952, KEv 1955





3 1 MIS 3337
6 1 AF MIS 3086
1 35 3 8

















































































10 IS S 10 AL
1 36 s 10 A
? 35 a 13 AL
30 1 35 s 13 AL
1 36 L 2 AC
89 35 S 13 AL
6 1 37 L 4 AC
23 36 L 6 AC
24 2 33 L 10 AC


























55,0 7129,1 169 u 57 A
10 24 3 7 AL
3 31 S X AL
13 u 35 S 10 AL
54 35 3 17 AL
2 37 3 19 AL
50 35 3 16 Af
28 36 3 10 AL
1 37 3 X AL
12 37 3 12 AL







MAYBERRY, WAYNE, 2-33, 6E
MCCL0SKY, MIS 120 3.2 388,4 2 39 0,16 L
MAYBERRY N, WAYNE, 2S, 6E
MCCL0SKY, MIS









•MELR0SE, CLARK, 9N, 13*
ISABEL, PEN 0,0 2 35 SI PEN 878
MELP0SE 3, CLARK, 9N 13"
ISABEL, PEN
•MILETUS, MARI0N, 4N, o
E
865 1953 20 o.o o.o

























































92 A MIS 5455
36 0,14 3 11 A
t)l 11 AC
LS 8 AC
36 0L 5 AC
39 L 10 AC
36 L « A
38 L 10 A
MILLS PRAIRIE, EOMAROS, IN, 14N
0HARA, MIS 2925 1948
MILLS PRAIRIE N, EDWARDS, IN, 144
0MARA, MIS 2925 1953
MITCmElLSVILLE, SALINE, 10S, 6E









































































MITCHELLSVILLE, SALINE, I0S, Ot
DEGBNIA, MIS 1330 1955 10
WALTERSBURG, MIS 1505 1955 to
CYPRESS, MIS 2107 1973 10
(CBnTInuEu FRBM PREVIOUS PAGE)
1 35 S 6
1 38 S 9
1 1 s 20
•MODE, SHELBY. ION, IE
1961 360
BETHEL, MIS 1662 1961 120
BENBIST, MIS 1742 1961 360
AUX VASES, MIS 1772 1961 10








MBNTRBSE, EFFINGHAM, 8N, 7E
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2523 1968 5,6 115,0 MIS 3005
•HBNTRBSfc n, CUMBERLAND, 9N, 7E
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2500 1969 1.0 16,7 MIS 2564
• MT, AUBURN C, CHRISTIAN, 15N, l-Jv.
SILURIAN 1920 1943 7190 71.5 6477.7 430 10 134 37 0.28 L TRN 2577






























213,6 17695,1 526 2 20 200
5 34 3 20 AL
65 1 5 36 0,28 8 20 AL
6 u S 15 AL
5 35 S 10 AL
3 36 s 10 AL
35 35 s 13 AL
1 u s 25 AL
331 14 38 0.17 s 15 AL
4 D 37 s 7 AL
13 3 35 s 16 AL
18 1 u 35 0L 5 AC
14 39 0.26 s 5 AL
6S 2 37 0,42 OL 6 AC
1 L 14
OEV 4237





















605 1942 80 0,0 X 6
40 S 8 ML
L 6 MC








1943 220 5.7 363,6 13 i
2665 1943 70 5
2750 1943 150 2 1






MT, VERNBN N, JEFFERSBN, 2S, 3E
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2675 1956 20 0,9 62,8 2 38 MIS 2751
murobck, obuglas, 16n, 10e
pennsylvanian
nashville, washingtbn, 2s, 3h
370 1955 10 3
ABO 1957, HEV 1961, ABO 1966
1973 390 179,7 361.0 30 7 3 26
OEVBNIAN 2b25 1973 40 4 1 1 2
SILURIAN 2650 1973 370 26 6 3




NASBN, JEFFERSBN, 5-4S, 2E
1943 30
BHARA, MIS 2758 1962 30
SPAR MTN, MIS 279U 1943 1
0,6 51.6 i 1 ML MIS 3925
1 37 L 4
2 37 8 12 ML
46 TABLE 8 - ILLINOIS OIL FIELD STATISTICS, 1974 - Continued
Field, County Number of wells Character Deepest








ple- Pro- Kind of rock,
(•Secondary dis- proved To end to end ted Aban- ducing Sul- avg. thickness
recovery - Depth cov- in During of of in doned end of Ur. fur In feet. Depth
see Part n,
p. 69-126)
Name and age (ft) ery acres 1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 year
"API (%) structure Zone (ft)
NEW BADEN E, CLINTON, IN, SW
SILURIAN 1935 1958 290 8.7 221.1 12 39
S1L 2200




















52 S 3 «L
29 0,30 S 10 ML
s 20 M
5,7 203,1 10 39
0EV 2801
SIL 1855
NEW CITY S, CHRISTIAN, 14N, 4W
SILURIAN 2008 1963 20 0,4
ABO 1974
63,4





































































1436,0 154686,2 2544 26 40 1U09 A
4 1 32 6 13 AL
9 a 7 AL
4 X s X AL
126 3 2 33 s 20 AL
s X AL
10 34 s 10 At
11 36 s 10 AL
22 25 a ID AL
123 1 36 0,40 s 20 AL
209 I 1 35 0.19 s 26 AL
1 35 L 10 AL
1053 1 10 35 s 20 AL
60 1 36 s 20 AL
875 6 2b 37 0.24 s 27 AL
1 34 8
619 3 17 37 0,19 8 15 AL
42 3 1 39 ^l 6 AC
47 36 LS 10 AC
264 4 4 37 0,33 «IL 6 AC
12 3 1 36 L X
14 7 37 L 16 AC
3 36 L 6 AC
PEN 705
SHK 7662














1.4 112,9 R 1 A
1 35 a 16 Ar
1 36 s 16 AF
1 35 s 8 Ar
? 36 s 10 AF
1 37 s 7 AF
1 37 L 5 «F
MIS 320?








0.0 446.4 6 4 1 T
i 1 35 S 8 TF
1 1 24 S 10 Tr
3 3 37 s 30 H
MIS 3066





































35 0L 6 AC
NEW HEBRON E , CRAWFORD, 6N, 12W
AUX VASES, MIS 1555 1954 50 0.0
ABU 1965
0,3 MIS ISTI





























































• NEW MEMPHIS, CLINTBN, IN, IS, 5w
SILURIAN 1980 1952 640 42,4 2421, a 36 34 41 R TRN 2900
NEW MEMPHIS N, CLINTBN, IN, 5W
UEV.SIL 2050 1954 90 4.2 46,7 7 BRO 2915
NEW MEMPHIS S, CLINTON, WASHINGTON, IS, 5«
SILURIAN 2000 11
•NENT0N, JASPER, 6N, 9E
STE, SEN, MIS 2950 19
NEWTON N, JASPER, 7N, 10E
MCCLBSKY, MIS
NEWTON W, JASPER, 6-7N, 9E
SPAR MTN, MIS
MCCLBSKY, MIS
NBBlE w, CLAV, 3N, 8E
MCCLBSKY, MIS







AUX VASES, MIS 2860 1956
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2985 1956
20 0,0 0,7 2
ABU 1952, REV 1956, abu 1961
50 2,1 104,2 6
ABU 1962, REV 1969
90 0,0 6.9 6
ABU 1948, KEV 1960, ABU 1966
550 0,0 293.1 35 1
550 12 1
• 29

















30 13 6 MIS 3767
26 12 36 S 35
5 1 37 L 5
•BAKDALE N, JEFFERSON, 23, 4E
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2932 I960 170 8.0 659.1 12 MIS 3077
OAKLEY, MACBN, i6N, 3E
CEDAR VALLEY, DEV 2265 1954
•BAK PBINT, CLARK, JASPER, 8-9N, 14W
1952
ISABEL, PEN 560 1955
AUX VASES, MIS 1185 1955
CARPER, MIS 2220 1952
170 0,0 22,9

















BAK PBINT w, CLARK, CUMBERLAND, 9N, HE, 14W
AUX VASES, MIS
•BOIN, MARIBN, 2N, )-2t
1190 1955 120 0.1 16,9 10 6 35 MIS 1560
1945 3S0 6,7 1850,6
CYPRESS, MIS 1750 1945 340
BENBIST, MIS 1912 1963 10
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2085 1957 30
34 26






BKAWVILLE, WASHINGTON, IS, «»
SILURIAN
BKAWVILLE NC, WASHINGTON, IS, 4W
OEV.SIL
2325 1951 50 0,0 63,3 4 40
ABO 1969
2200 1955 220 9,7 143,6 17 11 40
L 3 R SIL 2603
BRO 3070
•BLD RIPLEY, BBNO, 5N, aw
PENNSYLVANIAN
AUX VASES, MIS
1954 880 10,5 501,7 73
600 1954 870 74



















































































88,5 8177,0 226 7 4 38
5 37 S X A
15 37 0,19 L 6 A
76 6 4 37 0,19 L 5 A
136 2 37 0,19 L 6 A
DEV 2040
3850










6,6 1037,6 59 1 19 M
1 L 4
38 1 36 L 4 MC
36 37 L 3 MC
4910




























136,1 5742,3 160 1 too u
15 26 S 20 u
S 19 s 10 D
5 22 3 10 D
27 26 0. 24 S 15 D
9 27 S 15
6 29 s 18 u
12 35 s 12 u
I 37 s 10
3 s 14 D
67 1 40 s 20
18 39 L 14
5 • 8 L>
6 L X
OEV 5320
BMAHA E, GALLATIN, 8S, 8E
1946 130
CYPRESS, MIS 2530 1957 30
AUX VASES, MIS 2790 10
0HAHA, MIS 2855 1946 90
SPAR MTN, MIS 2942 I960 •
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2884 1958 »
0,0 61.2 11 1 M
3 41 s 6 M
1 38 s X M
3 37 L 8 MC
1 L 9 MCf
3 38 L 10 MCP
MIS 3007
























































BMEGA, MARIBN, 3N, 4E
BENB1ST, MIS
MCCLBSKY, MIS
BPDYKE, JEFFERSBN, 33, 4£
BHARA, MIS
MCCLBSKY, MIS





1946 70 0,0 25,4 5
2280 1963 10 1
2490 1946 60 4























I 36 S A
13 3b s 16 AL
2 37 L 3 AC
4 L 5 AC
MIS 31T5
MIS
BRCHAROVILLE N, WAYNE, IN, 3E
(CONTINUED BN NEXT PAGE)
1956 20 1.2 22.9 OEV









































































•ORIENT, FRANKLIN, 7S, 2E
1947
AUX VASES, MIS 2Si0 1947
MCCL03KY, MIS 2895 1951
oskalobsa s, clay, in, se
MCCLOSKV, MIS
A80 1964, REV 1971
9,8 164,9AUX VASES, MIS 2660 1965 40
BRUNT N, FRANKLIN, 73, 2E
2680 1967AUX VASES 10 0,0
ABD 1972

































2 U A MIS 3397
1 37 S 5 AL
! 33 L 4 AC
2770 1951 130 3,9 60,8 10 AC 0RD 5646
PANA, CHRISTIAN, HM2N, IE
BENdlST, MIS 1470 1951 60 1,7 120.2 5 U DEV 2647
PANA 3, CHRISTIAN, UN, IE
DEVONIAN 2661 1974
PANAMA , BBNO, MONTGOMERY, 7N, !-«»
110 0,1
1940 60
G0LC0NDA, MIS 705 40














PANKEYVILLE, SALINE, 9S, 6E
CYPRE33, MIS
AUX VASES, MIS
PANKEYVILLE E, SALINE, 93, 7E
1956 30 0,0 6,1 2
2250 1956 20 b.l 2
2511 1961 10 1
ABO 1957, REV 1961, ABO 1961
1956 10
CYPRESS, MIS 2250 1956 10
PAINT CREEK, MIS 2360 1956 10
ABO 1957
*PARKERSBURG C , RICHLAND, EDWARDS
,
1-3N 10. HE , 14W
1941 5290
PENNSYLVANIAN 2100 1967 1000
WALTERSBURG, MIS 2430 1950 13U
TAR SPRINGS, MIS 2440 1967 10
CYPRESS, MIS 2630 1942 180
BETHEL, MIS 2930 1942 310
AUX VASES, MIS 3070 20
OHARA, MIS 3100 4690
SPAR MTN, MIS 3150 1945 »
MCCLB3KY, MIS 3175 1941 t
PARKERS6URG 3, EDWARDS, IN, 14W
1948 100
PENNSYLVANIAN 1400 1950 70
CYPRESS 2750 1954 10
BETHEL, MIS 2815 1948 20
























317 3 7 67 A
1 U 36 S 16
11 1 2 39 3 10 A
1 36 8 2 A
10 1 36 3 12 A
20 35 S 12 A
2 37 3 20 A
4 L 10 A
56 1 36 34 L 10 A
201 2 i 36 31 OL 10 A
9 4
6 35 3 10
1 36 3 X




































































PARKERSBURG i, RICHLAND, E0MAR0S, 2N, 106
MCCL0SKY, MIS 3260 1943
PARNELL, DEWITT, 21N, 4E
(CONTINUE" F»u" PREVIOUS PAGE)
» 17
ABO 1962, REV 1964, ABO 1965
1963 610
S0N0RA, MIS 671 1963 590
0EV0NIAN 1100 19b« 20
27.1 154,3 39 6 36
36 6 32 S 12
3 37 S 12
AC
TRN 1971
•PASSPORT, CLAY, 4-5n, 6E
1945 990
AUX VASES MIS 2924 1964 20
SPAR MTN, MIS 3005 1945 970
MCCL0SKY, MIS 3020 »
16,0 65 1 24 A
5 1 36 S 6
2 u 38 I 5 AC
59 37 L 10 A
MIS 3831
PASSPORT N, RICHLAND, 5N, 9E
AUX VASES, MIS 2940 1959 1.1 64,7 MIS 3200












0,0 171.9 1 A MIS 3692
U 37 ! I 9
38 IS AL
36 > 8 A
6 AC
2 38 I 8 AC
PASSPORT W, CLAY, 4N, 8fc
STE, GEN, MIS 3030 1454














150 0,0 69,4 11




8 39 S 10
180 U 37 0,16 s 27 D
3 D s 13
15 39 0.31 s 9
3 40 0,38 10
34 42 L 25
•PAT0KA E, MARION, 4N, IE
1941 560
CYPRESS, MIS 1340 1941 560
BENOIST, MIS 1465 50
MCCLOSKY, MIS 1635 1953 4U
GENEVA, UEV 2950 1952 20
69,6 5519,0 6U 1 37 D
54 1 36 0,16 a 16
5 36 0.23 s 10
3 34 L 6
2 35 30 R
0R0 4176
•PAT0KA S, MARION, 3N, IE
1953 1020
CYPRESS, MIS 1350 1953 830
BENOIST, MIS 1461 1959 230
SPAR MTN
,
MIS 1624 1959 50















PATBKA u, FAYETTE, 4N, 1
x
BENOIST, MIS 1380 1950 200 0,0
ABO 1965
•PHILLIPST0RN C, HHITE, EDNARDS, 3 .ss, 0.11E, 14W
1939 6770 516,8
ANVIL ROCK, PEN 795 1943 1610
CLARK«BRDGPT, PEN 1350 #
PENNSYLVANIAN 1450 »
BUCHANAN, PEN 1550 »
BIEHL, PEN 1875 •
KINKAID, MIS 1954 1961 10
QEG0NIA, MIS 1975 1943 760
CLORE, MIS 2010 1942 160
PALESTINE, MIS 2050 1942 90
WALTERSBURG, MIS 2280 19«3 140
TAR SPRINGS, MIS 2295 1943 1110
CYPRESS, MIS 2T20 1943 520
PAINT CREEK, MIS 2780 1944 1570
BETHEL, MIS 2810 1943 •
AUX VASES, MIS 2880 1939 1000
OHARA, MIS 3010 1943 2010
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
303,6
28001.0 598 5 17 297 A
1 36 S 10 AF
14 1 36 a 10 af
14 36 S 10 AF
25 so * IS AF
61 6 33 0, 22 S 15 AF
1 a 17 AF
62 2 2 38 t IS AF
15 34 s 12 AF
8 32 8 11 AF
IS 2 2 34 8 11 AF
89 1 1 35 S 15 Ar
46 36 S 12 AF
7 37 S 9 AF
111 1 4 36 S 15 AF
76 4 37 a 15 AF
28 I 36 L 10 AC
MIS 1735
OEV 5350


















dis- proved To end to end ted Aban- ducing Sul- avg. thickness
Depth cov- In During of of in doned end of Gr. fur In feet, Depth
p. 69-126)
Name and age (ft) ery acres 1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 year •API (%) structure Zone (ft)
•PHILLIPSTUWN c, WHITE, fcUwAROS, 3-5S, 10-llt, |4W
SPAR HTN, HIS 2960 *
MCCLHSKY, mis 3000 1939 *
(CONTINUED PROM PHEvlHUS PAKE)
36
69 2
38 0,21 IS 10 AC
34 0,21 L 6 AC
•PHILIIPSTbwn S, WHITE, 5S, 10E
1951
TAR SPRINGS, HIS 2345 1951
AUX VASES, HIS 2985 1951
SPAR MTN, HIS 3083 1961
HCCL03KY, HIS 3065 1957
190 0,3 147,8 14 4









PINHSTAFF, LAWRENCE, 4N, UN
MCCL03KV, HIS
PINKSTAFF E, LAWRENCE, 4N, UW
MCCL0SKY, MIS




























PIXLEY, CLAT, 4N, 8E
CYPRESS, MIS
PLAINVIEW , MACeuPIN, 9N, 6W
PENNSVLVANIAN
2680 1959 20 0.0
ABO 1960
0,0 2 33 MIS 3121
410 1942 10 0,0 2,0 10 34 S 5 PEN 563
PLAINVIEW S, HAC0UPIN, 8N, 8w
PENNSVLVANIAN
PBSEn, WASHINGTON, 33, 2W
TRENT0N, 0R0
444 1959 10 0,0
ABD 1962
10 34 S 6 PEN 642
3900 1952 SO 3.0 105,8 4 I ST A BRD 3954
P0SEN N, WASHINGTON, 33, 2W
TRENTBN, BRO 4015 1953 10
ABD 1959















PBSEY E, CLINTBN, IN, 2W
2740 1952 460 21DEV.SIL 3
PBSEY W, CLINTON, IN, 3W













S 7 MIS 1300
36 0.16 S
38 L







270 1953 30 0,0 0,0 3 30 SI 0RD 1513
PYRAMID, WASHINGTON, 23, 1W
DEVONIAN 3109 1962 100 0,0 44,1 6 1 36 OEV 3255
•RACCOON LAKE, MARION, IN, IE
CYPRESS, MIS



















































































? 37 S 15 01
1 L 5 uc
11 1 36 S 12 oc
13 1 36 L 10 PC
19 40 10 H
















12,7 2229,1 51 2 6 u
? 1 35 S 20 A
36 7 34 s 12 *
1 34 I 5 A
S 38 8 5 A
1 L 3 A
2 1 36 LI 10 A
1 1 H. 4
MIS 3249





1955 390 16,1 1141,6 34 2 1
2046 1959 60 4 1
2739 1958 10 10
2860 1955 310 31 1 °






RAYMBND, MBNTG0MERY, 10n, 4-5W
PBTTSVILLE, PEN
•RAYMOND E. MBNTGBMERV, ION, 4W
PENNSYLVANIAN
RAYMBND S, MBNTGBMERY, ION, 4*
UNNAMED, PEN










595 1951 6U 0,0 30,3





10 3 35 0,22 S ML OEV 2049
2 34 S MIS 1008
PEN 680
20 10 MC MIS 3211
2 s 7 M
18 37 L 6 MC
1 39 L 12 M
• RICHVIEW, HASH1NGTBN, 23, |>
CYPRESS, MIS
RIOGkAY, GALLATIN, BS, 8E
PALESTINE, MIS
MCCLBSKY, MIS
RIFFLE, CLAY, 4N, 6E
SPAR MTN, MIS
RINARO, MAYNE, 2N, 7E
MCCLBSKY, MIS
RINARO N, WAYNE, 2N, 7E
SPAR MTN, MIS
MCCLBSKY, MIS
1500 1946 750 172,3 2624,1 82 2 66 34
1946 20 0,0 0,1 2
1730 1955 10 1 U
2840 1946 10 0.1 10
ABO 1946, REV 1955, ABO 1956
2735 1946 80 0,0 80,9
ABO 1961




















L 7 MC MIS 2646




RINARO S, MAYNE, IN, 6E
SPAH MTN, MIS
RITTER, RICMLANO, 3N, 10-llE
STE, GEN, MIS





















































































1,6 86,5 SIL 1670










0,0 620,2 13 1 A
3 38 S X »L
3 37 0.22 L 5 AC
8 37 0.22 L 12 *C
6 37 0.22 L 4 AC



















Rear, sangahbn, jsn, 3m
1775 1949SILURIAN 370





ABO 1951, REV 1954
35 22 2 A TRN 4996
32 ii 37 S 7 A
4 1 34 L 8 AC
1 42 L 44
25
1970 1010 107,4 713,0 69 4 s
1757 1971 10 1






RBBY N, SANGAM0N, 15N, i"
SILURIAN
RBBY w, SANGAMON, 15'-, 3m
MIBBARD, 0EV









ABO 1964, REV 1971, ABO 1973
20 0,7 4,8
ABO 1963, REV 1967














































731,2 56696,5 967 5 34 345
6 1 3k s 10 A
4 35 s T A
6 u 36 s 4
4 34 s 2 A
121 I 31 0,25 s 15 AL
U8 l 2 35 s 15 AL
153 3 37 0,30 s 20 AL
1 1 35 s 5 «
158 l 1 36 0,12 6 15 AL
38 37 s 12 AL
87 10 37 0,20 s 12 AL
265 3 18 39 0.12 s 13 AL
28 2 36 BL 6 AC
29 36 L 6 AC
103 2 1 36 0.20 L 6 AC
5 37 L X AC
3 38 L 19
2 36 L 4
ROLAND w, SALINE, 7S, 7E
AUX VASES, MIS 2935 1950
RBS' Hill, JASPER, 6N, 9E
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2695 1966
10 0,0 22,3
ABD 1959
10 0.2 1.1 MIS 3052






































































16,4 2604,4 50 19 A
36 33 s 10 At
6 36 s 11 AL
3 37 s T AL
1 37 L 5 AC
HIS 2442
































•RURAL HILL N, MAMILT0N, 5S, 5E
CYPRESS, MIS
SPAR MTN, MIS
(949 100 0.0 211,6 6
2930 1956 90 7
3325 1949 10 10






RUSHVILLE, SCHUYLER, 2N, |M
OEV.SIL 743 1966 10 0,0 0,0 1
ABU 1969
37 TRN 975
RUSHVILLE NW, SCHUYLER, 2N, 2W
SILURIAN 669 I960 30 0,0 0.5 3
AC TRN 1036
RUSSELLVILLE SAS , LAWRENCE, 4-5N, 10-llw
MCCL0SKY, MIS 1560 1937 10
ABO
0,0 12.4 AC 0EV 3133
RUSSELLVILLE w, LAWRENCE, 2N, 11*
SPAR MTN, MIS 1565 1955
•ST, FRAnCISVILLE, LAWRENCE, 2N, llw






SEE LAWRENCE CIDUNTY DIVlSIBN F0R PR0DUCTI0N
HIS 1646
ML HIS 2465
•ST. FRANCISVILLE E, LAWRENCE, 2N, 11W
1941 450
PENNSVLVANIAN 1260 1954 60
wALTERSBURU, MIS 1300 10
HAR0INSBURG, MIS 1460 1950 40
CYPRESS, HIS 1605 40
BETHEL, MIS 1750 1941 320
SPAR MTN, MIS 1822 1963 10
6.4 714.
5
38 4 16 A
6 30 S 6 AL
1 37 s 6 AL
3 35 s 6 AL
P 36 s 15 AL
?) 4 40 0,21 s 20 A
1 36 L 5
MIS 1960
•ST, JAC0B, MAOIS0N, 3N, 6w
TRENTBN, 0RO 2260 1942 1050 35,5 4029,5 28 40 0.23 L
PC 5019
ST, JACBB E, HAOIS0N, JN, 6*
HARDIN, OEV
















1 34 L 15 A
200 1 37 0.31 3 16 A
1 36 S 8 A
10 1 36 L 16 A
52 37 a 35 A
0RO 2600
DEV 3470








9,0 1004,7 36 20 A OEV
3575
18 34 0.23 1 9 A
1
38 L 6 A
19 36 S 26














(Secondary dis- proved To end to end ted Aban- ducing Sul- avg. thickness
recovery - Depth cov- in During of of in doned end of Gr. fur in feet, Depth
see Part n,
p. 69-126)
Name and age (ft) ery acres 1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 year "API (%) structure Zone (ft)
• STE, MARIE, JASPER, 5N, 10-11E, 14W
STE, GEN, MIS £900 1941 1210 25,6 2016,6 72 1 1 11 37 0.14 L AC MIS 3470
STE, MARIE E, JASPER, 6N, 14W
ST, SEN, MIS
STE. MARIE H, JASPER, 5-6N, 10E
2665 1949 70 1,4 25,5
ABO 1951, REV 1966
1949 400
AUX VASES, MIS 2720 1949 10










SAILBR SPRINGS CEN, CLAY, 3-4N, 7-8E
1948 70 0,0 6,1 7 1 M
TAR SPRINGS, MIS 2330 1952 50 1,0 5 O 37 S 6 ML
SPAR MTN, MIS 3015 1948 20 5,0
ABO 1955, REV 1957, ABO
2
1961, REV 1964
33 L 4 MC





























37 0,17 s 12 A
38 L 8 A
38 0,28 S 12 A
37 s 20 A
37 s 13 A
37 BL 6 A
LS 8 A
40 BL 8 A
39 L 11 A
SAILBR SPRINGS E, CLAY, 4N, 8E
1944 180
CYPRESS, MIS 2695 1944 110
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3020 1955 50
SALEM, MIS 3550 1967 20
SAILBR SPRINGS N, CLAY, 4N, 8E
•SALEM C, MARIBN, JfcFFERSBN, 1-2N, IS, 1-2E
1.8 80,1 15 1 l
10 u 36 S S
b 1 37 L 7
1 38 L 6
ABO 1952, REV 1955, ABU 1956, REV I960, ABU 1961, REV 1966
1948 60
SPAR MTN, MIS 2985 1948 60
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3030 *
ABD 1949
0,0 4.8
REV 1950, AU0 1951, REV
BENBIST, MIS 1780 1938 10830
AUX VASES, MIS 1825 7590
BMARA, MIS 2075 9540
SPAR MTN, MIS 2100 #
MCCLBSKY, MIS 2050 «
ST, LBUIS, MIS 2100 20U
SALEM, MIS 2160 1939 1390
0EVBNIAN 3440 1939 5970




1938 13620 2782,0 357826,3 2S61 7
L 2 MC
37 L 2 MC
ABD 1956, REV 1957, ABU I960
1299
623 1 37 S 40 A
822 6 37 21 s 40 A
2 37 L 3 A
151 1 37 LS IS A
889 3 35 L JT A
ia 37 L X A
277 1 1 37 L 17 A
658 7 1 42 28 L 40 A




SAMSVILLE, EOHARDS, IN, ME
NALTERSBURG, MIS 2420 1942
•SAMSVILLE N, EDWAROS, IN, 14M
BETMEL, MIS 2900 1945
70 0,0 1,0
ABO 1952, REV 1974
200 0.5 259,0 16 1 38 S A MIS
3303
3220
SAMSVILLE NW, EDWARDS, IN, IDE
1955 20
BHARA, MIS 3190 1955 10
SPAR MTN, MISS 3301 1970 10
SAMSVILLE N, EOWARDS, IN, luE
0,0 4.2
1951 80
BHARA, MIS 3260 1951 80
SPAR MTN, MIS 3275 <
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3275 *





3 40 L 6
2 L 6
2 38 L 6
342S











































































37 3 10 u
3b S 20
S8 0,38 9 R
3ANDBVAL W, CLINTBN, 2N, In
CYPRESS, MIS
SANTA ft, CLINTBN, IN, J*
CYPRESS, MIS
•SCMNELL, RICHLAND, 2N, 9E
AUX VASES, MIS
MCCUBSKY, MIS
1916 10 0,0 28,3
1420 1946 10 28,3
ABU 1960


















SCMNELL £, R1CHLAN0, 2N, 9E
MCCLBSKY, MIS
SCIBTA, MCOBNBUGH, 7N, 3"
DEV0NIAN
•SEMINARY, RICHLAND, 2N, 10E
MCCLBSKY, MIS









3115 1954 10 0,0
ABO 1954
519 1960 10 0,0
ABO 1960


















3 38 S 5 AL
26 37 17 s 10 AC
72 38 17 s 10 AL
2 L 8 A
5 L 10 AC
5 39 L 5 AC
1 37 L 20 AC





SMARPSBURG, CHRISTIAN, 14N, 2*
SILURIAN 1990 1974 0,0 0.0
SIL 2062
•SHATTUC, CLINTBN, 2N, lx
1945 260
CYPRESS, MIS 1260 1945 150
BENBIST, MIS 1420 1947 80
TRtNTBN, BRO 4020 1948 180
10,4 762,4 36 17 A
15 36 s 7 AL
7 35 s 13 AL
15 40 L 13 A
SMATTUC N, CLINTBN, 2N, \v
BENBIST, HIS






























































































































• SHfcUBTVILLE C, SHELBY, UN, 4E
AUX VASES, MIS I860 1946
»BP 1953, REV 1955, ABO 1966
110 1.4 40,9 1 34 MIS 3301
SHUMwAV, EFFINGHAM, 9N, 5E
MCCL08KY, MIS 2223 1965











TRENTON, eRO 3013 1972













SEE CLARK CeUNTY DIVISION F0R PR0UUCTI0N
4,1 231.4
36 s 25






13 37 AC STP 1115
•SBRENT0 C, B0NO, 6N, 4W
1938 700
PENNSYLVANIAN 570 1956 60









S0RENT0 w, B0NU, 6N, 4k.
DEVONIAN
SPARTA , RANDOLPH, 4-5S, S-6W
CYPRESS, MIS
SPARTA S, RANO0LPM, 5S, 5W
CYPRESS, MIS






















ii 1 9 H
1 1 37 S 4





•8TAUNT0N , MAC0UPIN, 7N, 7N
PENNSYLVANIAN 515 1952 30 0.0 3.9 1 35 S A 0RD 2371
•STAUNT0N H, MAC0UPIN, 7N, 7H
PENNSYLVANIAN 2.6 102,5 15 33 SIL 1512









25 38 0,16 S 9 A
5 37 8 4 A
DEV 3414
STEKARDS0N E, SHELBY, 9N, 6E
1963 30
AUX VASES MIS 2177 1963 10







STEWAROS0N h, SHELBY, 10N.5E
BEN01ST, MIS 1920 1970 10
ABO 1971










TABLE 8 - ILLINOIS OIL FIELD STATISTICS, 1974 - Continued
Pay zone
Name and age





































of oil Pay zone
Kind of rock,
Sul- I avg. thlcknes
Gr.l fur in feet,
























































































• STRINGT0WN, RICHLAN0, 4-5N, HE, 14W
'"sTe"""^""!""' ""ju S5 !9«i 550 1.0 1608,2 37 3
STRINGTBWN E, KICHLANU, «N, 14W
"mcCL8Sk""mIS " 3010 1948 10 0.0 2.0 1 U
ABO 1950
STRINGTBWN S, RlChLANO, 4N.14W
""sPar'mTN, HIS 3117 1970 30 0.0 0.1 3 2
STUBBLEFIELU S , B0NO, 4N, 3W
1955 50 0.0 0,0 4 2









SUHNER, LAWRENCE, in, i3w
"*HCCLMS«T, HIS 2260 1944 20 0.0 15,7 2
AbD 1953
SUHNER CEN, LAWRENCE, 4N, 13W
SPAH HTN, MIS 2544 1966 10 0,0 0,0 10
ABD 1968
SUHNER S , LAWRENCE, 3N, 13W
'""aux"vASEs""mIS 2620 1964 60 0,0 0,0 4
ABO 1969
SUMPTER, WHITE, 48, 9E
1945 270 3.7 336,8 16 1
TAR SPRINGS, MIS 2575 1945 190 11 » J>
MAROINSBURG, MIS 2655 1951 10 n n
CYPRESS, MIS 2860 1948 60 4
«HARA, MIS 3222 I960 10 10
•SuMPTER E, WHITE, 4-.5S, 10E
1951 1610 78.9 2538.9 98 7
CYPRESS, MIS 2795 220 »»
Jj
S
BETHEL, MIS 2922 1960 20 A n I
AUX VASES, MIS 3020 1952 420 11 n l
0HARA, HIS 3115 19S1 1110 «« «
SPAR MTN, MIS 3140 1952 « l» ° i
MCCL0SKY, MIS 3150 * 3 U U




37 S 18 AF
36 S 1« AF
37 S 15 AF
36 L 6 A
37 1 1 16 AL
35 ! 1 12 A
39 ! 15 AL
36 1 12 AC
36 1 4 AC
33 1 5 AC
•SUHPTER N, WHITE, 4S, 9E
1952 25U
AUX VASES HIS 3185 1952 240
HCCL2SKY, HIS 3312 1974 10
16,1 617,0 16 1 1 6
15 1 5 37 S
1 I 1 L
•SUHPTEH S, "HITE, 4-5S, 9E
(CBNT1NUE0 eN NEXT PAGE)
1948 250 27,2 805,3




























































•3UMPTER 5, WHITE, (t-5S, 9E
TAR SPRINGS, MIS 2580 1948
BETHEL, «IS 3025




(CUNTINUEU FR0M PHEVlBUS PAGE)
13 2 34 S a »F
1 1 35 S 15 »F
16 u 37 S 10 u
SUMPTER W, WHITE, 4S, 9E
AUX VASES, MIS
TAMARBA , PERRY, «S, 1W
3165 1952
1912 320
CYPRESS, MIS 1120 1942 210
TRENTON, una 4135 1964 110
20 0,0 21,1
ABO 1964 , REV 1969
7,2 415,5
I 37 NL MIS 3336
21 10 TRN 4287
16 30 0,12 s 13 AL
6 u 38 L 40
•TAMARBA S, PERRY, 45, lw
CYPRESS, MIS 1155 1957 25" 6,8 289,7 12 28 MIS 1385
TAMARBA w, PERRY, as, 2W
CYPRESS, MIS 1100 1956 20 0,1 2,5 0EV 2902
TAYIBR MILL, FRANKLIN, 5S, 4E
BHARA, MIS
ULLIN, MIS




1949 40 0,0 61,4 5 u




1966 160 3.9 122.4 10
2402 1966 150 10
2530 1967 * 1












TEUTbPbUS S, EFFINGHAM, 8N, 6E
1968 50 0,5 17,8 3 u
SPAR MTN, MIS 2477 I9h8 50 2









1944 83U 31.2 4281.3 74
3U30 20 2
3360 1944 760 67
3435 1946 120 1









THBMPSBNVILLE, FRANKLIN, 7S, 4S
1940 370
BHARA, MIS 3110 1967 310
SPAR MTN, MIS 3190 1967 f
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3200 1940 *
ST LBUIS, MIS 3450 1967 70
•THBMPSBNVILLE £, FRANKLIN, 7S, 4E
AUX VASES, MIS 3150 1949
4,2 375.6









19 u 8 38 0.16 I 10 A




•THBMPSBNVILLE N, FRANKLIN, 78, 4E
1944
CYPRESS, MIS 2750 1948
AUX VASES, MIS 3100 1944
870 11,9 3695.8 87 2 16
20 1 37




TIL0EN, RAN0BLPH, 4S, 5W
SILURIAN 2160 1952 610 64,9 4271,0 34 R BRO 3093
TILDEN N, 3T CLAIR, WASMINGTBN, 3S,5-6W
SILURIAN 2014 196* 190 54,1 653,7 14 R BRO 2810















































































230.3 7 1 n
1 36 S 14 «
? 36 S 4
1 36 I 6 HC
3 35 01 8 ML
HIS 3203
T0LIVER S, CLAY, 4N, 6E
AUK VASES, MIS
MCC10SKY, MIS
























105 I 63 D
18 36 8 20
?3 37 8 30 11
14 US 12 D
71 1 38 0.21 til 15 U
7 37 7 N
MIS 2915
0RO 4900
T0VEY, CHRISTUM, 13N, 3w
SILURIAN




























































1 u 36 8 6
2 37 0L 16
MIS 3537
TURKEY BENO, PERRY, 48, 2w
TRENTON, 0RD 3940 1957 I." 46,6
1 0RD 4044
•VALIER, FRANKLIN, 6S, 2E
tUX VASES, MIS
MCCL0SKY, HIS
VIRDEN W, MAC0UPIN, 12N, 7W
OEV0NIAN
WAGG0NER , H0NTG0MERY, UN, 5*
P0TTSVILLE, PEN








110 1,7 96.2 6
100 5
10 10






J0 0.0 12,0 6 26 0,21 S
ABO 1949, REV 1959, ABO I960, REV 1963, ABO 1964
40 0,0 1,7 2






WAKEFIELD N, JASPER, 5N, 9t
MCCL0SKY, MIS
WAKEFIELD 3, RICHLAND, 5N, 9E
HCCL0SKY, HIS











10 0,0 23.2 1
ABU 1956
80 0,0 7,2 5 1
ABU 1955, RtV 1969, ABO 1974













































































(CONTINUED FRilM PREVIOUS PAGE)
6 1 3710 3S OL T ACL 8 ACMCCL0SKY, HISst, LeuiSt nis
WALP0LE S, HAMILTON, 75, bfc
AUX VASES, HIS 3120 1951 0,4 12J.3 AL MIS 3362
WALTONVILLE, JEFFERSON, 35, 2E
1943 6U
BENOIST, MIS 2460 1943 50





38 0,14 S 9
37 L 14















WAMAC E , MARION, IN, |E
ISABEL, PEN
tHAMAC H, CLINTON, IN, )w
645 1952 140 0,0 49,2 11
PAY ZONE IS ISABEL C-IL3CN SANU) , PEN
1962 250
CYPRESS, MIS 1312 1962 120
BEN0IST, MIS 1466 1962 130










WAPELLA E, DEwITT, 21N, 3E
OEV0NIAN
SILURIAN
1962 350 128,8 2491, 36
1108 1963 30 3






WATERLOO, H0NH0E, 1 -55 , lu-
TRENT0N, 0RO




0.0 32.0 S .20 ML TRN 2212
160 0,0 238,0 41 3 30 0,97 L 50 A
ABu 1930, »£» 1939, CONVERTED In PART TO GAS STORAGE, 1951
1957 30
SPAR MTN, MIS 2415 195T 30







MATS0N W, EFFINGHAH, 7N, 5E
AUX VASES, HIS 220e 1965 10 0,9 10,1 1 MIS 2316
WAVERLY , H0RGAN, 13N, 8w
OEV.SIL
WEAVER, CLARK, 11", ION
1020 1946
1949 53U
COLE, MIS 1565 1953 30
DEVONIAN 2030 1949 500
20 0,0 0,0 10
ABO, GAS STORAGE IN ST PETER AND GALESVILLE
24,9 2314,4 42 26 H
1 30 S 5 U
40 37 L 10 N
0RD 2070
DEV 2160
•WEST FRANKFORT C, FRANKLIN, 7S, 2-3E
1941 1660
TAR SPRINGS, MIS 2060 1941 660
AUX VASES, MIS 2710 1947 400
0HARA, MIS 2760 1943 650
SPAR MTN, HIS 2810 *
HCCL0SKY, HIS 2825 1947 •
•WEST SEHINARY, CLAY, 2N, 7E
1959 320
AUX VASES, MIS 2972 1959 230
SPAR HTN, HIS 3059 1959 290




70 2 39 0.13 S 20 A
35 1 38 8 20 AL
44 38 L 8 AC
6 L 6 AC











62 TABLE 8 - ILLINOIS OIL FIELD STATISTICS, 1974 - Continued
Fleld,_County
location by
Number of wells Character
Pay zone








ple- Pro- Kind of rock,
(Secondary dis- proved To end to end ted Aban- ducing Sul- avg. thickness
recovery - Depth cov- In During of of in doned end of Gr. fur in feet, Depth
see Part n, Name and age (ft) ery acres 1974 1974 1974 1974 1974 year "API (%) structure Zone (ft)
p. 69-126)
•WEST SEMINARY, CLAY, 2N. ?t
MCCL0SKY, "IS 30*8 1959
(CiaMiNutu mm previous p»iit)
14 38 12 mc
•WESTFIELD, CLAP*, C0LES, 11-I2N, 11E-14W
1904 9710
CAS, PEN eso 1260
WESTFIELU, MIS 335 8790
CAPPER, «IS 875 580
TRENT0N, 0RO 2300 1710
1830 1 238
232 u 28 3 25
31 32 U X
28 38 s 18
87 1 38 0.18 I 40
SEE CLARK C0UNTY DIVISION F0K PN0UUCTIUN
•WESTFIELD E , CLARK, 1I-12N, 14W
PENNSYLVANIAN 400 1947 0,0 0,0











































1U4.9 2488.0 74 1 4 47 A
27 2 38 S 10 A
16 35 S 10 A
2 1 38 s 4 A
9 1 36 s 15 A
12 2 37 L 10 AC
6 L 10 AC
6 38 24 L 9 AC
4 36 21 L 6 AC
WHITT1NGT»N S, FRANKLIN, 5-6S, 3E
CYPRESS, MIS 2580 1950 2.6 467.0 10 35 MIS 3045

























HILBF-PT0N, FAYFTTE, 5N, 2-3E
1959 1070
80RDEN, MIS 2b26 1963 10
CARPER, MIS 3203 1961 1060
LINGLE, 0EV 3466 1959 60
69.7 1642,3 58 3 38
1 35 S 36
46 1 37 S 39
5 2 28 s 4
4526








16,0 1337,8 45 1 32 A
17 1 39 S 10 AL
29 tl 37 s 5 AL
1 37 L AC














24,0 4454.0 136 2 66 A
20 35 S 8 AL
36 36 0,20 s 10 AL
1 36 L X AL
5 36 8 10 A
56 2 35 S 8 AC
19 39 0.27 L 12 A
•W00ULAWN, JEFFERSON, 2-33, 1«2E
TAR SPRINGS, MIS












































































(IkJNTINUtU Kun PREVIOUS PACE)
Deepest
test
3 1 37 s 10 A
Wi a 4 37 U.16 s 25 A
24 1 38 s 10 A
IS 1 38 LS 15 A
1 L 3 A
11 1 37 S 6 A
Depth
(ft)
XENIA, CLAY, 2N, St
1941 120
AUX VASES, MIS 2785 1941 10
CAPPER, MIS 4230 1962 110
0.0 46,7
35 11,19 S 13 A
12
0EV 4745










12,3 677,2 29 u 12 A MIS 4620
18 37 S 6 AL
9 35 S 6 AL
2 35 s 15 AL
i 35 s 10 A
YALE, JASPER, 8N, lit
1966 4U
SPAR mTn, MIS 2070 1966 40
mcclbsky, MIS 2140 1966 •






•YBRK, CUMBERLANO, CLARK, 9. ION, I0»llt, 14H
ISABEL, PEN
•ZEIBLfcR, FRANKLIN, 7S, 2E
AUX VASES, MIS
590 1907 410 78 9 31
5EE CLARK COUNTY UIVIS1BN FpR PRtfOUCTIdN, ABO 1945, REV 1950
57.2 1997,0
15 AM DEV 2642
MIS 3030
ZENITH, WAYNE, 2N, 5E
MCCLBSKY, MIS
ST LHOIS, MIS






SO 0.0 24,6 5 1
40 4 10
10 10







•ZENITH N, WAYNE, 2N, 6t
1951 430
SPAR MTN, MIS 3080 1951 280
MCCLBSKY, MIS 3140 1951 •
SALEM, MIS 3634 1972 200



























TOTALS FOR 1974 596,880 27,553 3,000,475 65,357 368 1,063 23,630
64 TABLE 9 - ILLINOIS GAS FIELD STATISTICS, 1974
Field: N, North; S, South; E, East; W, West; C, Consolidated. Fields
located in two or more counties have county names listed In order
of discovery.
Age; Pc, Precambrian; Cam, Cambrian; Ord, Ordovician; Shk, Shakopee;
St. P, St. Peter; Trn, Trenton; Si I , Silurian; Dev, Devonian;
Mis, Mississipplan; Pen, Pennsy Ivanian.
Kind of rock: D, dolomite; L, limestone; LS, sandy limestone; S, sandstone.
Abd: Field abandoned. Rev: Field revived.
Structure: A, anticline; D, dome; F, faulting an Important factor in gas
accumulation; f, faulting a minor factor In gas accumulation; L, lensj
M, monocline; R, reef; X, structure not determined. Combinations of
the letters are used where more than one factor applies.
x Correct figure not determinable.
* Field also listed In table 8 (oil production).
tt Gas storage project.
Pennsy Ivanian 367 1973
Ashmore S*, t+ ; Clark, Coles; 12N; 10-11E, 14W
Unnamed, Pen
Osage, Mis










Abd 1943; rev (oil) 1956; abd 1957
940 1922 325 298.7
Abd 1950
1,132 1965 40
Ayers Gas; Bond; 6N; 3W
Benoist, Mis
Beaver Creek N*; Bond; 4N; 2W
Benoist, Mis
Beaver Creek NE Gas 1
"
1"; Bond; 4N; 2W
Benoist, Mis 1,126 1961 70
Beaver Creek S*; Bond, Clinton; 3-4N; 2W
Cypress, Mis 1,015 1946 240
Beckemeyer Gas*; Clinton; 2N; 3W





















m 1 1 1 1 on
uctlon
cu ft







































1,490 1940 Dev 5,185
Ashmore E*; Edgar; 1
Dennsy 1 van ian
3N, I4W
600 1974 Sll 2,005
S 22 X Mis 1,6
Trn 2,260
S 18 A Trn 3,582
S 5 A Ord 3,044
Dev 2,556
S 20 A Si I 2,606
S 23



























Carl invi I le*; Macoupin; 9N; 7W
Unnamed, Pen
Carl invi lie N*; Macoupin; ION; 7W
Pottsvi I le. Pen 440 1941





Carlyle*; CI Inton; 2N; 3W
Cypress, Mis 1,015 1958 10 S x AL
TABLE 9 - ILLINOIS GAS FIELD STATISTICS, 1974 - Continued 65
Cypress, Mis 1,600
Aux Vases, Mis 1 ,800
Spar Mtn, Mis 1,765
Corinth S; Williamson; 9S; 4E
Hardinsburg, Mis 2,232 1970
Dubois C*; Washington; 3S; 1-2W
Cypress, Mis 1,220 1939




Dudley W Gas; Edgar; 13N; 13W
Gas, Pen 380 1953
Eden Gas ++; Randolph; 5S; 5W
Cypress, Mis 875 1962






























































































1 S x AM
L 5 MC
Casey, Pen
Claremont; Richland; 3N; 14W
440 Trn 2,608








S 10 AL Ord 4,217
S 20 M St. P 2,997




Eldorado W*; Saline; 8S; 6E
Palestine, Mis 1,923 1960
Fishhook Gas; Adams, Pike; 3-4S; 4 -5W
Edgewood, Si 1 450 1955
Fickl in; Douglas; 16N; 8E
Spar Mtn, Mis ,444 1966
Freeburg*,tt
; st. Clair; 1-2S; 7W
Cypress, Mis 380 1956




Gillespie W; Macoupin; 8N; 7W
540 1923
Unnamed, Pen
Grandview*; Edgar; 12-13N; 13W
525 1958
Gas, Pen
Sa I em , Mis
Greenville Gas*; Bond; 5N; 3W
400
570



















St. P I, OK
S 20 X Cam 5,301
S 30 X Ord 2,
S x A Pen 603
S x X Pen 565
Ord 2,694
S x A Trn 3,184














ml 1 1 Ion cu ft
































Harco, Harco E and Raleigh S*; Saline; 8S; 5E
X, Mis
Harrisburg*; Saline; 8S; 6E
x 38.3 2,246.
Tar Springs, Mis 2,085 1952 160
Abd 1971
Herald C*; Gallatin, White; 6-8S; 9-10E
1939 1,080
Anvi I Rock, Pen 700 360
Pennsylvanlan 1,750 120
Waltersburg, Mis 2,240 120
Tar Springs 2,315 480
Hutton*; Coles; UN; 10E
ylvanian 620 1965 80
2N; 13-14W
ylvanian 540 1941 380
an; 15N; 9W
Gas, Pen, Mis 330 1910 1,320
Abd 1939
Penns










S x X Mis 969
S 12 X Mis 1,600
LS 5 ML Ord 1,390
Tar Springs, Mis 1,930 1965
Kansas Gas, Edgar; 13N; 14N
Unnamed, Pen 410 1958




Livi ngston S*; Madison; 6N; 6W
Pennsylvanian 530 1950





Johnston City E; Williamson; 8S; 3E
s
1937 1,760
Burtschi, Pen 1,000 320 x
Tar Springs, Mis 1,170 1,440 x
Main C*; Crawford, Lawrence; 5-8N; 10-14W
1906 xx x
Robinson, Pen 1,000 x
Hardinsburg, Mis 1,075 160 x
Cypress, Mis 1,425 320 x
Aux Vases, Mis 1,527 1959 60 x
Marion E*; Williamson; 9S; 3E
Aux Vases, Mis 2,406 1966 40
Marissa W (Gas)*; St. Clair; 3S; 7W
Cypress, Mis 241 1960 60 x
Mattoon*; Coles; 12N; 7E
Devonian 3,124 1948 830 1,372.7 3,544.4
Mt. Olive*; Montgomery; 8N; 5W
Pottsvi lie. Pen
New Athens Gas; St. Clair; 2S; 7W
Cypress, Mis 250 1961
New Harmony C*; White, Wabash, Edwards; IN, 1-5S, 13-14W
Pennsylvanian 764 1974 10
New Hebron E*; Crawford; 6N; I2W




S 10 X Mis 2,997
S x X Mis 778
S 12 X Mis 815

















S x X Mis 1,571
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Hardinsburg, Mis
Pittsfield (Gas); Pike; 5S; 4-5W
2,151 1962
Niagaran, Si 1
Plainview*; Macoupin; 8N; 8W
265 1886
Pennsy Ivanian
Prentice*; Morgan; 16N; 8W
441 1961
Pennsy Ivanian
Raleigh*; Sal ine; 8S; 6E
260 1953
Waltersburg, Mis
Redmon N; Edgar; 14N; 13W
2,307 1962
Pennsy Ivanian
Richwood (Gas) t+ ; Crawford; 6N; 1 1
W
365 1955
Pennsy 1 van ian
Roland C*; Gal latin; 7S; 8E
612 1959
Waltersburg, Mis
























Sparta*; Randolph; 4-5S; 5-6W
305 1915
Cypress, Mis
Staunton (Gas)*; Macoupin; 7N; 7W
850 1888
Unnamed, Pen
Stirltz*; Williamson; 8S; 2E
460 1916
Tar Springs, Mis



















































































ml 1 1 Ion cu ft




































































L 10 A Pc 2,226
S 20 X Pen 563
S 15 X Ord 1,513
3 S 7 X Mis 3,249
S 3 X Mis 450
S 9 X Pen 1,001




S 7 D Trn 3,130



















ml 1 1 Ion cu ft






























Sumner S (Gas); Lawrence; 3N; 13W
Aux Vases, Mis
Tamaroa*; Perry; 4S; 1W
Cypress, Mis 1,120 1942
Tilden N Gas+t ; Washington, St. Clair; 3S; 5-6W
Cypress, Mis 780 1961
Waggoner*; Montgomery; UN; 5W
Pottsvi Me, Pen
Wamac East»,1"+; Marion; IN; IE
Petro, Pen 856 1958







vanian 250 160 1
Devonian 1,000 700 6
Trenton, Ord 1,513 1963 40 1
Westfield E«; Clark; 12N; 14W
Pennsy vanian 400 1947
Totals for Illinois (estimated)
60
35,860 1,436.0 23,683.1 749
S 10 Mis 2,990
S 13 At Trn 4,287
Ord 2,810
S 2 X Sil 1,945





S 11 ML Mis 795




For 1974, 29 new waterfloods were
reported. Information on these proj-
ects is reported in table 11 and is
summarized in tables 10, 12, 13, and 14
along with current information on older
waterfloods, active or abandoned. Of
the new waterfloods reported for the
first time in 1974, eight are 2 years
old or younger; the remainder are more
than 2 years old. There were 28 water-
floods abandoned or reported discon-
tinued during 1974. This is the second
consecutive year in which a relatively
small number of waterflood abandonments
was noted, presumably a direct result
of the higher prices being paid for
crude oil; these higher prices enable
the operator to prolong the economic
life of the waterflood project.
As a result of the 29 new water-
flood projects reported during 1974,
the area subject to injection was in-
creased by 3,140 pay acres. Extension
and revision of older waterfloods added
only 109 net productive pay acres. To-
tal area under waterflood is now
395,634 pay acres; pressure maintenance
acreage remains at 5,378 pay acres; to-
tal pay area subject to secondary re-
covery methods is 401,012 pay acres.
The total secondary recovery area is
52.3 percent of the total productive
area, 769,415 pay acres, in Illinois.
Secondary recovery oil was calcu-
lated to be 19,424,300 barrels in 1974;
waterfloods accounted for 19,193,200
barrels, or 69.7 percent of the total
oil produced, and pressure maintenance
projects produced 231,100 barrels, or
0.8 percent of the total oil produced.
The assistance of the operators in
making their waterflood data available
to the Illinois State Geological Survey
is acknowledged with thanks.
TABLES
Table 10, "Project Numbers by
County and Summary of Waterflood
Projects in 1974," is a list of the
counties having waterflood activity,
with an indication of the number and
status of projects in each county.
Table 11, "Waterflood Operations
in Illinois, 1974," is a summary of the
data for each secondary recovery proj-
ect, operating and abandoned, in the
state. Most of the data that are sup-
plied by the operator are incorporated
in this table. If data are not fur-
nished to the Illinois State Geological
Survey, an estimate of data is made for
nonreported projects on the basis of
past performance.
Table 12, "Illinois Waterfloods
for 1974 by Counties," is a summary of
waterflood data by county. Those
waterfloods that are located along
county lines but extend into more than
69
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one county are assigned to the county
in which the larger areal portion lies.
Data are tabulated as though the entire
project were in that assigned county.
Table 13, "Illinois Oil Fields
Having Active Waterfloods During 1973,"
is a tabulation of statistics for those
fields in which secondary recovery oil
is being produced.
Table 14, "Summary of Waterflood
Statistics, 1949-1974," is a tabulation
of waterflood summary data for the past
26 years
.
USE OF FRESH WATER
Data concerning the use of fresh
water for injection for secondary re-
covery oil show that a slightly smaller
volume of fresh water was used in 1974
than in 1973. On the basis of partial
returns, it is estimated that fresh-
water use has declined to 30 million
barrels injected during 1974. Almost
all of this fresh water is produced
from shallow wells drilled in the
alluvium of the Wabash River and its
tributaries.
TERTIARY RECOVERY
During 1974 Marathon Oil Company
commenced drilling for two Maraflood
projects in Crawford County. Each pro-
ject is in an area that had previously
been subjected to waterflood develop-
ment.
No information was released by
Texaco concerning the pilot tertiary
recovery test of the Benoist sand in
Salem Consolidated field, Marion
County
.
Shell Oil Company has not yet in-
dicated whether additional oil has been
recovered from the Tar Springs sand in
Benton field, Franklin County, in its
tertiary recovery project.
CONCLUSIONS
Approximately 220 permits were
issued for water input wells during
1974. A number of these well permits
were for new waterfloods, apparently
started in 1974, for which data were
not received. Other well permits in-
clude new project areas reported for
the first time. Several permits were
issued for wells in areas of existing
waterfloods. Approximately 55 percent
of the water input permits issued in
1974 were for tertiary recovery proj-
ects, nearly all in Crawford County.
We should not conclude from these fig-
ures that tertiary recovery is replac-
ing secondary recovery. Waterflood
acreage per new injection well is still
much greater than that for tertiary
recovery. However, a slow transition
from secondary recovery to tertiary
appears to be setting in.
ABBREVIATIONS
The following abbreviations




coop - cooperates, cooperating
cum - cumulative
disc - discontinued
est - estimate, estimated
excl - excludes, excluding, excluded
form - formerly






temp - temporary, temporarily
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001 - 007 Bond 4
100 - 105 Christian 6
200 - 231 Clark 7
300 - 378 Clay 41
400 - 420 Clinton 15
500 - 523 Coles 12
589 - 698 Crawford 61
700 - 708 Cumberland 5
800 - 802 Douglas
900 - 904 Edgar 5
1000 - 1040 Edwards 23
1100 - 1121 Effingham 18
1200 - 1253 Fayette 46
1300 - 1339 Franklin 26
1400 - 1453 Gallatin 30
1500 - 1576 Hamilton 31
1900 - 1926 Jasper 12
2000 - 2029 Jefferson 16
2200 - 2292 Lawrence 94
2300 - Macon
2400 - Macoupin 1
2500 - 2509 Madison 7
2600 - 2639 Marion 28
2900 - Montgomery
3100 - 3101 Perry 2
3400 - 3444 Richland 22
3600 - 3624 Saline 14
3800 - 3802 Shelby 3
3849 - 3999 Wabash 91
4000 - 4023 Washington 22
4060 - 4199 Wayne 78
4200 - 4436 White 140





































Totals 862 559 1,424






+ = P. M.
General Information Production and injection statistics (M bbl)
Operator
Project
U = Unit Pay name
Location
S - T- R









AB LAKE w, (.ALLATlN
• 1417 COY BIL CO
•1421 COY 0IL C0
•1452 PAUL S, KnIGhT
ADEN Ci HAMILTBN, WAYNE
4158 FAIRHELO OIL CB
4161 LBEB g MITCHELL






•1521 H. WE1NERT EST.
AKIN, FRANKLIN
• 1310 C. E. BREHM
1311 C, E. BREHM
1317 C, E. BREHM
1321 C, E. BREHM
1327 FARRAR BIL CB,































J. W. RUDY ORLG,









1004 SUPERIBR BIL CB.
1032 SUPERIBR BIL CB,








1040 2ANETIS BIL PRBP
AB LAKE WEST UNIT











LARIB TRUSTEE A U
AKIN SE U
U S COAL S CBKE
U S STEEL
AKIN UNIT
SBUTH ALBIBN U BIEHL




















SBUTH ALBIBN SRPU 1







































































































AUX VASES 6-2S-11E, 1-2S-10E
BIEHL 14-3S-10E































































































































i.i 131 13 744



























































































113 4477 4.2 306 115 4049






20* 163 1.0* 12 20« 126
40* 4547 2.0«* 205 40«* 1341
20* 1031 1.4* 72 20* 1068
633 45 559
303 2D
20* 620* 1.6* 73* 20* 471*
25* 2007 1.3«* 197* 25«* 1842*
16 250 • • * •
26 5 6
887 167 348




































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed
SH = Shallow
AB LAKE N, GALLATIN
•1417 2025 17.0 16.3












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5M GRAV, PfcNN SD CF) *INCL 142J
SM GRAV, PENN SD (F) «INCL WITH 1417
PR0DUCEUC8) ^ESTIMATED
PENN SO, PRBD CB)
PENN SO, PR0D CB)
PENN SD, PR0D CB)
PR0DUCEO CB)
PR0DUCEO (8)
PENN So, PR0D CB)
CYPRESS (BJ
PENN SD, PR0D (B)
PENN SD, PR0D CB)
PENN SD, PR0D CB)
















PENN SD, PRBD CB)
PRBDUCED (B)
PRBOUCEUCB)
PENN SO, PRBU CB)
PENN Sand CB)
*H SD, PRBO CM)










SM SD, PRBD (M)
SH 30, PRBD CM)
GRAVEL BED (F)
GRAVEL BED, PRBD CM)
SH 3D, PRBD (M)
SH SD CF)
WELL CF)
SH SD, PH0D CM)
SH SU, PRBD CM)
PRBDUCED CB)
SH SD, PRBU CM)
SH SD, PR0D CM)
SM SD, PR0D CM)
SH SO, PRBD (M)
SH SD, PRBD CM)
SH WELL CF)
•ESTIMATEU;INCL 4182









•EST *INCL PRIM SINCE 1-57
•EST» BP SUSPENUEU 1970-72
•ESTIMATED
•ESTIMATED




'1NCL ALL PAYS *INJ SUSPENDED
1NTB MCCL,A.V.1-68;BETHEL 6-66
•SWD BNLY
•CUMS ADJ TB 1951
•INCL PRIM PRBD 1973














+ = P. M. Operator
General information
Project
U = Unit Pay name
Location
S - T- R
TABLE 11 - WATERFLOOD OPERATIONS




















3909 R i S CBRP.
3911 C.A.RBBINSBN




















TRIPLE B 0IL C0
UNIVERSAL 0PRTNG
UNIVERSAL BPRTNG
3860 ZANETIS 0IL PR0P
ASHLEY, WASMINGT0N
4023 N. A. SALDRIDGE
ASHLEY fc, WASHINGT0N





104 FEAR AN0 DUNCAN
105 J. W, SUOY DRLG,
BARNHILL, WAYNE, WHITE





•4104 WILLETS ANO PAUL
•4105 WILLETS AND PAUL
BARTELS0, CLINTON
402 EU KAPES
• 400 T, R, KERWIN
• 401 RBBBEN BIL CB,
BEAUC0UP, WASHINGTBN
4013 WARRIBR BIL CB,
BEAUC0UP S, WASHINGT0N












SAND BARREN UNIT 1












































































BEAVER CREEK, B0ND, CLINTON
415 NICK BABARE H BR0
• 1 T, M, C0NREY, JR WR0NE C
2 W. C. MCBRIOE JACOBS
BEAVER CREEK S, B0NO, CLINTON




• 886 WAUSAU PET, C0RP
BEMAN, LAWRENCE
•2248 t. L. WHITMER
2287 ZANETIS OIL PROP
BENTON, FRANKLIN
1300 SHELL BIL CO,































900 37144 20, Da 2039
120* 919 14. 0» 350 120* 468




































































































































































1178 217371 31.7 19463 1004 160227
513 8122 23.6 1584 363 4463
BENTBN N, FRANKLIN
•1328 FARRAR BIL CB
1332
1326

























































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed
SH = ShallowInj. Prod.
ALLENOALE, LAWRENCE, WABASH
CCBNTINUEO)
3905 1465 15.0 17,7 390
1195 13.0 11,9 100



















































































100 1050 13,0 19,0
101 2300 13,0 12,0






























402 970 18,0 21,0
• 400 970 15,0 22,2







4013 3046 5.2 12.0 115
BEAUCBUP S, WASHINGTBN
4005 1410 6.0 19,0
4008 1445 6.0 17,5
BEAVER CREEK, BBN0, CLINTBN
415 1180 12.0
• I 1140 8,0 20.7
2 1100 10.0 20.0
BEAVER CREEK S, BBND, CLINTBN
405 1110 8.0
BELLA1R, CRAWFBR0, JASPER
600 600 38.0 17,1
601 560 21.0 19.0





























































































240 36 i0 1 1-60
111 36 01-55
33 08-69























































32.5 01-69 2 2 60
34.8 01-54 12-60 4 7 130
10-61 03-63 1 I 10
37.0 01-67 07-74 7 6 150
37.0 04-65 2 4 60




























SH SO, PRBU IM)
SH WELL (F)
SH SU, PRBO CM)






RIVER GRAV, PRBO (M)
SURFACE, PR0D CM)
SH GRAVEL CF)
RIVER GRAV, PRBO CM)
SH SO, PRBU (M)
PENN SO, PRBO Cb)
PENN SO, PR0U CB)












PENN SO, PRBO Cb)
LYPRESS CB)
PENN SU, PRBO Cb)











SH SO, PRBU (M)
GRAV, PRBU (M)








9 7 550 CYPRESS, PRB
5 7 320
3 6 320




4 4 100 PRBDUCEO CB)






•INJ IN LINE WELLS + EST
•INJ TEMP DISCBNTINUEU
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TABLE 11 - WATERFLOOD OPERATIONS

















HERRYVILLE C, EDWARDS, WABASH
• 3942 PHILLIPS PET, CB TARPLEY C
.3943 PHILLIPS PET. CB TBWNSENU
1024 RK PET. C0RP. « SALE" WFU
8LACKLANU, CHRISTIAN, MACBN
.2300 FEAR AND OUNCAN UAMERY C
BBNE GAP C, EDWARDS
+ 1013 R. G. CANTRELL
1031 BERNARD P0DBLSKY
B0NE GAP UNIT
B0NE GAP S0UTH U
B0ULDER, CLINT0N
• 411 TEXACB, INC.
B0URB0N C, OBUGLAS
• 800 T. J. L0GUE
B0YD, JEFFERS0N
2000 N. A. BALORIOGE



















T. W. GE0HGE EST,
T. w. GEBRGE EST.




1574 C. E. BREHM
1550 C0LL1NS BWBS.
1558 CBLLINS BR0S.




























BUNGAY A. V UNIT
B'OELL
MIU-STATES BIL PR0P BUNGAY U WF
H. RE8ER BUNGAY 1-A
TEXACB, INC. BLAIRSVILLE U





CALHBUN C, HICHLANU, WAYNE
•3400 ASHLAND AND R CALHBUN
.3401 SAM TIPPS BBHLANDER UNIT
CALHBUN E, RICHLANO
•3423 ALVA C. DAVIS SLUNAKER
CALHBUN S, EDWARDS, RICHLANO, WAYNE
408b ZANETIS BlL PR0P RUTGER
CARLYLE N, CLINT0N
407 T. M. CBNREY, JR KREITEMEYER
CARMI, WHITE
4402 RBYAL B AND G
CASEY, CLARK
• 217 CALVAN AMERICAN
• 201 FBREST BIL CB.
• 202 D. W. FRANCHBT
CENTERVILLE, WHITE
4409 ABSHER BIL C0
CENTERVILLE E, WHITE
4203 .ABSHER BIL C0
4379 ABSHER BIL CB


































































































250+ 18308 • • •
35U* 57519 14. 3** 4289. 350** 45829*


























27 27b U.b 18 1 22
80 784 4.3 124 31 209
822* 5B2 268
468 41 180
bUOO. b.9 681' 6000.
450. 4109 14.5. 300 450* 2443
300* 5455 9.5. 489 300* 2898
200* 890 13.1* BU« 200* 890
50. 1200. 2.0. 88. 50* 1200.
22 1133 6.2 361 22 314
130. 550 11.3. 120 130. 522
710. 74. 196.





20* 197 6.4. 126 20* 197









10* 382 0.5* 10
160*+ 9536** 9.3** 992*




48* 1137 3.3* 128 «B* 1012
40. 1086 3.1* 170 40* 214



































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel <B) = Brine




1326 2755 6,0 12.0
2800 6,0






B0Nt GAR C, EDwAROS
1013 2310 20,0 18,0 1












































TAR SPGS, PRB0 (b)
TAR SPGS, PRBD (B)
SUPPLY WELL CM)
AUX VASES CB)
I 10 120 PRBDUCE0 (B)
1 2 100 PR0OUCED CB)
25 17 470 PRBD (B)
ie. 30* 800« PRODUCED (B)
5 10 569 PRBOUCEO CB)
2 8 1564 SM SO, PRBD CM)
PRBUUCED CB)
BRBWNS, EDWARDS, WABASH










































































5H SO, PR0D CM)
PENN SD, PRBD CB)
GRAY BED CM







































SH SD, PRBD CM)
PR0OUCEDCB)
PENN SD, PR0O CB)


















































SH SO, PRBU CM)
CYPRESS, PRBU (6)
PENN, PRBD CB)

























• 3400 3150 6.0 37.0 09-51 OS 64 3 8 140 CYPRESS (B)
• 3401 3130 10.0 11.2 67 39.0 06-50 12 • 66 3 10 220 PRBOUCEO CB)
CALHBUN E RICHLAND
• 3423 3268 10.0 37.2 08-65 12- 71 2 2 80 TAR SPR, PRBU CB)
CALHBUN S EDWARDS, RICHLAND WAYNE
4066 3250 23.0 39.0 08-66 1 3 20 PRODUCED CB)
CARLYLE N CLINTBN
407 1142 7.0 34.0 06-55 1 7 80 PR0DUCED (B)
CARMI, WHITE
4402 3143 8.0 30.0 09-65 1 2 60 PENN SU, PRBD CB)
CASEY, CLARK
• 217 450 21.5 22,4 1UB 31.6 08-53 08- 54 9 4 40 SH SO CF)
6RAV BED AND PRBD CM)
* 201
• 202
450 10,0 31.9 03-50 03- 61 76 66 280





























4203 2470 17.0 16,0 97 03-56
2850 17.0 15.0 12
2960 17.0 14,0 8













3080 19,6 19,6 109
3225 6,0
4394 2910 16,0 14,4 109 36,6 10-63

















PENN SD CB) 'ESTIMATED
PALESTINE, PR0OCB) «EST + INCL ALL PAYS
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TABLE 11 - WATERFLOOD OPERATIONS














• 4267 0. B. LESH

















t 408 S0HI0 PETR0LEUH
CHESTERVILLE E, D0UGLAS
• S01 R0YALC0. INC,
CLAY CITY C, CLAY, JASPER,
•1900 ASHLAND AND R
•3402 ASHLAND AND R
3419 WM. BECKER
• 362 C. E. B00TH
1915 C. E, B00TH
3405 C. E. B00TH
•3403 H, L, BR0CKMAN
4064 CARL BUSBY















•4109 F AND W 0lL C0,
4146 F AND w 0IL C0,







































SPAR MTN S.6-14N-8E, 31-15N-8E
132
MT. ERIE UNIT
4156 FRHERS PETR C00P BEARD, B0RAH,WILS0N U
4175 D0NALD W. GESELL NE GEFF UNIT
4173 J, D, G0RU0N B0THWELL
1906 GLEN GRIFFITH W1LL0W HILL C0BP
• 317 GULF 0IL C0 S. STANFORD U
• 4130 GULF 0IL C0 WIN0NA
• 4094 ILL. LSE. 0P. BLACKBURN
• 4141 ILL. LSE, 0P. MILL,TH0MPS0N,GRSN,
• 4197 ILL. LSE. OP. B0RAH
• 4198 ILL, LSE, 0P. J, D, VURDULAS
• 4184 ILL. M1D-C0NT. CREWS-SHBRT C00P
• 4179 JENKINS BR0S NORTH FIRST STREET
• 4119 KIRBY petroleum KIRBY
4140 UAE V L0VE BARNARD-H0LMAN-LIST0N
• 3416 MARATH0N 0IL C0, N0BLE C00P U
3421 MURVIN 0IL CO, WAKEFIELD P00L U
4060 MURVIN 0IL C0, PIKE
300 B H AND F 0IL C0 N CLAY CITY U
372 PARTL0W, C0CHN0R HENDtRSBN 8, SKELT0N
4069 PARTL0W, C0CHN0R H05SELT0N & GILL
• 301 PHILLIPS PET, C0 HINNIE
3427 BERNARD P0D0LSKY C0EN U
4087 BERNARD P0D0LSKY W JEFFERS0NVILLE
4149 BERNARD P0O0LSKY MARSHALL
4159 BERNARD P0D0LSKY NW FAIRFIELO U
4194 BERNARD P0D0LSKY GRAY
• 1901 R0BINS0N PR0D, NE MCCL0SKY U N0 1
• 1902 R0BINS0N PR0O. WILLOW HILL, SE BAR
4067 R0BINS0N PR0D, NE GEFF-MURPHY
4068 H0BINS0N PR0D, CARTER U
• 4084 R0B1NS0N PR0O, WESLEY FELLER
• 4115 H0BINS0N, PUCK, N PUCKETT U
• 4116 R0BINS0N, PUCK, S PUCKETT U 1
1918 HUBERT R0SE LIBERTY w UNIT
3433 HUBERT R0SE OUNOAS WEST UNIT
3436 HUBERT R0SE S0UTH NOBLE UNIT
4111 R0YALC0, INC, M.eiSTERMAN
• 347 J, W, RUDY DRLG, EU WILS0N
• 363 J, W. RUDY ORLG, CLARK LEASE
4088 J. W, RUDY DRLG, FLEX1ER
3444 FRED SEIP R. S, SHATT0
• 4117 SHAKESPEARE 0IL E, BANKER SCH00L U
•4118 SHAKESPEARE 0IL E, GEFF UNIT















































































































































100U« 12229 11 0« 153 10U0« 12229
30* 1057 1 7« 67 30« 1215
96 473 e ,2 51 256 1356









40* 811 2.8* 64 40* 257
15« 3967 0.8* 162 lb« 1597
3464 2S1 1736
240* 355 17. 8« 43 240* 363








123 931 11.9 160
276 2776 10.8 139
15U* 505 9,9* 46 150* 247
200* 8191 14.5* 1046 200* 4549
112 713* 2.3 126* 63 238*
11* 783 2.9 376 11* 201
258 46 94











36* 547« 1.9* 74* 38* 455*
40* 2966* 2.5* 461* 40* 3047*
350* 700 24. 0** 34 350* 700
40* 289 2.4* 153 40* 806
200* 625 18.9* 168 200* 650
180*
181 79
15* 217 1.6* 36
25 578 4.8 37
640 4.6* 60




9U 290 14.7 46






120* 16S7 9,0* 129
186 609 14.1 lib
235 44
62 7
22 454 3.1 138
























































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine





















• INCL PRIMARY SINCE 6-54
•ACREAGE INCL IN 4379
403 1366 10 38 • 10-55
420 2880 29 36 8 06-66
412 1200 10 80 34 U-60
416 1360 10 35 09-70
404 1200 20 4 20 2 225 34 8 05-56
1350 19 6 19 b 186
408 3950 22 10 39 8 11-51
21 32 1080 AUX VASES (3) •ESTIMATEU
1 3 40 CYPRESS, PK0O (B) •ESTIMATED
2 4 269 PRODUCED (6) •ESTI«ATEU
3 6 45 PR0UUCED CB) •ESTIMATED
1 5 100 PR0OUCEO CB)
13 76 1450 PENN, A V,0EV S0URCEI
75 88 1560 CYP,BEN, PK0D CB)
2 12 160 OEV0MAN (6)
CHESTERVlLlE E, D0UGLAS
• 801 1725 10.0 16.0 167 38.0 09-61 08-73 RIVER, PR0U (M)
CLAY CITY C, CLAY, JASPER, RICHLAND, WAY
• 1900 2645 8,0 40,0 09-53 04-60 3 3 40 SRAV, PR0D (M)
• 3402 3000 5.0 38.0 07-54 04-61 1 1 20 CYPRESS CB)
3419 2540 28.0 18.0 140 07-60 5 5 100 PENN SO, PR0O CB)
• 362 2970 10,0 36.0 12-66 04-73 1 1 20 PENN SO, PR0D CB)
1915 2960 10.0 13,6 35,1 03-62 2 3 50 PENN SO, PR0D CB)
3405 2975 S.O 15.0 24 07-57 1 2 448 PR0OUCEO CB)
• 3403 2950 u.o 36.0 05-55 12-71 5 18 260 PR0DUCEO CB)











PENN SO, PKIdU CB)
• 4107 3160 10.0 04-55 04-63 1 2 40 CYPRESS, PR0D CB)
• 4073 3075 10.0 19.0 30 40.0 01-69 01-72 3 3 100 SH SAND cn
4147 3130 12.0 39,0 01-61 4 10 250 PENN SD, PR0D CB)
• 1913 2850 16,0 10-60 12-64 1 10 240 CYFKtSS (B)
4082 3100 21.0 04-67 2 4 70 PR0UUCEUCB)




























4146 3000 11.0 13.0 16 40,2 10-60 6 12 720 SH 50, PK0U CH)





4156 3100 14,0 40.0 07-62 4 200 PENN SD CB)
4175 3031 15.0 20.0 27 38.5 02-64 2 50 PENN SU, PH0D CB)
4173 2990 5,0 37.0 07-63 2 20 PR0OUCED (B)
1906 2634 9,0 15.0 24 Ob-57 1 70 PR0UUCEO (0)
• 317 2975 11.6 19.8 97 36,6 05-54 12-60 8 170 PENN SO, PK0J CB)
• 4130 3115 8.U 12.0 40,1 08-55 10-56 1 12 TAR SPRINGS (B)
• 4094 3031 26,0 04-66 04-69 1 20 PENN SO CB)
• 4141 3130 12,0 32.6 03-60 10-65 7 160 PR0OUCEO (B)
• 4197 3040 22.0 01-66 01-73 1 20 PRODUCED (B)
• 4198 3215 20.0 38.0 10-*2 08-66 3 40 PENN SU (B)
• 4184 3150 15.0 14,0 40 12-65 05-74 3 3 60 PENN SO CB)
• 4179 3146 7.8 18.0 75 37,5 08-58 01-72 2 1 80 P0ND, PR0D CM)
• 4119 2900 5,0 19.0 38,0 01-55 05-62 4 15 400 PENN SD, PR0D CB)
4140 3135 13,0 38,4 12-60 £ 4 60 PRODUCED CB)
• 3416 2500 08-54 10-60 3 6 120 PR0OUCED CB)
3421 2535 21,0 35.0 10-60 6 13 320 TAR SPGS CB)
4060 3100 9,0 01-70 2 6 110 PR0UUCEOCB)























• 301 2990 30,0 14,0 2000 38,5 07-53 05-58 1 20 PROD CB)
3427 2600 6,0 36.0 05-64 4 50 PENN SD, PRBD (B)
4067 3120 13.0 06-67 3 6 120 5M WELL CF)
4149 3120 20.0 38.0 11-65 3 8 120 PURCHASED CF)
4159 3200 7.2 13.0 200 40,1 10-62 5 4 480 PENN SD CB)
4194 3150 12.0 39,0 11-65 4 9 100 CYPRESS CB)
• 1901 2530 6.2 14,0 38.0 05-51 01-70 2 6 235 PR0OUCEU CB)












4068 3015 6,5 18,5 30 37,0 09-71 1 4 165 WELL & PR0D (M)
• 4084 293S U.O 16,0 35 39,3 03-67 01-74 1 1 50 PRODUCED CB)
• 4115 3150 8.0 19.0 115 39,0 01-56 05-63 6 4 172 SEWAGE, PR0O CM)
• 4116 3200 14,8 20.0 60 39,0 06-54 05-63 7 11 243 SEWAGE, PR0D CM)
1918 2900 7.0 04-65 1 1 100 PENN SD, PK0D CB)
3433 2870 5,0 13.0 120 01-65 2 3 180 PR0OUCEO (B)



















• 347 2933 15,0 39.2 02-59 01-72 1 2 40 CYPRESS CB)
• 363 2678 10.0 06-68 01-74 1 1 30 SURFACE PR0D CM)
4068 2990 12.0 19,0 22 38,5 12-61 1 2 120 CYPRESS, PR0D CB)
3444 3000 5.0 16,0 1307 39,0 01-61 1 1 40 PR0DUCED CB)
• 4117 2639 12.5 16.5 43 34,4 01-57 12-71 2 2 60 SH SD CF)











•ESTIMATED +AFFECTED BY AuJ wF
• N0 DATA 1967-74
•INJ SUSPENDED 8-66















4177 3075 20.0 18.0 75 PENN SD, PR0D CB)
80












• 4196 JBE S1MPKINS OIL
3428 WAYNE SMITH, UP.
CLAY, JASPER, RICHLAND, WAT
4190 S, ILL. IIL PR0D
• 1907 M, M. SPICKLER
4079 TAMARACK PET.
4081 TAMARACK PET.
• 4095 TAMARACK PET,
• 41U8 TAMARACK PET.
4157 TAMARACK PET.
• 4165 TAMARACK PtT.
• 4166 TAMARACK PET.
• 417B TAMARACK PET.
4191 TAMARACK PET,
4193 TAMARACK PET.
• 4132 TEXAC0, [NC.
• 4144 SAM TIPPS
302 UNIBN BlL CALIF.
304 UNIBN BIL CALIF,
335 UNIBN BIL CALIF,
341 UMBN «JIL CALIF,
349 UNI0N BIL CALIF,
356 UNI0N 0IL CALIF,
1910 UMBN HIL CALIF.
1911 UNIBN 01L CALIF.
1919 UM0N 0IL CALIF.
1922 UNI0N 01L CALIF,

















































3434 UM0N 0IL CALIF, SUC-AR CREEK UNIT
























































4091 UN10N 0IL CALIF,
4097 UNI0N 0IL CALIF,
•4099 UNI0N 01L CALIF,
4106 UN10N 0IL CALIF,
•4112 UN10N 0IL CALIF.
•4113 UNIBN B1L CALIF.
4114 UN10N 0IL CALIF,
4131 UNI0N 0IL CALIF,
4135 UNIBN BIL CALIF,
4142 UNI0N BIL CALIF,
4143 UNIBN BIL CALIF,
•4152 UNI0N BIL CALIF,
4153 UNIBN BIL CALIF,
4164 UNI0N BIL CALIF,
4176 UM0N BIL CALIF.






NE JBRDAN SCHB0L U
VAN F0SSAN U






E, J0RDAN SCH0BL C




S - T- R





















































































































































































70« 307 4, 0* 16 70« 150

































51 119 12 ,3 44 58 165
• 1621 12 ,7 97 61 473
230 7723 34 ,5 987 132 3567
675 2879 31 .8 204 257 1241
1858 21219 78 .2 2090 852 8783
11423 204,7
439 5202 29.4 388
819 10749 15.1 527























































































































































































































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed
SH = ShallowIn). Prod.
CLAY CITY C, CLAY, JASPER, XILHLANU, MAY
(C0NTINUEO)











PENN SU, PR0C CB)
4190 3004 16,0 38.0 10-65 1 4 40 PENN SO, PR0D lb)
• 1907 2615 10,0 06-52 12 -54 1 1 20 PRODUCED (6)4079 3100 14,0 20,1 6 39.0 09-66 7 19 680 PENN SO (8)
tosi 3100 9,0 03-68 4 7 220 SH GRAVEL (F)
• 4095 3060 10.0 02-69 02 -72 3 2 40 SH GRAVEL CF)
• 4108 3016 10,0 02-54 12 -61 2 2 80 PR0DUCED (8)4157 3040 10.1 15.9 24 39,0 10-62 3 3 100 PURCHASED IB)
• 4165 3200 19.0 11-63 12 -67 7 20 960 PENN 40 CB)
• 4166 3080 8,0 12-63 12 -67 6 13 250 PENN SO IB)
• 4178 3170 5.4 12-63 12 -66 3 5 160 PENN SO [8)
4191 3100 10.0 18.0 SO 34.5 11-65 6 6 180 PENN SO, PR0O CB)
4193 2960 14,0 19,0 30 39.0 01-65 10 10 280 SH GRAVEL (F)
• 4132 3255 6.0 36.0 01-58 07 -59 1 1 40 CYPRESS, PR0O CB)
• 4144 3150 13.0 19.0 85 11-60 01 -64 9 10 150 PENN SO (B)
302 2610 15,0 18,0 65 37.2 05-72 1 4 200 PR0DUCED CB)
304 2620 16.0 16.0 37,6 04-68 2 2 80 PENN SO,Prt0DCB)
3000 25.0 15.0 4 2 260
335 2596
2957






PENN SO, PR0O CB)
341 2960 15.0 36.0 6-71 1 4 60 PR0DUCEO (B)










































1910 2670 8.0 15.0 24 10-60 5 6 180 CYPRESS, PR0U CB)


























































• 3406 2984 6,0 15.0 75 05-57 03- 66 2 3 340 CYPRESS, PR0O CB)











PENN SO, PR0D CB)






















PENN SO, PR0O CB)
3437 2838 25.0 38.5 06-66 1 3 60 SUB-SURFACE IB)
2638 25.0 1 3 80
3438 2983 25.0 15.0 39.6 10-68 1 3 240 PR0OUCEU (B)
3440 2878 27.0 15.0 38.1 09-69 1 3 80 WATER S0URCE WELL (8)
2905 15.0 14.0 4 3 150











3443 2550 10.0 17.0 50 38.8 09-71 5 4 160 PR0UUCEO C»)
















• 4074 3025 14,0 16,0 36,6 05-69 11- 73 3 1 80 PR0OOCEO CB)

















































PENN SD, PR0O CB)

















• 4112 2950 14,0 19.0 73 09-54 12- n 37 35 830 PENN SD, PR0O CB)
• 4113 2950 15,0 19.0 106 01-56 05- >9 14 12 510 PENN SD, PR0D CB)
4114 3070 10.0 13.0 200 01-54 2 5 1610 PR0DUCEO (B)






















PENN SD, PR0D (B)
4143 2950 16,0 16.0 77 09-58 20 12 1044 PENN SO, PR0O CB)










PENN SD, PR0O CB)










•INCL FARMER C wILKIN
•ESTIMATE"
•INJECTI0N LEASED 2-73
•ESI) SWD AT PRESENT
»N0 DATA BEF0RE 1965
•INCL OR0PPEU PR0J 4096
82 TABLE





+ = P. M.




U = Unit Pay name
Location
S - T- R









CLAY CITY C, CLAY, JASPER,
(CBNTINUED)
4185 JNI0N BIL CALIF,
4187 UN10N BIL CALIF,
4168 UNI0N BIL CALIF,
• 4138 VERNE M. VAUGHN
4098 W AN0 w WELL SERV
• 4180 WATKINS DRILLING
4151 M. wEINERT EST,
4162 H, WEINERT EST,
1926 WICHITA RIVER
• 4110 M, J, WILLIAMS
345 ZANETIS BIL PRBP
• 1908 ZANETIS BIL PRBP
• 1909 ZANETIS BIL PRBP
• 1917 ZANETIS BIL P»BP
























































155 4636 6 8 tie 121 819
167 3189 9 8 229 267 3219







36U 4706 14 3 320






















4100 w, C. MCBRIDE
C0IL w, JEFFERS0N
•2011 GULF BIL C0
•2012 GULF BIL C0
2026 ST0NE OIL C0
C0NC0RO C, WHITE
•4281 ABSHER BIL C0
•4208 C. E. BREHM
•4228 GT LAKES CARBON
































•4229 PHILLIPS PET, C0 DALLAS
4207 REBST0CK 0IL CB, TULEY
•4325 THUNUERBIRD 0IL N CBNCBRD U
CBNCBWD E C, WHITE
•4233 H. E. GARRETT PEARCE U















































































































1W 2479 3.0* 185 30« 1635
8492 903 5632


















4010 MBBIL BIL CBRP.







336 2980 14. 9« 1543«































NW KURAL HILL U
URIAH FBSTER
• 1309 C. E. BKEHM
• 1513 C. E, BREHM
• 1534 C. E. BREHM
• 1544 C, E, BREHM
• 1545 C, E, BREHM
• 1552 C, E, BREHM
• 1553 C, E. BREHM
3622 C, E. BREHM
3620 C B C BIL C0
1556 jut A. DULL
• 1564 UUNCAN LSE*R0Y
• 1520 FARRAR BIL CB,
• 1525 FARRAR BIL CB,
1566 FARRAR BIL 00.



































































































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed
SH = ShallowInj. Prod.



























• 4136 3050 18,0 04-59 12-74 2 2 50
4096 3128 20,0 12-59 4t 7 130











1926 2760 15.0 15,0 25 10.0 10-71 5 14 620
• 4110 3200 6,0 14.0 80 38.0 06-55 01-72 12 13 1600
3250 6.0 13.0 300 21 20 1900
345 2900 15.0 37,6 07-64 1 5 20
• 1908 2941 5.0 41.0 11-58 01-70 1 1 40
• 1909 2954 6.0 U0.
4
11-56 10-65 1 1 40
















• 4096 3116 25.0 10,2 07-68 08-70 2 4 80
C0IL. WAYNE
4077 2900 15.2 19.7 01-69 6 5 265
4100 2860 13.0 21.0 120 05-66 3 3 80
C0IL w, JEFFERS0N
• 2011 270U 10,0 19,0 160 01-61 10-63 5 4 95
• 2012 2680 01-61 02-63 1 2 30
2026 3000 6.0 06-69 3 7 160
C0NC0RO C, WHITE
• 4281 2279 11.0 36.4 09-59 01-72 3 2 60

























• 4205 3003 16,0 01-55 01-59 1 3 30
• 4299 2260 15.0 16.0 175 37.0 08-60 07-67 8 8 160
• 4331 2890 21.0 20,0 75 37.5 01-61 10-67 3 4 50
• 4332 2600 12.0 16.0 135 36.5 10-61 01-72 6 3 130














































• 4325 2500 12.0 17.5 300 39.0 11-61 01-71 9 9 313
PENN SO, PR0U (B)
PENN SD, PR0U (B)
CYPRESS (83
PENN SO, PR0U CD)
P0ND, PR0D (M)
PENN SU, PR0U CB)
PENN SO (B)
CYP, PR0O CB)







PENN SO, PR0D CB)
PENN SO, PK0O CB)
PENN SO, PK0U CB)
PENN SO, PR0O CB)
PENN SU, PR0O CB)
C0NC0RD E C, WHITE




SM SO, PK0D CM)
SM SO (F)
SM SO, PRdU CM)
SH SO, PW0D CM)
SH SO, PR0U CM)
PRB00CE0 C»)
SM SO, PW0O CM)
SH SO, PH0U CM)
SM SO, PRHU CM)
GRAVEL, PRBD CM)
SH CRAV, PR0O CM)
CM)
C00KS MILLS C, C0LES, O0UGLAS
• 522 1778 5 .0 11 ,s 37 .0 04-63 01-65 1 3 60 SH SO CF)
• 802 1777 12 .0 16 41 04-63 01-65 2 2 40 SH SO, PR0O CM)
• 510 1800 12 u 1/ 5 195 38 04-62 12-68 7 5 140 SM SO, PR0U CM)
• 513 1800 12 17 5 195 36 04-62 11-66 3 1 40 SH SO, PH0O CM)
• 505 1800 12 a 17 250 36 01-61 01-66 8 24 320 KIVtH, PR0O CM)
• 508 1780 10 u 13 5 160 39 11-61 12-72 4 6 400 PENN SU CB)
R0E5, WASHINGT0N
4010 1270 12 20 250 37 09-65 4 9 150 PR0OUCEO (B)
4000 1230 14 20 250 37 2 08-50 16 21 640 PENN SO, PK0U CB)
C0VINGT0N S, WAYNE

















DALE C, FRANKLIN , HAMILT0N, SALINE
• 1309 3230 8,0 17.0 150 38 06-59 01-70 3 4 60
• 1513 3150 15.0 17.0 150 39
.0 01-59 01-70 11 14 250
• 1534 3300 11.3 19,0 150 38 06-62 05-71 2 10 130
• 1544 3150 22.0 17.0 200 38 ,0 03-63 09-73 3 14 170
• 1545 3250 22.0 17.0 200 56 04-63 03-68 5 9 150
• 1552 3250 14,0 37 04-65 06-69 3 7 110
• 1553 3250 14,0 37 04-65 01-73 3 5 110
3622 3140 20.0 17.0 150 36 06-63 7 36 420
3620 3130 8.0 11-69 1 4 50
1556 3260 10,0 18,0 85 38 12-65 1 3 80
• 1564 3064 30.0 09-61 01-70 2 4 60
• 1520 3050 20.0 07-61 12-66 2 1 40
• 1525 2957 15.0 07-61 07-63 1 2 30
1566 3200 27.0 17.0 100 38. 5 08-69 4 9 150
1575 3190 18.0 09-71 1 2 30
CYHRESS, RK0U CB)
PK0UUCED CB)
PENN SD, PK0U CB)
CYPRtSS, PH0U CB)
PENN SO, PR0O CB)
PENN SO, PR0O CB)
PENN SO, PK0U CB)
PENN SO, PR0O CB)
PENN SO, PR0O CB)
PENN SO, PH0D CB)
PR0OUCED CB)














•ESTIMATEU SINCE 1970 SWO 0NLY
• 1NLL PKJ.M PR0O SINCE 9-65

























DALfc C, FRANKLIN, HAMILTBN, SALINE
(CBNTINUEU)




























1557 MAC BIL C0MPANY
•1533 MARATH0N 0IL C0.
1561 MARATM0N 0IL C0.
1565 MARATH0N 0IL C0,
.1543 MARI0N C0RP
1546 N, C. MCbRIOE
.1502 PHILLIPS PET. CU
1566 P0LLACK BR0S.














































S - T- R












1542 UN10N 01L CALIF,
1503 PAUL ZIEGLAR
W HURAL HILL U




N RURAL HILL U
N. RURAL HILL U
S.E, RURAL HILL U



















































































































































































































































1319 FARRAR 0IL CD.
DIVIDE C, JEFFERS0N
•20U2 GULF BIL C0






4007 N. A. BALDRIDGE

























EOINBURG W, CHRISTIAN, SANGAM0N
103 D0N HANKS EDINBURG W
ELD0RAO0 C, SALINE
•3614 BUFAY 0IL C0
•3610 HAR-KEN BIL C0,
ife 1 1 HAR-KEN OIL C0.

















































4U« 224 1U.4* bl 4U* 80
43* 217 2.7* 25 38* 10b
1640 21171 57. b* 1245« 1802< 15738
91* 2369
120« 1000 6.7* 118
75« b94« 5.2* 99
22« 273 1.7* 8
68 16
155* 720 48.9* 268
55* 163 5.4* 22
40* 400* 2.9« 26
22* 282 5.7. 48











luie 18075 43.7 1829 813 7363
624 1573 6.7 15 16
221































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed
SH = ShallowIn). Prod.
DALE C, FRANKLIN, HAMILTON, SALINt
(CONTINUED)
• 1547 3125 20.0 20.5 122 39.4 09-60 12-68 11 9 220
1526 3034 11.0 14.0 120 06-61 2 2 60
1526 3050 13.0 20.0 116 37,0 07-61 7 16 120
1537 2730 12.0 18,0 5-68 4 3 80
29U0 20.0 16,0 6-62 9-66 4 3 60
3050 10,0 18,0 08-62 4 3 60
• 1510 3100 21.0 19.1 96 37,0 06-59 05-64 24 21 140
• 1511 3173 19.0 40.4 06-59 05-64 2 1 20
• 1559 3350 14,0 15.0 35 36,0 08-65 05-67 2 4 60
• 1536 3250 18.0 20.0 340 40,0 12-62 11-68 7 7 120
• 1529 2950 11.0 14.8 117 37.0 07-61 07-64 4 2 60
• 1501 3125 1«,7 23.9 39.0 02-52 04-59 7 6 310
• 1523 3150 15.0 36,0 01-61 12-67 5 5 140
*152<l 3190 20.0 38.0 09-61 02-70 4 6 140
















1557 3215 20.0 16,0 65 38.0 03-62 1 3 40



































• 1503 2940 23.0 15.0 150 39,5 09-62 05-69 1 3 130
3050 16.0 17.0 100 2 3 130
1548 3080 15.0 17.0 78 11-63 6 9 130
• 1502 3200 15.0 1».0 75 36.0 08-55 10-62 3 5 50
15b8 3102 14.0 37.5 07-70 1 2 30
1514 312Q 20,9 19,0 96 39.4 09-58 46 16 1890
3195 10.1 15.0 73 17 27 794











•1535 3200 20.0 19.1 97 36,0 11-62 03-67 2 2 40
• 1567 3170 3.0 08-70 12-71 16 30 520
• 1507 3088 22.0 08-58 07-61 1 2 40
• 1516 3120 20.0 12.0 90 37.0 U9-60 03-69 1 1 30
• 1531 3090 20.0 12.0 90 37.0 07-61 12-65 2 2 40
• 1539 3240 20.0 12.0 90 37.0 09-62 06-67 2 4 80
• 1540 3244 20.0 12.0 90 37,0 12-62 06-67 2 4 60
• 1541 3180 20.0 12.0 90 37,0 10-59 12-71 I 4 50
• 1562 3166 20.0 12.0 90 37,0 11-62 01-7d 1 2 40
• 1504 3050 14,0 17.0 125 36.0 OJ-51 09-67 3 6 295
• 1508 3050 26.0 19.0 109 37.0 06-58 12-68 3 5 140
• 1509 2950 26.0 17.5 126 37.0 U6-5H 12-68 3 5 140
• 1538 315U 18,0 21.4 149 38,6 03-62 11-68 5 5 140
1560 2400 18.5 18,0 52 36.0 U7-65 00-00 14 14 497
2475 8.5 01-65 07-71 3 4 328
2680 13.3 15.3 109 36.0 01-65 33 33 2399
2900 18,0 13.0 22 36.0 01-65 48 56 3040


























1503 315U 15.0 18,0 75 37,0 01-56 1 4 65







PENN SD, PROD (B)




PENN SO, PH0D [B)
HARDINSBURG, PROD (B)
PENN SD, PR0U (B)
PENN SO, PR0D CB)
CYPRESS, PR0D (B)
CYPRESS WS», PR0O CB)
PALESTINE, PR0D (B)
PENN SO, PROD (b)
PENN, PKBD CO)
PR0OUCEO (B)







PENN SO, PRrfO CB)
PENN SD, PK0D CB)
CYPRESS SO, PR«)D Cb)
PURCHASED Cb)
PENN SD, PR0O CB)
HARDINSBURG, PR0D Cb)
HARDINSBURG, PR0D CB)
PENN SO, PR0D CB)
PENN SD, PROD CB)
PENN SO, PR0D (B)
•ESTIMATED
•ESTIMATEul*INCL 1529
•EST *INCL BETHEL, AUX VASES
•INCL 1511
• INCL KITH 1510
•ESTIMATED
•INCL WITH 1528
•INCL PRIM PROD SINCE 1-61












































































PENN SD, PR0D CB)
PENN SD, PR0D CB)
01-63 6 16 250 PR0DUCED Cb)
37 ,0 10-61 2 8 40 BEN01ST, PROD CB)
11-68 1 4 50 PR0OUCED CB)
il 12-59 08-64 1 2 40 TAR SPR, PROD CB)
30 28 3 08-67 3 15 100 PRODUCED CB)
30 29 U2-72 1 8 80 PR0OUCEO CB)
05-67 1 4 40 PRODUCED (b)
03-67 1 3 40 PRODUCED CB)
03-67 1 7 70
11-61 PR0DUCED CB)
• 3614 2050 11.0 15 • 150 3B 09-64 12-68 1 1 10 PALESTINE SD Cb)













2900 10.0 15 a 6 3 4 100
• 3603 2090 7.0 13 100 04-59 10-63 1 4 60 PENN SO CB)
•INCL PRIM










•EST »INCL PRIM PR0D
•ESTIMATED
•ESTIMATED






+ =P. M. Operator
General information
Project
U = Unit Pay name
Location
S - T- R
TABLE 11 - WATERFLOOD OPERATIONS














3608 W, C. MCBHIOE
3609 W, C, MCBKIUE




•3607 G. L. REAS0R 0IL
ELLERY E. EDWARDS
•1007 T. t. CR0SLEY
•1019 T, E. CR0SLEY
MALT. ELD0RAD0 NE U














• 4264 RICHAR0 ELSIE
• 4292 RICHARD ELSIE
EXCHANGt E, MARI0N
• 2630 MRRAR UIL 00,
EXCHANGE N C, MAR10N
2635 EG0 OIL C0
EXCHANGE «, MARI0N




• 331 O0NALD G. GEARY
FRItNUSVILLt N, WABASH
•3998 UAYT0N L0EFFLER
•3945 M0BIL 0IL C0RP,





3852 WALKER DRLG C0,
GERMANT0WN E, CLINT0N
+ 406 NAT. GAS PIPELINE
GILA, JASPER





















•4155 CULLUM 0IL C0.
•4154 ALVA C. DAVIS
•4145 DUNCAN LSE»R0Y
4139 FAIRFIELD 0IL C0
•4374 GULF 0IL C0
•1027 ILL. LSE. 0P.
4083 ILL. MID-C0NT.
4123 HtRMAN L0EB
«437B MARCH ORLG. C0,
4148 P00L 0IL C0.
•4138 SKILES 0IL C0RP.
•4377 TEXAC0, INC.
•4189 M. J. WILLIAMS




















4166 C0LL1NS BR0S. HALF M00N UNIT


























































581 16863 14.5 1530* 583 7060
633 58 127
BO* 753 4,2* 55 eo« 269


























25.5 43T 88 568




















180 8175 11.9 565 180 2197
7279 656 3689
79 14 5
470» 3495 34,0a 257 470* 1738
10* 30« 0,5* 53 10t 55
25** 1495* 2.5.* 202* 25** 635*
109 27 107







100* 4984 4,0* 180 100« 2255
39U 6693 22.2 686 181 2345
































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed
SH = ShallowIn). Prod.
ELD0RAO0 C, SALINE
(C0NTINDED)
3606 2200 22.0 IS 200 36 08-63
• 3609 2560 12.0 18 80 36 12-62








































413 1450 8.0 21.0 357 38.0
Flbra s, clay















•3998 1650 10,0 15.0































































































































































6 7 540 PENN SU, PRB0 CB)
2 3 90 PENN SO, PR0D CB)
1 2 40 PENN SO (8)
4 5 100 PR0OUCEDCB)
3 3 100























35 33.0 05-62 01-71 4 3
81 35.6 07-47 09-5/ 2 3






































































SH SD, PK0D CM)
SH SD (F)
TAR SPR, PK0D (B)
PR0OUCED CB)















PENN SD, PR0D CB)
CYPRESS, PR0D CB)
GRAVEL BtD CF)
PENN SD, PR0U CB)
PR0DUCED (B)
SH SO, PR0D (M)
SH SD, PR0D CM)
PENN SD, PR0D CM)
PENN SD CB)
PENN SD, PR0D CB)
GRAVEL BED CF)
PENN SD, PRBQ (B)
SH GRAVtL CF)
SH SO, PR0D CM)
PENN SO, PR0O CB)
PENN SD CB)
PR0DOCEO CB)
GRAV BED, PR0O (M)
SH SD CF)
•SINCE 11-62
S, 0.4-65, REACTIVATED 7-66«EST
•ESTIMATED
•N0 DATA 1966-67 +INCL 1019
*NB DATA 1966-67 *INCL «ITH 1007
•ESTIMATED 1966-72
•INCL PRIM PR0O
•INCL PRIM PR0D SINCE 8-56
•INCL PHIM PR0D




•SWD, N0 INJ DATA/+ESTIMATEO




•INCL OH0PPED PR0J 3600
•ESTIMATED
•INCL 0MARA, SPAR MTN «EST
•ESTIMATED INCL OR0PPEO PR0J
4149,4150













S - T- R
TABLE 11 - WATERFLOOD OPERATIONS
















•3601 SUN OIL CO.
•3602 SUN 0IL CB.
HARRISBURG, SALINE
•3606 W. C. MCBKIUt
HtHlLD C, GALLATIN, WHITE
• 1419 ASHLAND AND R
4210 C. E. BRtHM
• 4304 C. E. BRtHM
1444 COLLINS BROS,
• 1405 CONTINENTAL OIL
• 1431 CONTINENTAL OIL
1430 JOE A, DULL
1433 JOt A, DULL
• 4340 IND. FARM BUR.




4291 w, C. MCBRIDE






























































































































































430* 1024 26 ,6« 1SS 400* 927
528 6992 12 ,9 308 131 3U42
* 1361
31
4.0* 125 20* 890
42 385 2.7 25 34 120
491 21 35
462 63
16 1175 1.0 201 41 544
16 411 2.3 59 10 157
56 1254 7.5 100 40 333
* • 6.1 + 97 + 60+ 510*
90* 440* 17.1* 76* 50« 300«
49 505 4.6 123* 11 89







BROWN, W00D-BR0WN SPAR MTN




35* 1365* 2.6* 91* 35* 1365*
60* 3690" 3.1* 246* 60« 3690«
3185 154 1100
H0RO, CLAY
351 JET 0IL CB.
HBRD S C, CLAY
• 332 SHIRK, WtBSTER
• 337 SHIRK, WEBSTER
INA, JEFFERS0N





















• 320 HUMBLE B AND R
INMAN E C, GALLATIN
1436 AUTUMN BIL CB
•1422 CRAWFBRO PRBO




.1406 MUMBLE AND R BIG BARN
1408 MID. STATES BIL PROP WEST UNIT
•1420 JOE SIMPKINS OIL HAVEN
•1426 E. G. WELKER tGYPTIAN TIE, TIMBER
1407 WESTERN OILS, LTD KERWlN-CRAWF ORD
1411 WESTERN OILS, LTD J A WILLIAMS



















































170 1.3* 17 25* 223
2460 0.9* 131 10* 1332
INMAN W C, GALLATIN
1410 ASHLAND AND R RISTER-MOYE U TAR
SPRINGS 15-8S-9E
CYPRESS
18 760 2,4 96* 10 175
































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Prod uced (M ) = Mixed
SH = ShallowIn). Prod.
HARCB, SALINE
3619 2900 15.0

















•3606 2020 10,0 10. 110 38,4 07-56 11-68
HtRALD C GALLATIN, WHITE
• 1119 2150 14.0 16.5 400 35.8 12-61 03-70 5 3 92
4210 2325 20,0 20.0 50 37.0 01-55 12 200









• 1405 2650 12.0 15.0 80 12-57 04-69 15 400
• 1431 2260 15.0 12.0 30 37,8 10-63 12-60 1 1 40
1430 2900 10.0 17.0 150 38.0 06-63 5 2 135
1433 2900 8,0 12.0 37 36,0 11-63 2 9 110
• 4340 2870 14.0 10 35.3 02-60 12-67 4 3 250


























4365 2900 13.0 18.2 100 37,0 05-62 2 6 70











• 4212 2715 15.0 14,9 58 39.0 09-57 08-62 2 2 60
•42U 2890 23.0 02-56 01-71 1 2 30
4382 2300 8.9 20,0 200 38.5 01-63 2 2 60
4383 2930 9.7 19,0 100 34.8 08-63 2 4 100
4389 2890 e.o 16,0 75 36.0 10-04 8 6 155
4428 2310 30.0 01-55 * 6 60
4427 2320 12,0 01-71 2 4 60
4346 1425 13.0 19.0 46 33.5 01-62 1 3 59












PENN SO, PR0U CB)
PtNN SO, PR0O CB)
PENN SO, PR0U (B)








SH SO, PR0U C«)
PALESTINE, PR0OCB)
PENN SO, PR0U CB)
PENN SU, PR0U (B)
SMALLiJW HELL (F)
PENN Su, PRtfU (B)
PALESTINE CB)
CRAvtL BEO (F)
PAL SO, PRdO (B)
PAL SO, PRdU CB)
RIVER GRAV, PRidO CM)
PR0OUCEU CB)
PENN SO, PR0U (B)
PtNN SO, PRBU CB)
PENN SD, PRWD CB)
PRBDuCEO (B)








































































































































































































PENN SO, PRIDO CB)
SM SO, PRBD CM)
PRBUUCtO (8)
(.RAVEL BEO (F)
SM SO, PR0O (M)
GRAVtL BtO, PR0O CM)
SM GRAV CF)
SM SO, PRdO CM)
SH SU, PR0O CM)
PRBDUCEO (B)




•1NCL PRIM PR2D SlNtE 12-57
•tSTIMATEU




•AUJ T0 ACTIVE RF; *EST
•ESl;AUJ.T0 ACTlVt «F SINCE 1968




















































PENN SU, PRBO (B)
•INCL BBTm PAYS »tSTIMATtU
•1965-67 tSTIMATEU
•INCL 141U, 1411,1423, 1424,1425
•tSTIMATtU 1968-74
• N0 UATA 1967-66
•N0 INJtCTIBN 1972 «EST 1969-74
•tST. 1969-1974 *N0 INJ 73,74







+ = P. M. Operator
General Information
Project
U = Unit Pay name
Location
S - T- Ft
TABLE 1 1 - WATERFLOOD OPERATIONS












INMAN H C, GALLATIN
(C0NTINUED)
1440 ASHLAND AND R
1428 T. L. CLARK














GULF BIL CB INMAN w U
SULF 011. C0 INMAN WU
JUNIPER PETRBLEUM C RI0GWAY E U







1425 J0E SIMpKINS BIL
1449 JOE SIMPKINS 0IL
1451 J0E SIMPKINS 0IL
1400 TARTAN BIL C0.
1423 ZANETIS BIL PR0P
I0LA C, CLAY, EFFINGHAM
378 CULLUM BIL CB.
303 RHEA FLETCHER
H12 GETTY BIL CB




1119 E. M, SELF
• 322 TEXACB, INC,




























































































114 997 23.4 lbb 128 466
2890* 425* 499*
171 1352 15.1 188 98 611





50. 2384* 3.6* 40* 50* 261<
512* 189* 217<
2b. 5100* 1.5* 255* 2b. 5100<
175* 2327 2b.8*+ 804 350* + 2371
100* 1186
200* 3497
30* 70 2.5* 5 30* 70
30* 130 1.0* b
4b*
30* 130
20* 283 1.1* 25 20* 121
50* 1U00* 2.5* 5b. SO* 1000
575 + 18780 IB. 4 + 1326 575 + 12703
793 4736 15,0 167 253 1603
201 31 201
70. 660 3.8. 137 70" 660
840 6309 72,7 555 437 2766
868 7886 42.3 499 564 4340
175. 603. 22.6. 78. 175» 445.
1589 55 *
3363 85 4414*
94 3197 i.9 222* 89 2839
254* SOU 21.3* 76 171* 500
IRVINGTBN, WASHINGTBN












• 204 F, A, BRIDGE BlL
• 205 F, A, BRIDGE 0IL
207 NATI0NWIOE ENERGY
• 211 E, A. 0LDFIELD
203 TALB0TT 8 S0NS
• 208 TIOEWATER 0IL Ct
J0HNS0N S, CLARK
21U ACME CASING
* 212 ACME CASING
. 213 ACME CASING
209 TALBBTT S. S0NS
JBHNSBNVILLE C, WAYNE
4195 N. A. BALORIDGE





































































































































































































































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PENN SD, PROD (8)
PENN SO, PROD (B)
SHALLOW WELL CF)
PENN SO, PR0U CB)
PRODUCED (6)
SM SO, PH0U CM)


















PENN SO, PROD CB)








SH SD, PR0D (M)
SM SD, PROU CM)
GRAV, PROD (M) 71
SH SAND CF)
GRAV, PR0O CM)










PENN SO, PR0O CB)
CYPRtSS, PROD CB)
•FORMtRLY MAC OIL JONES N0 3
•TEMP ABD 1-64
•1NCL 1403
• INCL WITH l«U2
•ADJACENT TO ACTIVt KF tfcST
•tSTlMATEO
•INACTIVE 1972-73
•SwU SINCE 1952;EST.40X OF OIL
WAS SEC.REC «ADJ TO ACTIVE wF
•ESTIMATED tlNCL ALL PAYS
•ESTIMATED
•ESTIMATED
•NO DATA SINCE 61; TEMP, ABU
•ESTIMATED
•ESTIMATEDIWF EFFECT SlNCt 1962






















•EST. tlNCL BOTH PAYS





= P. M. Operator
General information
Project
U = Unit Pay name
Location
S - T- R















• 4134 UM0N 0IL CALIF,
J0HNS0NVILLE S, WAYNE
• 4172 ASHLAND AND R
J0HNS0NVILLE W, WAYNE
4061 EG0 0IL C0
4071 tGE 0IL CO
• 4169 FARRAR BR C0,







J0HNST0N CITY E, WILLIAMS0N
4501 MUTUAL 8 AND 6 J0HNST0N CITY t U
28,33,34,35-lN-6E







































•4125 N, A, BALDRI0GE
•4126 WALTER 0UNCAN
KENNER, CLAY
• 305 TEXAC0, INC,
• 330 TEXACO, INC.











WALTERSBURG 36-8S-9E , 1-9S-9E





















































* 324 IND, FARM BUR,
KENNER W, CLAY






















3881 NICK BABARE SHARP W00D
3954 HAYES-W0LFE BR0S LANCASTER UNIT
2255 ST0NE 0IL C0 HELENA
LANCASTER E, LAWRENCE, WABASH






2215 ASHLAND AND R B0LLES-WRIGHT UNIT
2242 BALDWIN, BALDWIN 0'D0NNELL
2291 BALDWIN, BALDWIN CUMMINS
2268 FRANCIS BEARD JENNER
2269 FRANCIS BEARD JENNER
• 2200 CALVAN AMERICAN PIPER
• 2229 CALVAN AMERICAN WALLER
2208 CHARLES E, CARR CRUMP '40'
2209 CHARLES t. CARR CRUMP UNIT
2236 CHARLES t , CARR L GILLESPIE
2241 CHARLES E. CARR FYFFE
2244 CHARLES E. CARR BRIDGEP0RT UNIT
2245 CHARLES t. CARR S GILLESPIE
2246 CHARLES t. CARR S GILLESPIE
2252 CHARLES t. CARR B0WER-R0SS
2253 CHARLES fc. CARR FYFFE '39'
2258 CHARLES E . CARR C00PER-DAVIS
2262 CHARLES 6. CARR FYFFE U
• 2270 CHARLES E. CARR GRAY FEE WF
2276 CHARLES E. CARR WITHERS-PELHAM.
•2205 WALTER JUNCAN L.C. 0AV10
•2206 T, W, GE0RGE EST. KL0NDIKE WF
• 2280 GULF 0IL C0 H E GRIGGS










































33,34-3S-3E 18 205 7.7 116
33.34-3S-3E 1911 62
4-1N-13W 10* 780 0.7* 142
4,9-lN-13W(33-2N-13W 7b* 5334 3.6* 1234
16.21-2N-13W 237* 744 45.5* 424
25.36-2N-13W 40* 232 2.5*
!.!•
7,8, 17-4N-12W 154 1387 3.2 50
17-3N-12W 120* 3300* 6.2* 402*
6-3N-12W 260* 4260* 13.0* 284*
36-3N-12W 150* 2035*
36-3N-12W 200* 3999* 10,8* 307*
2.11-4N-13W 1«6 6
5.6-2N-11W 828 12
19-4N-12W 40* 2087 1.4* 277
31-4N-12W 70* 2212 3.3* 166
26.35-3N-12W 140* 9447 8.0** 829*
200* 9545
50* 1773
6-3N-12W,l-3N-13W SO* 6251 2.0* 457
6-3N-12W 20* 6670* 2.0* 1147*
26-3N-12W 110* 1206 7.4** 190*
26-3N-12W 70* 898 * «
29-4N-12W 60* 2703 3,2* 225
31-4N-12W 120* 2159 18.4* 183
6.7-3N-12W 100* 1990 5.0. 157
36-4N-13W 10* 2518 1.0* 187
1-2N-12W 10* 1554 1.0* 93



















































































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed



















J0HNST&N CITY E, WILLIAMS0N
4501 2300 20.0 14.8
2580 6.0 12.2
JUNCTI0N E, GALLATIN















3991 1181 13 D 15 42
• 3*15 2403 15 20 6 134
KttNVlLLE , MAYNE
• 4125 3100 9 .0
• U126 2950 13 20 155
KENNER, CLAY
• 305 2700 14 15 6 54

















• 2016 2700 7
2017 2700 ^0
2U25 2708 10 12 16




3861 2540 21 17 65
3954 2500 16
2255 2720 7
































PENN SO, PRiJU (B)
PENN SO, PR0U CB)
CYPRESS SO CB)
PENN SO, PR0O CM)


















SH SO, PRU0 CM)








SH SO, PR0O CM)
SH SO CF)
3 24 480 PENN SO, PR0U CB)












•EST 1965-661 N0 DATA 1967-71
•ESTIMATED
•ESTIMATED









01-63 11-68 1 3 40
06-64 3 5 80
11-64 1 4 80
il 05-61 02-70 3 2 160
J J ,5 07-64 2 3 40
34 12-58 21 34 500
















SHALL0W SANO.PR0O. (M) "ESTIMATED
PR0DOCED (B)
LAWRENCE, LAWRENCE, CRAnFtlRO
2215 1680 10.0 15.0 20 38 ,0 07-66 4 8 120 PURCHASED CF)












2268 1655 10.0 15.0 20 11-62 11 10 100 GRAV, PR0D CM)
2269 1540 25.0 15.0 30 11-62 11 10 100 GRAV, PR0O (M)
• 2200 1520 25.0 20.8 33 38 6 12-53 06 •56 4 2 60 SH SD CF)
• 2229 1535 50.0 IB.
5
70 39 5 03-53 11 55 8 8 160 SH GRAVEL CF)
2208 1280 25.0 20.0 90 04-56 4 4 40 PENN SD, PR0D CB)
2209 1420 ii. 20.0 80 12-56 5 4 40 PENN SD, PR0D (B)
2236 990 30.0 19.3 200 37 11-58 16 10 100 GRAV BED, PR0O CM)
1550 28.0 17.0 35 17 10 loo
1660 10.0 16.5 25 17 10 100
2241 1580 35,0 18.0 100 35 07-59 10 4 45 BUCHANAN SO, PR0O CB)
2244 1575 25.0 18.0 80 36 06-59 9 10 150 PENN SD, PR0D CB)
2245 1550 28.0 17.0 35 39 10-60 8 b 50 RIVER, PR0D (M)
2246 1660 10.0 16.5 25 39 10-60 8 6 50 RIufcR, PR0D CM)
2252 1320 20.0 19.0 120 08-58 4 6 60 PENN SD, PR0D CB)
2253 1420 20.0 20.0 80 12-56 3 4 40 PENN SO, PR0O CB)
2258 1620 15.0 06-63 3 5 90 PENN 3D,PR0OCM)











SH SO, PR0D CM)
2276 1564 20,0 16.9 41 38 5 02-63 8 8 80 SH SD, PR0U CM)
1690 12.0 15.0 17 6 8 80
• 2205 1600 6.0 08-56 04 58 1 1 20 RIVER GRAVEL CF)

















































U = Unit Pay name
Location






2210 U. S. HUODLEST0N
• 2221 ILLINOIS bIL C0,
222b ILLINOIS MIL C0.
222(> ILLINOIS BIL C0,
2227 ILLINBIS aiL CB.
2277 ILLINBIS OIL CD.
2203 J»fc EQUIPMENT
2281 JENNY LEE BIL CB
2273 HERMAN L0EB
2275 HERMAN L0EB
2213 MARATH0N 0IL CB,
2214 MARATH0N 0IL C0,
221b MARATH0N 0IL C0.
2247 MARATH0N 0IL C0.
2279 MARATH0N 0IL C0.
•2204 W. C. MC8RIDE
2210 W. C. MCBRIDE
221 1) W. C, MCBRIDE
•2249 W. C, MCBRIDE
•2251 W. C. MCBRIDE
2254 w. C. MCBRIDE









2268 J0E SIMPKlNS 0IL
2202 WAYNE SMITH, 0P.
2220 WAYNE SMITH, 0P.
2221 WAYNE SMITH, 0P.
2233 WAYNE SMITH, BP,
2238 WAYNE SMITH, BP.
2256 WAYNE SMITH, BP.
2259 WAYNE SMITH, 0P.
2260 WAYNE SMITH, 0P.
2265 WAYNE SMITH, BP,
















































































































































































T 3,4N R 12.13W


































































40« 508 2 U« 37
80- 863 4 0« 100





















120* 10384 6 • 3« 606













681 180070 1049,1 16254 8079 141844































































20U* 16264 17.4* 840 200* 5021

























300* 11112 27.1* 1405 350* 5275
220* 1773 16.0* 142 220* 744
810* 12369 61.7* 1594 810* 5779






















51* 688 51 688

































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SH SO, GRAVEL CF)
BUCHANAN, PR0O CB)
BUCHANAN, PR0U (B)
PRS1D, FRESH HSH (M)
GRAV, PHt)0 (M)
GRAV, PRt)0 (H)




PENN SO, PH0O CB)
PENN SO, PK0O IB)
PENN SO, PK0D CB)
PENN SO, PR0DCB)
PENN SO, PR0O CB)
SH SO, PHWD CM)
PENN SD, PR0O CB)
SH SO, PR0O CM)
BUCHANAN, PR0O CB)
PENN SO, PR0D CB)
















• APPLEGATE, WILLIAMS, GILLESPIE,
VANDERMARK
M0ST 0F THE KATERFL00D EFFECT




TAR SPR, PR0D (B)
PENN SO, PR0D (B)
TAR SPRINGS CB)
PENN SO, GRAV CM) ^ESTIMATED
BUCHANAN SD, PR0O CB) (ESTIMATED
GRAVEL BED (F) "ESTIMATED
RIVER GRAV, PR0O CM) "ESTIMATED
BUCHANAN SD, PROD C8) "ESTIMATED
SH SD CF)





•INCL OH0PPED PR0J 2255 *tST
•EST! INCL BBTM PAYS
•ESTIMATED
•ESTIMATEO
BRIDGEPORT, PR0O CB) «tSTIMATED
SH SO CF)
PENN SD, PR0O CB)
PR0O, SUPPLY CM)
PENN 3D CB)
SH SD, PR0O CM)
PR0DUCED (B)
















U = Unit Pay name
Location
S - T- R
TABLE 11 - WATERFLOOD OPERATIONS















2292 2ANETIS BIL PR0P W.H.GILLESPIE BUCHANANCYPRESS






3858 Ski. TRIANGLE CO,
LILLYV1LLE, CUMBERLAND, EFFINGHAM
704 R0YALCB, INC. KRBGMAN
LIVINGSTON, MAUIS0N
•2500 WILLIAM H, KR0HN KRBGER
•2501 M. W, MCC0NNELL C. AND 0.














2507 FAIRFIELD BIL C0
LBCUST GRBVE, WAYNE
HOBS ZANETIS BIL PR0P
L0UDEN, EFFINGHAM, FAYETTE




1230 BARGER ENG SINCLAIR
ia«3 BARGER ENG WELKER
1201 W. L. BELDEN HINTBN U
1202 W, L, BELDEN UNIT 25
1209 W, L. BELDEN B. F. BWENS
1213 W, L. BELOEN E.C. SMITH
1226 W. L. BELOEN SATHER
1203 0. L. BURTSCHI O.L. BURTSCHI
1207 REVIS U. CALVERT HBMAN
1215 RtVIS D. CALVERT K0BERLIEN
1217 REVIS D. CALVERT STBKES-WEILER
1233 REVIS 0. CALVERT SAPP
1201 EXXBN L0UDEN
121b FRY BIL C0 RH0DES-WATS0N
1206 GENERAL AMERICAN DEV0RE CBBP
1214 A, L. HERMANN LILLY
• 1249 L. B. HBSS
1205 «• L. H0SS
1210 R . L. HBSS
1211 R. L. HBSS
1225 «. L. HBSS
1228 R. L. HBSS
1235 R. L. HBSS
1241 S, L. HBSS
1242 R L. HBSS
1248 R L. HBSS
1232 HUGHES PR0O,









K00NS ft FRANK EXPL









































































































































































































1200* 1372 6U 0* 152 1400* 1600






159 6433 1 7* 552« 300 S963
* 757 • 215 • 1038
181 1131 5 6 82b« 200 2059
153« 1152 15 S» 343 200* 602
80* 995* 4 ,8« 212« BOA 47S«
16305 3 b« 1944 50* 11789
10U. 2688 2 .6* 511 100* (772
40* 2580 1 .3« 428 40* 1225
SO. 1836 1 .!• 1S6 80* 668
827695 2U22.0 127676 36305 444027
177 1941 5 9 375
121 3533 35 8 1U04
199
30« 979 1 u« 118
2S0« 3588 13 9* 739
30* 498 1 2* 33
10* 82 3* 11
140* 1961 3 7* 214
30» 740 1 ,2» 34
525* 3099 42 .7* 596
28* 245 1 .3* 65






















































































































« 373 MCKINNtY.FUNDERB W0LF-P0HTER 9, 10-4N-8E
25



































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine







•2250 2040 10.0 17.2 36
LEXINGTON, WABASH








































































































































































































































































































































BEN0IST, A.V, SOS CB)
SALEM, PR0O CB)







• 373 2600 10,0 11-70 05-72
4 4 80 PRODUCED CB)
4 4 B0
2 4 60 TAR SPK
,
PR0U CB)
1 1 20 PRBOUCtD (B)
7 11 240 TAR SPR PR0D CB)
I 3 40 TAR SPR, PROD (8)
4 6 100 TAR SPR, PR0D CB)
2 9 140 TAR SPR, PROD CB)
1 1 20 PURCHASED CB)
2 3 320 PROUUCEC CB)
4 5 80 TAR SPR, PROD CB)
3 3 60 TAR SPR, PROD Cb)
4 2 40 TAR SPR, PROD CB)




12 5 120 TAR SPR, PRoO CB)
2 4 60
4 5 90
1 6 100 PR0OUCED CB)
6 5 118 TAR SPRINGS CB)
6 5 ue
3 2 50
1 3 40 TAR SPR, PROD CB)
3 3 40 TAR SPR, PR0D CB)
4 4 85 TAR SPR, PROD (B)
1 1 40 TAR SPR, PRBD CB)
1 1 10 PR0DUCEO (8)
2 3 40 TAR, SPR, PH0U (B)
1 1 20 PURCHASED C
1 1 20
1 9 50 PURCHASE u CB)
2 2 35 PR0DUCED CB)
1 4 40 TAR SPR, PH0D (B)
5 7 100 TAR SPR, PR0O CB)
7 42 2600 PR0DUCED CB)
2 1 70 TAR SPR, PR0D (B)
2 1 70
1 1 10 TAR SPR, PR0D CB)
2 4 60 TAR SPR, PR0D CB)
2 5 eo TAR SPR, PR0D CB)
4 8 60 TAR SPR, PR0D CB)
4 7 60
2 3 50 TAR SPR, PROD (B)
24 12 240 TAR SPR, PR0D CB)
12 12 240
12 12 240
2 2 40 TAR SPR, PR0D CB)
2 2 40
46 48 416 TAR SPR, PR0D CB)
19 18 632 PR0OUCEO CB)
4 6 200 TAR SPR, PR0U CB)
6 1 20 PR0OUCED CB)
4 4 60
6 6 120
5 5 250 TAR SPR, PRBO CB)
5 5 350 PR0DUCED CB)
2 2 160 PRODUCED CB)
2 2 40 PRODUCED CB)
1 2 40 TAR SPR, PR0D CB)




•INOL WITH tXX0N T0TALS*EST



























•INCL PRIM PR0O SINCE 1-56
•incl prim pr0d since 10-58
•incl prim pr0D since 12-55
•incl prim since 12-60
•INJ CtAStU 8-1-72 »EST










+ = P. M.





S - T- R





























































































646 GETTY OIL C0
649 GETTY 0IL C0
668 GETTY 0IL C0
696 GETTY 0IL C0
621 ILL. LSE. 0P.
659 INLAND 0IL CO
G. JACKS0N
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































664 C, E, SKILES
661 SKILES 0IL C0RP.



























































































544 544 20.8 21 162 162
2962 20571 195.3 2614 1699 10U18
1562 113 887
133 5 32
• 8803* • 621*
« 1308* • 173*
• 3010* * 52*








400* 1900 17.0* 95 400* 1500
150 351
537












































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed
SH = ShallowInj. Prod.
MCKINLEY, WASHINGTON
•4011 1050 10.0 04-65 07-6? PR0DUCED C»)
MAIN 0, CRAWFORD, LAWRENCt, JASPER
• 667 1000 22.0 18.5 98 01-58 12-58 5 4 60 LAKE, PRB00CEU (M)
• 602 950 30,0 21.0 136 31.0 05-54 01-64 67 53 530 PENN SAND CB)
• 603 930 25,0 21.0 125 30.8 03-57 01-66 11 9 200 6RAV, PRBU (M)
604 960 56,0 19.2 126 34,9 10-54 4 2 40 PENN SB, PR0U (B)
591 1000 10.0 15.0 85 34.0 07-61 3 b 80 PRODUCED (B)
666 980 20,0 40,0 75 36.0 07-52 5 12 200 PRODUCED (B)
599 930 20.0 18.1 141 32.7 10-64 5 7 70 PENN SO, PRBU (B)
• 589 1350 7.0 02-64 01-70 1 1 20 PRODUCED (d)
598 1320 10,0 35.0 04-64 2 1 20 SH 50 (F)
» 616 820 18,0 32.0 05-66 01-70 1 3 40 PRBOUCEO CB)
643 1257 19.0 17.6 33.0 01-68 4 3 80 PRODUCED CB)
1323 15.0 16.0 4 3 80
646 930 22.0 19.0 95 06-70 5 6 40 PENN SO (B)
• 695 925 10.0 20,0 100 33,4 12-62 12-66 2 6 100 PENN SO CB)
• 609 900 20.0 17.0 170 34.0 08-51 06-69 14 37 56 CITY WATER CM
• 610 900 25.0 18.0 70 34,0 03-54 01-70 6 5 50 SURFACE (F)
* 607 890 10.5 21.1 99 33.5 06-53 01-65 13 19 78 PENN SO, PRBU CB)
* 615 890 20.0 17.0 47 32.
b
04-54 01-70 5 19 50 LAKE CF)619 940 22.0 22.0 167 34,0 12-51 28 29 280 CYPRESS, PR0O CB)644 1180 7.5 17.6 324 38,0 06-66 1 4 50 PENN SU CB)
1360 7.8 17.3 4b 36,0 2 9 140
• 612 950 20.0 16,9 162 31.7 06-51 11-71 95 104 1030 RIVER UR»V, PRBD (M)
617 900 15.0 20.0 245 34.0 01-53 9 16 18 PENN, PRBO (B)
693 900 10.0 18.0 150 36.0 06-63 6 6 80 PENN, PRBO (B)
• 614 850 24,0 20.0 50 37.5 10-52 12-56 4 9 60 PENN SD, PN0O (8)
594 950 20.1 20.0 150 33.0 01-64 Id 19 140 BASAL PENN, PRBO Co)
1320 9.0 16.0 40 9 6 80
596 950 17,3 20.0 100 34.0 04-61 9 9 92 PENN Su, PRBO CB)
597 1332 10,0 14.2 30 01-70 9 5 170 PRBO, FRtSM (11)
1406 5.0 16.0 10 9 6 170
1434 4.0 19.6 10 9 5 170
630 681 34.3 19.1 106 33.0 08-54 10 7 61 ORAV, PKBD CM)
632 950 30.9 20.0 152 35.0 ui-54 28 36 407 PENN SO, PRBO CB)
633 930 24.3 21,0 376 35.0 09-57 4 5 174 prbouceo c«)
• 634 950 20.2 19.6 184 35,3 02-52 11-71 10 19 79 PRBOUCEU CB)
635 980 25.3 20.0 150 35,0 10-56 7 8 153 SH SO, PRBO (M)
636 875 33.7 19,8 173 32.7 08-50 18 10 93 PURCHASED CB)
637 660 32.9 19.8 108 33.0 09-52 8 3 40 PURCHAScU CM)











SH SO, PRBO CM)
648 1403 14,0 14,0 13 34.0 01-72 2 2 80 PURCHASED (B)
















668 920 21.2 20.0 80 35.0 04-59 11 6 140 PENN SU, PRBU (8)
• 696 950 17,1 19.0 200 06-63 11-71 4 10 67 PENN SO, PHBO CB)
• 621 696 36,0 U7-63 01-73 2 5 180 PENN SU CB)
659 880 20,0 21.0 205 32.0 08-52 65 57 277 PENN SO, PHBO (B)
• 618 977 30,0 23,0 57 36,0 06-52 06-53 3 3 20 SH SD, PRBU CM)
613 950 17.0 19.5 108 36,8 02-61 13 20 126 PBNU, PRBD CM74
590 935 12,0 19.3 36 37,0 11-64 4 9 60 PR0UUCEU Co)
606 950 20,4 18.9 71 37,0 10-53 12 Zi. 151 SRAV, PRBD CM)
620 910 21.0 20.8 165 34,4 11-66 5 29 310 PR0DOCED (8)
671 600 40.0 20.1 143 34.9 01-58 9 7 30 PENN SD, PRBU CB)672 913 40,0 20.8 158 36.6 01-58 23 61 330 PENN SU, PRBO CB)623 920 20.0 19.5 125 34.0 05-48 417 455 6176 ORAV, PRBD (M)

















» 592 930 14,0 15,8 16 3b. 01-63 10-71 8 14 130 PENN SO CB)
» 593 1310 10.0 16,0 45 34.0 03-64 07-66 2 2 50 PENN SO, PRBO CB)
611 950 23.2 16,3 69 37,0 06-56 23 29 174 SRAV, PRBD (M)
669 950 15.3 17.8 33 37.0 01-58 8 8 87 ORAV, PRBD CM)
670 950 24,4 18.9 85 37.0 01-58 5 2 27 ORAV, PRtfO (M)
691 950 15.0 16.6 106 37.0 01-63 1 5 gi ORAV, PRBD (M)
• 624 1006 22.0 24.3 240 26.0 10-54 12-61 5 9 60 LAKE, PRBD (M)
• 662 1000 15,0 20.0 75 35.7 09-51 12-56 4 2 40 SH SD, PBNO CM)608 900 20.0 20.0 100 32.0 06-51 6 9 130 SH SO, PRBO CM)
• 625 840 10.5 21.2 98 07-53 12-62 16 14 103 PENN SU, PRBD (B)
• 663 950 22.7 21.9 89 11-53 05-55 4 4 20 PENN SU CB)
• 626 925 20,0 30,0 45 12-53 07-64 6 8 115 PENN SD CB)
• 605 1000 22.4 22,1 15b 35.7 11-53 02-60« 26 7 70 SH FR, PRBD CM)
622 875 15.0 01-oB 14 16 300 SH SD,PR0OUCEOtM)
647 1250 8.0 16.5 20 36.0 04-71 7 14 360 PRBOUCEO CB)
• 680 1590 8.0 14,0 15 35.7 10-61 05-69 1 5 420 SM WELL, PRBD (M)
* 681 1470 15.0 18.5 57 35.9 10-61 05-69 5 6 420 SH WELL, PR0D CM)
• 685 950 20,0 19.0 120 37.2 12-59 05-69 71 84 380 SH WELL, PKOD CM)
• 666 950 20.0 15.0 12 37.2 11-61 05-69 7 11 60 SH WELL, PR0D CM)
• 687 950 38.0 28.7 240 37.0 10-60 11-70 b 9 40 PRBOUCEO (B)
• 669 936 50.0 18.5 74 36.8 12-61 03-69 3 5 160 PORCHASEO CB)
* 697 930 12.0 17.0 64 37.2 09-61 05-69 7 9 160 SH WELL, PRBU CM)
» 627 925 12.0 32.6 07-54 01-59 4 6 39 PtNN SO CB)
• 628 975 25.8 22.6 150 28.3 05-54 05-56 6 6 52 PENN SANO (B)
• 664 985 12.5 20.1 93 36.0 12-51 01-53 5 6 40 PENN SO, PRBD CB)
• 661 1035 20,0 22.2 100 33.0 07-51 09-55 18 17 180 PENN SU, PRBU (B)
• 665 900 20,0 17.0 37 11-52 07-56 9 11 90 CREEK, PRBO CM)










•N0w PANT WF MARATH0N 99X FL00D
•ESTIMATED
•N0 DATA BEFBRE 1967
•NB DATA SINCE 1956




MAHOIS, REED, FAWLEY, PRICE SHlLTS
WBBU, YBRK,KIRTLANO,8BNU,CARLT0N
MANN,SmIkE





•N0W PART BF MAKATHBN 99X FL0BD
•1960, 1961 ESTIMATED


















S - T- R
TABLE 11 - WATERFLOOD OPERATIONS












MAIN C, CRAWFBRO, LAWRENCE,
(CBNTINUED)
. 665 SKILES BIL C0RP.
• 595 JAMES h. ST0NE
• 629 JAMES M, ST0NE
631 JAMES M, STBNE
639 JAMES M. STBNE
• 638 TIDEWATER BIL C0
• 640 TIDEWATER BIL CB
. 642 TIDEWATER BlL CB
• 679 WAUS'U PET. CBRP
694 WICHITA RIVER


















AShLANO B ANU R
CARMAX IN0












•2003 TIDEWATER BIL CB
MARKHAM CITY w, JEFFERSBN
• 2004 GULF BIL CB
.2020 H UBUBLE L
MARTINSVILLE, CLARK
214 AMERICAN PUMP
• 218 J. B. BUCHMAN
» 219 MBBIL BlL CBRP,
• 220 MBBIL BIL CBRP,
MARINE PILBT U
w MARKHAM CITY U









































MBDEHMAN ANU CBNNELY PENNSYLVNIN 13-9N-14W




















































H04 MID-STATES BIL PRBP MASBN N U BENB1STAUX VASES
9, 10-6N-5E
MATTBBN, CBLES
» 515 ASHLAND AND R
500 N, A, BALORIDGt
507 N. A, 8ALDRI0GE



















































































































130» 3035 3 9« 239 130. 1341










180 1024 2 9 55 90 234
S5« 407. 3 ,!• 64« 55* 288
MATTBBN N, C0LES















































10. 642 0.2* 64 10* 105


















MAUNIE S C, WHITt
4213 RHEA FLETCHER





































































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed
SH = ShallowInj. Prod.








































































MARKHAM CITY W, JEFFERSBN




214 53U 25,0 24,0
• 218 1346 40,0 16.0
• 219 1334 27.0
• 220 464 25.0
MAS0N N, EFFINGHAM


































































































SH SO, PK0O (M)
GRAV, PRBO CM)
SH SD, PR0U (M)
FtNN SU, PRBO CB)
SH SD, PH0O (M)
PENN SU, PR0O IB)
FENN SD (B)
LAKE, PRUO CM)














TAR SPK, PHJD CB)
•N0 OATA 1974
•tSTIMATEU)N0 DATA 1973-74





































































































































•4230 2270 14.0 19.0 612
•4239 2275 14.0
•4268 2275 14.0 17,0



































































































SH SU, PR0U CM)































.0 04-67 3 2 80 PRBOOCtD CB)
37 ,0 1 2 80
10-57 05-69 5 3 90 RIVtR GRAVtL (F)








12-70 1 1 20 PRBUUCtDIB)
02-53 12-70 39 23 540
09-71 1 1 20
09-71 1 1 20
3 7 3 06-47 12-57 12 13 230 GRAV, PRBO CM)
38 11-55 01-58 2 5 70 GRAY, PRBD CM)
37 a 11-49 12-54 3 2 50 SH GRAVEL (F)















•tSTIMATtD *INC ALL PAYS




INC B'P0RT,TAR SPW.AUX VAStS
•INCL PRIM PRBD, 8-47 TB 12-57
•INCL PRIM PRBO







- = P. M. Operator
General information
Project
U = Unit Pay name
Location
S - T- R













MAUNIt S C, WHITE
CCBNTINUtU)




• 227 SHAKESPEARE OIL MELROSE L
MILETUS, MARION













• 1506 SAM TIPPS
•4363 H, wtlNERT EST,















WEST MILL SHOALS UNIT
MODE, SHtLBY
3602 DURR & UANNENBERt
MONTROSt N, CUMBERLAND
7U0 EbO OIL CO
HT CARMfcL, WABASH
3655 T, M, dANE
3664 FRMERS PETR COOP
• 3918 FRMERS PETR COOP
• 3941 FIRST NATL PET
• 3946 FIRST NATL PET
3872 R. 1. CRY
• 3919 T, W. GEORGE EST,
• 3956 T. w, GEORGE EST,
• 3884 H AND H OIL CO






3923 LOEB 8 MITCHELL
3983 R MEEK
•3921 ELMER M NOVAK
•3862 WILLIAM PFEFFER
3922 SHtLL OIL CO,
•3924 SKILLS OIL CORP.
3863 WAYNE SMITH, OP,
3889 SO, TRIANGLE CO,
39TS SO, TRIANGLE CO.



































































































































































304 5410 11,5 445 304 3379
149 3566 4,4 249 149 2772
55» 831 4,9. 115 55» 725
• * 5,1 + 34
28
49 1163 7.3 9b 49 409
224 625 36.2 133 206 464
544 2213 22.9 178 296 697
1319 74 513
178 1421 12.6 129 10b 585
105 2410 5.9 189 75 941
3211* 349 1444.
6705 32b 3089
433 2860 6.U 179
• u» 421 2.5* 329* 40* 431
26 103 l.u 1U 2 9
55 534 b.l 99 16 187











* 3.4* 72 +
60* 120* 4,b* 6* 80« 12U*
25b* 16 191
170* 2955 15.4. 166 82* 1109
152 1717 b.2 150 68 683
45* 672 2.0* 36 45* 306






30* 160 0,3* 12 30* 142
434 13b78 36.6 1739 276 10659
895 138 513
400* 3391 9.8* 262 375* 2236
600* 2563 36.3* 246 350* 895
90* 337 9.8* 76 70* 217







36 + 961 * * • •
35 434 * • * •
46 1520
279




NEW HARMONY C, EDWARDS, WABASH, WHITE
4283 ABSHER OIL CO LALV1N-H0N UNIT
4313 ABSHtR OIL CO
4335 ABSHER OIL CO
4396 ABSHER OIL CO
.3926 ASHLAND AND R
.3927 ASHLAND AND R






























































9 .9.+ 625. 100. 1438
































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed
SH = ShallowInj. Prod.
MAUNIE S C, WHITE
CC0NTINOEO)































































































































































3664 207C) 7.0 U5-67 1 5 80 PENN SO CB)
• 3918 2307 8.0 10-57 12 -74 3 6 30 PR0OOCED CB)
• 3941 2050 12.0 04-53 12 -57 1 4 50 SH SO CF)
• 3946 1375 16,0 40.2 02-50 12 -59 1 2 30 PR0O, FRESH (M)
3872 2010 11.0 01-64 * 2 20*
• 3919 2000 14,0 35.4 06-55 12 -61 3 4 70 PENN SO CB)
• 3958 2000 12,0 10-57 02 -62 4 5 100 SH SO (F)
• 3884 17 66 10.0 33. U 05-64 04 -67 1 1 10 PRBUoCEO (B)
3854 1980 7.0 07-70 • 2 30
3649 1890 12.0 09-73 1 5 70 PR0OUCEOCB)


















SH SO, PR0O CM)
3977 2046 10.0 17.0 83 35.0 09-61 3 4 60 SH 50 CF)3882 2030 11.5 17.2 is 36.0 07-64 2 3 60 SH SO, PH0O CM)3923 2050 19.0 16.5 159 37,0 01-55 3 3 75 PR0OUCEO (B)3983 1450 13.0 18,0 200 35.7 09-61 4 7 120 RIVtH, PR0O CM)
1950 7.2 16,0 34 37,4 7 7 243
• 39J1 2140 13.0 07-S4 12 61 6 15 234 Sn SO, GRAV CF)









• 3924 1730 6.0 10-55 07 63 3 3 70 PR0OOCED C«)3863 1450 16.0 17.0 100 39.0 12-67 10 10 200 GRAVEL BEO (F)
2000 10.0 18,0 150 12 12 210
3889 1475 7.0 16,0 165 32.4 07-70 9 12 220 RIVER GRAVEL CM
1980 9.0 19.0 250 36.3 4 5 230
3975 1660 14.0 11-69 1 4 50 PR0DUCED (B)





















• 3675 1710 12.0 32.4 04-64 05- 69 1 2 40 5H SO, PR0J CM)
2010 11.0 17.0 29 04-b4 2 1 73
3876 1490 14,0 35.0 03-64 1 4 no SH SO, PR0J (M)
3877 1710 12.0 16.9 221 32.4 07-64 1 1 30 SH SO, PN^O CM)
3878 1990 12.0 35.0 03-64 1 4 182 SH SO, PR0O CM)
• 3679 1490 14.0 35.0 03-64 04" 68 1 1 50 SH SO, PR0U CM)
• 3880 1990 12.0 35.0 03-64 04- 68 1 1 50 SH SO, PR0O CMJ
• 3925 1710 12.0 18,9 221 32.4 03-64 08- 67 3 1 116 SH SO, PR0O CM)
2010 11.0 17.0 29 32.4 3 1 73
















































SH SO, PR0O (M)
• 3926 2650 6.5 16.0 60 37.5 04-56 11- 71 4 4 130 GRAV, PR0O (M)
















4280 1930 6.0 16,0 50 36.0 11-65 S 9 100 GRAV, PR0O CM)
2244 8.0 18,0 47 36.0 08-66 2 3 40
2746 5.0 15.0 32 36.0 11-65 1 1 20
•ESTIMATEO
•ESTIMATED




•1NCL PRIM PR0O *EST
•AOJACENT T0 ACTIVE WF + EST
•ADJ.T0 ACTIVE wF *EST
•EST IMATEO
•AOJ T0 ACTIVE wF + EST
•ESTIMATEO








• INCL BaTH PAYS
•OATA F0R 1954 EST
•1NCL 80Th PAYS
•1NCL BUTH PAYS
•INLL WITH 3678 *EST






•INCL 4333, 43341 tEST
•ESTIMATEO
INCL ALL PAYS; *EST
104 TABLE






+ = P. M.
General information Production and injection statistics (M bbl)
Operator
Project
U = Unit Pay name
Location
S - T- R









NEW HARM0NY C, EDWARDS, WABASH, WHITE
(CONTINUED)
UJ80 NICK BaBARt







142b C. E, BREHM















• 3989 CBY BIL CB
•4338 CBY BIL C0
•4339 CBY 0IL CB


















T. W, GEBRGE EST.
T, W. GEBRGE EST.
T, W, GEBRGE EST,
3874 GETTY BIL CB
4242 GETTY BIL CB
4354 GETTY BIL CB
4433 GETTY BlL CB
4290 LYLE GILLIATT
•3955 IND. FARM BUR.



















SCHRBOT STATION S U
FRIENDSVILLE FIELD
FR1ENDSVILLE U





























































































































































































35U* 307U« 27. 0*










































































* 16 + 65*
85 4725 5 5 616 85 2016







109 1 16 * 26
30« 9807 1 5« 842 30* 5663
200« 1616 31 ,b« 258 200* 1399
50* 2032 4 ,!•• 457« 1«0«* 1802
75 2442*
2S9« 465*


















IN ILLINOIS, 1974 - Continued 105
Field,
County
Pro j . no
.































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed
SH = Shallow
NEW HARM0NY C, EDWARDS, WABASH, WHITE
CC0NTINUEO)

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SM SD, PR0D (M)






SM SO, GRAV IF)





SH SO, PRBU C«)
GRAV, PRiflO C«)
SH SO, PW0U CM)
SH SU, PRBU C")
SURFACE CF)
SURFACE CFJ
RIVER GRAV, PRBD I
SM GRAV, PRBU CM)
GRAV, PRUD (M)
SH SU, PK0O CM)
PENN SO, ,PR0D(B)


























•ESTIMATED SINCt 1968; »SwO BNLY





•INCL FURMER PRBJ 4366, 4367
•INJ TEMP UISC 12-64
•N0 OAT* SINCE 1958 *EST
• >4B DATA AFTER 1959 flNCL 3930
«N0 DATA AFTER 1959 fllTH 3929
•1NLL PRIM PRBD 1-55 T0 9-63
•INCL PRIM PRBD 7-52 T0 12-56
"ILL VALUES ARE 21 PER CENT 0F
TBTAL, REMAINDER IN PBSEY CD
INDIANA
•NB INJ 1974
•ADJ TB EXISTING wF tEST
•INJ SHUT UMKN u-72
•INJ SHUT 0FF 5-11-69
•ESTIMATED
•ES1IMATED
•INCL. DROPPED PRBJ 39607 +EST
•EST; NB DATA SINCE 1966
•ESTIMATED BPERATBR
REP0RTS LITTLE BIL FRBM CYPRESS
AND BETHEL
•EST tlNCL ALL PAYS
•ESTIMATED


















NEW HARM0NY C, EDWARDS, WABASH, WHITE
(.CONTINUED)
.3940 LUB0IL COMPANY MELM C
396b LUB01L COMPANY HELM
4416 w. C. MCBRIDE INDIANA STATE-EVANS
4226 ELMER M N0VAK CALVIN
3861 H AND F UlL C0
4227 PAM-ARK
1276 PAM-ARK
•4275 POOL UlL C0,
397a PRUDENTIAL OIL
3985 PRUDENTIAL 0IL
.3967 HK PET. L0RP.
4317 REBST0CK 0lL CO,
4393 HEBST0CK OIL CIS,
4401 REBSTOCK 01 L C0,




3962 R0SS1 01L Co,
• 3892 R0YALC0, INC.
• 4300 HOYALC0, INC.
4392 R0YALC0, INC.
3895 J. w. RUDY DRLG.
•3928 SHAKESPEARE OIL
4216 J0E SIMPKINS OIL
•4217 J0E SIMPKINS OIL























•4237 SUPERIOR OIL CO.
4238 SUPERIOR OIL CO.
4302 SUPERIOR OIL CO.
4311 SUPERIOR OIL C0.
4390 SUPERIOR OIL CO.
4391 SUPERIOR OIL CO,






4341 WEST DRILLING C0
•1028 GEORGE wICKHAM

































S - T- R

































































NEW HARMONY FIELD U




NEW HARMONY FIELD U




















































































10 624 • *
5 183 3 4 47 12 376
75« 2384 1U t ' 2914* 19D«» 4694*
25* 2922
90« 11411
120« 428 4 9« 152 120* 428
155« 1D06U 5 b« 2467 155« 6456










3D* 635« 1 5* 177. 30* 266*
120« 1022 6 2« 64* 120* 570
65« 1833 3 U« 203 65* 865
7U« 1555* 3 0* 377* 70« 9U«





















2U« 12017* 1 .0. 771* 20* 9072«
62




7043 16,0 1702 637 13643
198
393 17 42
429 4,4 92 2 182












4S6* 18363* 162U* 2658*
6 291 3 2 40 22





109 418 341 1* 14388* 3275* 43153*
3797 38049












30* 204 3 .0* 20 SO* 204








































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed
SH = ShallowInj. Prod.
NEW HARM0NY C. E0WAR0S, WABASH, WHITE
CCBNTINUED)
• 3940 2115 25.0 20.1 171 12-50 U<» -64 5 3 80
3965 1800 15.0 06-59 2 1 40
4116 2698 30,0 18.0 150 07-67 1 1 20
4226 2550 10,0 06-57 6 9 180
2660 10,0 11-52 3 4 80
2800 15,0 11-52 8 8 160
3661 1718 12.0 35.9 01-68 1 3 40




















































3985 1710 8,0 15.0 75 32.0 03-61 3 2 70
2310 14.0 16.0 50 12 -64 3 2 60






























4401 2330 8,0 04-64 3 5 90
1009 2730 20.0 02-69 2 9 130
3670 1937 16.0 16.0 200 02-65 5 2 200
3893 1937 8.0 16.0 320 11-63 3 3 70
2248 8,0 16.8 83 4 4 80
3995 2413 9.0 06-62 1 1 10
3962 2303 14,0 35.0 10-59 5 5 50
• 3692 2320 12.0 33.9 10-63 05 • 70 5 6 160
• 4300 2598 18.0 35.6 01-61 01 -72 5 4 150
2800 13.0 01-61 01 • 69 1 2 20
2910 10.0 01-61 01 • 69 1 2 60
4392 2830 20.0 11.7 7 36.5 03-63 2 2 100
3895 2075 16.0 20.0 140 36.8 04-63 2 2 60
















• 4217 2900 9.4 34,5 09-56 12 59 4 7 120
4320 2200 15.0 36.0 11-59 3 2 50
2580 11.5 17.0 30 13 13 280
2690 10.0 11.0 13 3 3 60
2710 15.0 11.0 3 2 60
283U 18.0 20.0 15 15 320
• 1016 2566 12.0 08-58 U2 •62 1 2 30
• 3957 2531 13.0 17.0 20 39.5 10-56 U« • 66 2 1 20
• 4222 2630 10.0 17.7 145 05-55 10 57 1 2 30
• 4287 2552 10.0 09-59 12 •62 1 2 30
• 4288 2800 20.0 09-59 12-64 2 2 40
3935 2500 25.0 21.0 200 39.0 10-55 2 4 120
2640 7.0 17.7 06-66 2 2 60
2860 4.0 06-64 1 2 60





















• 4223 2900 5.0 36,9 08-47 08- 57 1 2 90
• 4269 2900 7.0 38.0 05-48 U7- 52 1 1 40
• 4235 2250 13.3 17.3 85 37.4 02-54 01- 7U 1 1 121
• 4236 2830 8.9 17.' 46 37.0 11-56 01- 70 33 32 660
• 4237 2710 12.4 15,4 32 37.0 11-56 01- 70 33 48 1000
4238 2206 43.0 19.2 475 36.0 10-55 1« 333
4302 2207 10.0 18.0 46 37.0 02-66 1 1 60
4311 2193 6.0 16.0 40 36.0 02-66 05- 70 1 8 160
2600 12.0 18.0 100 2 12 240
2741 10. 16.0 37 06- 68 1 70
2850 19.0 15.0 12 36,0 12-66 8 30 90
2886 7.0 14,0 295 10-66 2 10 100
4390 707 9.0 20.1 159 33,0 07-70 3 3 60
2550 10.0 17.0 37 37.0 06-64 106 109 3138
4391 2120 10.0 16.0 47 37.0 08-64 15 30 400
2210 8,0 17,0 40 37.0 08-65 12 15 220
3946 2450 15,0 11-55 6 11 140
• 4333 2296 16,0 38.3 11-61 01- 68 2 4 60
• 4334 2670 25.0 38.3 11-61 12- 68 2 3 80
















































SH SO, bRAV CF)
SH SO, PR0O CM)
bRAV, PR0O (M)
SB SO, PR0O CM)
SM SO, P*k)U CM)
SM SO, PR0O CM)
SM SO, PR4D CM)
SM 50 CM
PENN SD C8)




SM SO, PRUO CM)
SM SO, PR0O CM)
SH wtLL CF)
PENN SO, PRUD IB)




















W1VER GRAV, PROD (M)
RIVER, PRUO CM)
bRAVEU BtO CF)
SH SO, PR0J (M)





















•tST 1965-67 OATA 0NLY





•ILLINOIS PURTI0N Hf PRUJ














+ = P. M. Operator
General information
Project
U = Unit Pay name
Location
S - T- R












NEW HAVEN C, UNITE
• 4247 ATLANTIC R1CHFLU
•4351 FRMERS PETR C00P
• 1386 FRMERS PETR CUtJP
4289 JUNIPER PETRBLEUM





• 2014 TtXAte, INC,
0AKOALE N, JEFFERS0N
2018 FRMERS PETR C00P
0AK P0INT, CLARK, JASPER
• 223 M AND E URLG. C0





































1 123 4,U 124 5 133

























B SAM PARKER 21.26-5N-4W U9B 4.7<
BLNEY C, JASPER, RICHLAND
• 3426 BELL BR0THERS
• 3435 T URILLING
• 3407 GULF 0IL C0
• 1903 ILL, LSE. OP.
• 3414 J, W, RUDY URLG,
• 1904 S0HI6 PETROLEUM
• 340B TEXAL0, INC,
3420 TExALB, INC,






























































BMAHA S PALESTINE U
UMAHA S UNIT
1437 T, W. GE0RGE EST, BMAHA S UNIT
*1414 HUMBLE AND R BMAHA
1439 JUMPER PETRBLEUM CANE CREEK U
• 1434 NAPC0 PHILLIPS FI.00U
0MAHA S, GALLATIN, SALINE




















104 254 11.2 30
396 1397 13,0 58
300* 1480* 13.7* 110*
112
224
7660 84.2 500 629 3879
2759 15.6 677 119 895
5763 3119 4436






1335 V, R. GALLAGHER
0SKAL00SA, CLAY
342 MID-STATES 0IL PRBP 0SKAL0BSA UNIT
» 307 TEXAC0, INC,
PARKERSBORG C, EDWARDS,
•3432 ACME CASING
•3415 REVlS D, CALVERT
*3424 CONTINENTAL 0IL
•3409 MARATHON 01L CB.
•1017 V. T. DRLG. CD.
PASSP0RT, CLAY













PASSPORT S, CLAY, RICHLANU
•3417 L0NTINENTAL 0IL PASSP0KT S0UTH UNIT
PAT0KA, MARI0N, CLINT0N































30 320 9.0 95
65 278 8.9 173











30-2N-14W 62 7 44
16.21-2N-14W 107 26* 43
30-2N-14W 179 6 25
6-3N-9E 5134. 159. 1859
6-1N-14W, 31-2N-14W 911* 145* 470
2-4N-8E, 35-5N-8E 6.. 1656 1 I* 207 6* 734
12-4N-6E 21 633 2 ,9 62* 21 343
11,12, 14-4N-8E 105 11415 3 7 578 132 7 222
4620* 14.2. 229** 320. 4620
6BU93 6542 48046
5749 5.8* 1576 100* 5444
220 63 226
656D 11.0 5550 219 4035

































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed
SH = ShallowInj. Prod.
NEW HAVEN C, WHITE
• 4247 2090 7.0
2435 io.O
•4351 2135 10.0











OAK POINT, CLARK, JASPER
• 223 1180 20.0
225 1190 12,0 13.1
17 9 50 39 07-S4 05-68 2 4 175 SM SO CF)
10 10 325
18 350 37 07-62 01-•74 1 3 90 GRAVEL BE0 CM
19 u 98 38 Q U9-64 12-74 3 7 78 GRAVEL BED (F)
16 48 37 01-66 3 2 60 RIVER GRAV CF)
14 a 17 2 1 30































TAR oPR, PROD (B)
•OPERATION SUSPENOE0 1970
• ILL PORTION OF Pkbj «hKh is
13.91 OF TOTAL
•ESTIMATED




OLNEY C, JASPER, RICHLAND
36.0 09-57 10
• 3426 2991 4 7 15 a 261 40 09-63 01-73 10
• 3435 2950 6 09-66 12-72 3
• 3407 2985 6 a 12 5 41 « 10-56 09-62 5
• 1903 2925 5 ,0 12 01-61 10-72 1
• 3414 2935 7 40 .0 04-66 01-72 2
• 1904 2900 8 ,0 35 U4-55 05-61 4
• 3408 3100 5 i 13 a 522 37 U3-51 04-71 6
3420 3000 13 .0 13 8 500 37 11-46 1




OMAHA S, GALLATIN, SALINE










• 307 2600 14.2 15,6
13.0
54





















354 3025 10,0 15.0 35
308 3000 9,0
327 3000 10,0 16,9 911
PASSPORT S, CLAY, RICHLAND
•3417 2700 8.0 15,0 60
PAT0KA, MARION, CLINTON
2639 1445 10.0
•2601 1410 27,0 19,0 110
2602 1550 9,0 18,8 223
•2603 1260 10,0 21.0 32





1447 1725 9 5 17 .0 50 27 ,1 12-71
1448 2175 12 • 14 10 35 .0 03-71
2375 5 ,0 15 50 36 .0
2725 4 ,0 13 60 37 5
2760 4 13 20 37 5
1443 1700 17 18 9 427 02-69
1950 20 16 4 20
2650 10 u 9 2 5
1437 2710 12 12 41 5 10-65
• 1414 WOO 17 16 9 427 26 10-44
1439 2678 30 37 6 11-65






















































SH SD, PH0O IM)
PENN SD CH)


















SH SD, PROD CM)
TAR SPRINGS, PROD (B)
PENN SD, PROD CB)





PENN SD, PR0D CB)
PENN SD, PR0U CB)
PRODUCED (B)
CYPRESS, PROD CB)
PENN SO, PR0D CB)
•ESTIMATED
•ESTIMATED
•ESTIMATtO|*INC DR0PPEO PR0J 341
•INCL PRIM PM0O 1-55 T0 1-56
01-66 2 13 160 PRODUCED (B)
(4 09-43 12-7U 40 47 527 PRODUCED (B)
4U • 07-48 21 12 445 PRODUCED CB)
39 06-51 12-70 6 2 61 PRODUCED CB)




•INCL PRIM PROD SINCE 9-57







• = P. M. Operator
General Information
Project
U = Unit Pay name
Location
S - T- R
TABLE 11 - WATERFLOOD OPERATIONS













2638 HIGHLAND 01L CO
•2629 M0BIL HlL C0RP.
2631 SHELL 0IL 00.
PAT0KA S, MARI0N













PHILLIPST0WN Ci EOWARDS, WHITE
439S ABSHER 0IL C0 GAKF IELD-PARS0N




4249 C, E. BREMM
•4251 BRITISH-AMERICAN
4349 R. G. CANTRELL
•4344 C0Y 0IL C0
•4319 DUNCAN LSE*R0Y
4296 bAS0N BlL C0,
1029 PEAR AND DUNCAN









4224 GETTY 0IL C0
•4370 GETTY 0IL CC
4417 W, G, HARNESS 0IL
•4277 KIRBY PETR0LEUM













•4254 PHILLIPS PET. C0
4255 PHILLIPS PET, C0
•4232 SK1LES 0IL C0RP.
4225 SUN 0IL CO.
•4256 SUN 0IL C0,
•4270 SUN 0lL C0.
•4315 TEXAC0, INC.
•4253 WEST UR1LLING C0


























































































































































































67 1540 4.2 166 67 1655





20* 175 0.7* 20
100* 1491* 5,0* 75*
376 185*









































15* 42 l.o. 53 15« 27
1791 160 949




20* 748 0.3* 40 20* 616
455 2129 19.9 361 439 1427
58 1317 6.1 91 9 101
197 16 51









































20* 570 0.3* 144
9 1844 1.6 18T«







3617 FARRAR 0IL C.l.






AUX VAStS 10, 15, 16-8S-6E
10* 167 0.2* 53






































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TAR SPR, PKBD CB]
TAR SPR, PKBD (B)
TAR SPR, PRBO IB)
TAR SPR, PRBU (B)





PENN SO, PRBD (B)
TAR SPR, PRBU (B)
RIVtR, PKB0 (M)
1>RAV, PRBO (M)
TAR SPR, PRBU (B)
SH SO, PK0U (M)
PENN SO, PH0O IB)
PK8DUCED (B)
POHLMASEO CM)
PENN SO, PRBU (B)
PENN SO, PRBO IB)
PENN SD,PR»D.IB)
PENN SANO, PRBO (B)
PENN SO, PRBU CB)
PRBOUCED
PENN SO, PRBO (B)
PENN SAN0,PRB0(B)
PRBOUCtD (8)
















PENN SO, PK0O CB)
CYPRESS, PRBD (B)
PAINT CK, PRBO (B)





• THRO 1969 ist.1t *EST
•tSTlMATtU






•1NCL PRIM PRBD SINCE 10-63
•tSIIAOJ IB ACTIVE KF SINCE 1964
• 1NLL PRIM PRBD 1951-1961
>NB DATA SINCE 1964
•tSTIMATEU




•1NCL DRBPPtD PRBJ 2616
•tSTIMATtD
•tSTIMATtD 1969-70










S - T- R














• 3604 ILL, MID-CBNT,





4015 N, A, BALDRIDGE
4012 C. T. EVANS
4U14 GAROfcN 0RLG
4017 E, M, SELF
HITTER N, RICHLAND




3970 ASHLAND AND R
3972 ASHLAND AND R
3968 TINGLING BIL, INC
S. RALEIGH U AUX VASES 20-8S-6E 200* 2211 9,7* 201 20U« 1509
RALEIGH UNIT AUX VASES 20-8S-6E 1246* 64* 800












RBLANO C, GALLATIN, WHITE
4314 ABSHtR BIL CB NBRRIS CITY
4435 N, A, BALDRIDGE PBHTER
4413 WM, BECKER















T. W, GEBRGE EST,
HUMBLE B AND R
E, F, MBRAN, INC
• 14116 MURVIN BIL CB,




















4418 OENMS PAINE C0LLINS-ANUERS0N
4422 PETRB INTERNATIBNAL GENTRY & LBWRY









4214 SUN BIL CB.
11244 SUN BIL CE
•4260 UNIBN BIL CALIF,
4385 UNIBN BIL CALIF,






























































































































70* 260 3 5* 37 70* 225
750* 2190 101 9* 343 750« 1960
mi 5210 14 3 406* 261 1741
500* 4635 22 5« 289 500* 2650

































































































190* 2628 9 3* 213 190* 687
IU« 193 |9« 42 10* 81












2267 M00RE ENG RUARK WFU 136

































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed
SH = ShallowIn). Prod.
RALEIGH S, SALINE
1618 2840 id.b 16.4 130
.3604 2850 15.0 176










• 3430 3190 4.0
38.0 UB-64 3 4 60 PENN SO, PRH0 C6)
40.4 12-60 01-70 1 3 40 PENN S0i PH«)U CB)
















PENN SO, PRtJO CB)
1 6 70 TAk SPR, PKBU) lb)
4 10 140 TAN SPR CB)
5 9 97 TAR SPR, p*eo tB)
1 7 100 TAR SPR, PHmi) cb)
2 20
160
3970 1285 12.0 19,0 100 40.1 07-60 2 3 60
1960 20.0 16.9 100 2 5 90
3972 1285 12.0 30.5 01-60 3 2 70
3966 1350 30.0 17.0 150 33.0 07-60 5 8 60
1950 20.0 16.0 200 37.0 5 5 80
R0LANU C , GALLATIN, WHITE
















4413 2636 14.0 17.0 106 38,0 03-63 a 3 280
4375 1991 12.0 36,0 06-67 2 1 20











1418 2920 15.0 16.2 61 40,0 06-59 2 2 120
4258 2175 14,0 19.5 27b 31.0 06-55 13 19 5b0
2900 12.0 39.0 2 4 110
4266 270U 20.0 16.6 65 31.6 06-66 14 12 450
2775 9.0 12.4 12 1 4 130
290u 6.0 13.8 14 8 15 910
4436 2670 18. 08-73 1 3 40
4396 2332 1O.0 23.9 77 02-62 1 i 80
• 4361 2200 15.0 16,0 31.0 0h-o2 01- 68 4 4 80
• 4262 2620 2U.0 14.0 16 10-56 12- 5b 2 2 40
• 4259 2530 11.6 18.
B











• 1446 2750 18.0 14.0 35 36.0 01-70 06- 74 » 11 200
4419 2660 15.0 U4-69 6 16 2b0
• 4407 2740 14.0 37.0 04-65 01-72 2 2 20
4403 2600 10.0 15.2 36 01-67 7 10 230
2600 15.0 03-69 2 6 BO
2920 9.0 01-7C 1 I 20











4310 I960 6.0 16.7 150 10-66 i 1 30
2185 12.0 19.6 264 4 4 80
2620 5.0 1 1 20
2800 8.0 13.3 73 4 4 80
2900 8.0 12.0 70 1 1 20
•1413 1695 14,0 19.0 225 37.2 03-53 U4 73 16 17 336
• 4318 2935 20.0 14.2 4 35.6 12-61 07 69 8 8 260














































4244 2620 14,0 14,0 34 37.0 02-66 7 12 20U
2725 9.0 11.0 5 12 180
2925 15.0 16.5 55 b 9 160
3000 1 1 40
• 4260 2628 15.0 17.0 106 08-55 uo -67 36 31 1142
4365 2300 12.4 02-67* lb 14 300
2640 10.5 18.0 60 14 13 302
2790 10.0 17.0 50 5 5 100
2680 22.0 23 20 449
2900 10.0 14 13 278
2940 3,0 5 5 100
2970 3.0 19 5 200
306U 1.3 i 2 63
• 1435 2550 12.0 18.5 60 38.0 07-64 05 -10 3 7 100
RUARK, LAWRtNCE




GRAV, PK/0 C M )








PENN SU, PRWU CB)
PENN SO, PR0O IB)
FRuUUCEUCB)
MfflluUil (»)
PENN SO, PHHU (B)
















PENN SO, PRHO CB)
PRUUOCED CB)







• INCL PR1H PR«)U SINCE 3-66
•ESTIHATEO


















•EST *INCL PRIM PR0U
•ESTIHATEU
t-Hli uaIa AFTER 4-20-66
•ESTIMATEU
• UUHP FLKIUO OATA INCL OF 1NJ
SINCE 12-51. FIRST OF UATA 1964
UNIT tFFtCHVt 7-66
SH SO CF) •tSTIHATEO
114 TABLE
























ST. FRANCISVILLt E, LAWRENCE
«221B BAUER BROTMtRS ALL STATtS Lift
Pay name
Location




































2503 WARRI0R elL C0
.
25U5 WARRI0R 0IL C0,
SI JAMES, PAYETTE
1238 N. A. BALORIDGE
1245 w. L. BELUEN
125C w. L. BtLOEN
1253 M-S-C- CHRP


























120* 1924 6 0* 104 120* 902
374 6767 17 9 570 286 3987
215 2006 6 71 15b 1574
100* 1557 5 9* 214 100* 2247
78* 770 / 1* 47* 7B* 771
299 1552 8 7* 106* 299* 1552







33 2263 9 ,3 b3 33 288
59b 4660 17 ,3 432 524 4723
STE MARIt, JASPER
•1912 MURV1N DIL CD.
•1905 J. R. RANO0LPM
• 1923 S ANU M i-.lL C0,
1920 C. R, WINN
SAIL0R SPRINGS C, CLAY,
• 318 ASHLANO AND H






374 J. C. FRANKLIN
1114 J. C. FRANKLIN
310 GULF 0IL C0
339 GULF 01L C0
1118 GULF 0IL C0
328 C.0.HAGAN
356 JET 01L C0.
11107 JET 0IL C0.
329 JUNIPER PETR0LEUM
1100 KEN-TEX


















































































> 367 S0. TRIANGLE C0,
1109 SUN 0IL C0.
360 TEXAC0, INC,
365 TEXACB, INC.






















































































































































30* 615 1.6* 27 SO* 433
2173 195 2605
56 120 9.7 15 3b 75
84b 40* 446*
ti • *
500* 2543 29, 6« 1 166 500* 2145
10U« 2284 6,4« 522 100* 1527
125. 532 16.9* 275 125* 929
uo« 330 7.7« 61 110* 360
140* 1345 8.1* 159 140* 640
65 11 37
315 49 70
165« 890 60. U 478 43 64
120* 2734 7.1* 16U 110* 2156
642 8303 201.1 125b 182 4063
970 102 655
83 4227 5.1 204 57 1736
85 4505 4.3 440 85 1625
lb34 101 888
• 7.1* 172
114 2071 10.1 134 27 226




68 965 1.0 80 65 b79
97 2381 3.1 185 97 814
294 2131 15.9 12b 252 1323
14 169 1.0 1U 6 b9
34 156 5.6 lb 37 92
6979 1U23 3203
2174 465 1221
300* 4324 16.5* 1102 280* 2524
14 140 i.e 4U 14 102
1608 274 864







100* 615 B.3« 73 100* 387
ISO* 705 8.3* 65 150* 685
100* 1936 5.5« 90 100* 455




334 6524 23.9 931 340 4224
510 10 201
205 6394 5.9 1159 222 3836
3444 29783 101.2 3459 2345 15868
250 1547 9.3 bu 30 169
44 271 27.2 lb8 37 229
































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed










TAR SPR, MHU CB)
• 4DJ »CUvt wF,NB INJ »tsi
RURAL HILL N, HAMILTBN
• lblS 2400 10, LI 13,6
ST FRANClSVlLLE, LAWRENCE
2263 1840 12.0
•2278 1850 10.0 18.5
•2228 1865 12. 17.5
ST. FRANClSVlLLE E, LAWRENCE
•2218 1740 27,0 17,0
35.5 05-60 01-69
41.0 04-62 2 5 60
65 11-64 12-66 1 1 30





SH SO, PR«0 CM)
RIVER GRAVEL CF)
• NB DATA lV>3-74
>INJ DISCONTINUED 8-72
2506 2340 20.0 6 .0 35 .6 11-65 4 7 230 SH SO, PRBO CM)
2503 2351 15.7 9 .6 11 37 .0 06-62 12 12 442 AUX VASES, P"HO (
2505 2320 18,0 9 .6 36 .0 11-65 2 5 180 AUX VASES, PRBD (
ST JAMtS, FAYETTE
1238 1560 16.0 20 .0 150 07-63 3 6 50 PRBDUCEO CB)
1245 3130 42.0 37 ,4 12-65 1 5 60 PRBDUCEO (B)
1250 3100 20,0 01-66 1 6 180 PRBOUCEO CB)
1253 1600 10,0 01-61 3 16 175 PRBOUCEDCB)
1240 160U 22.0 18 230 08-63 11 26 588 PRBDUCEO CB)
• 1222 1595 20.0 34 03-54 12 62 3 9 100 PRBOUCEO (0)
1251 3090 45.0 11 04-B6 1 5 90 PRODUCED (H)
1239 1600 13.4 19 b 7b 37 05-63 3 10 200 PRBOUCEO (B)
STE MARIE , JASPER
• l«12 2910 10.0 36 .2 11-61 12 -65 2 6 160 CYPRESS CB)
• 1905 2860 7.0 1U-48 12 60 1 14 400 CYPRESS IB)
• 1923 2850 6.0 15 300 39 04-66 12 72 2 7 140 GRAVEL BEO (r)
1920 2822 5.0 37 ,0 01-66 1 2 60 RIVER GRAVEL (F)
SAILOR SPRINGS C , Clay , EFFNGnah, JASPER
• 316 2950 6.0 16 800 36 7 11-56 12' • 66 1 5 160 PRBDUCEO CB)
377 2961 10.0 12-72 1 4 60 PRBOUCEO e
• 309 2770 9.2 17 50 35 09-53 12-61 2 2 40 PENN SO, PRBO CB)
• 334 2845 10.0 01-61 01-'62 1 20 PENN SO, P-<BD CB)
359 2500 15.0 16 130 01-66 5 130 PENN SO CB)
1102 2530 18,0 12-57 2 90 PENN SO, PR0D CB)










1114 2560 6.0 06-67 4> 7 * 130« PRBQUCED (B
• 310 2602 10,0 09-57 J3 60 1 20 PRUOUCEO CB)
• 339 2600 20.0 lb 10 37 6 06-63 07 66 3 60 PRBUUCED (B)












356 2440 20.0 20 70 36 01-66 12 13 430 PENN SAND(M)
































1117 2500 25.0 06-68 * 60
319 2600 12,0 36 5 07-67 2 320 CYPRESS 50 (B)
352 2600 20.0 18 24 37 7 09-63 3 160 PENN SO, PRBO CB)
• 312 2580 15.0 15 4 17 36 09-55 10 64 1 50 PRUOUCEO (B)
• 313 2600 12.0 19 60 38 07-53 9 • 6b 2 120 PRBDOCEO CB)
• 314 2650 10.0 19 20 36 08-56 12 • 5-* 1 20 PRBOUCEO (B)
344 2610 15.0 1' 5 50 11-64 1 60 PENN 50, PRBO CB)









PENN SD, PKBO CB)
370 2600 10.0 07-71 2 110 PENN SD, PRBO CB)
375 2575 10.0 37 5 05-72 3 90 PENN SO, PRBO (b)
• 311 2600 15.1 17 J 46 37 07-54 01 69 11 16 310 CYP 30, PRBO (B)
• 336 2560 15.0 1? 50 36 12-62 Ub 70 10 12 220 PENN, PRBO CB)
355 2500 18.0 18 80 12-65 7 13 200 PENN SO, PRBO CB)
366 2510 6.0 07-69 1 60 PRBUUCEU (B)
• 340 2600 12.0 18 7 40 37 08-62 12 68 10 140 PENN SU CB)
321 2960 7.6 37 7 12-70 3 13 340 CYPRESS CB)
• 333 3000 6.0 10 500 36 09-61 04 • 66 1 40 PRBOUCEO CB)
371 2950 7.0 35 Q 02-71 I 150 PURCHASED CM)
• 343 2600 16.0 17 56 37 4 10-63 12'66 1 40 PENN SO, PRBO CB)
368 2620 15.0 06-69 1 70 PRBDUCEOCB)
369 2500 15.0 06-69 2 60 PRBDUCEO B
361 2570 11.0 17 31 01-66 2 240 PRBOOCtO (0)
350 2990 10,0 12-65 1 30 SH SD, PRBO CM)
• 315 2620 15.0 16 4 16 36 07-57 06-•65 1 80 PRBOUCEO CB)
• 316 3000 5.0 36 01-57 12 59 2 60 TAR SPRINGS CB)
• 325 2510 8,0 36 01-66 09 67 1 30 PRBOUCEO CB)
1106 2600 10.0 36 5 06-61 6 550 GRAV, PRBO (M)
• 367 2620 12.0 17 2 75 36 09-70 12-72 5 120 PENN SU (B)
1109 252U 7.0 36 01-65 12 11 365 SH SD, PRBO CM)
360 2475 30.0 lb 3 67 37 07-66 29 26 1320 PENN SD CB)
365 2450 10.0 lb 113 37 01-69 1 2 80 PRBDUCEO (B)
1115 2580 12.0 19 5 190 36 04-69 2 6 90 PRBOUCEO CB)
•ESTIMATED
•ESTIMATED
•INCL PRIM PRBO SINCE 1-66 *EST











•AFFECTtU BY AOJ Wf
•tSTIMAIEO
•ESTIMATED















U = Unit Pay name
Location
S - T- R













3610 T. L. CLARK
£612 tl>0 OIL ca
2624 EGB BIL ca
2633 Ei.fi b:l C0
2006 EXX0N
2010 EXX0N






• 2637 TEXACB, INC,
SAMSVILLE N, EDWARDS
•1010 ASHLAND AN0 R
SCMNELL, RICHLAND





1325 FARRAR 011 C0.
1330 FARRAR BIL C0,
•1306 MILL I. LEWIS
1339 J0t SIMPKlNS 01L
SHATTUC, CLINT0N
410 T. M. CBNHEY, JR
SHAWNEETBWN N, GALLATIN
•1U16 SUN BIL ca,
SIGGINS, CLARK, CUMBERLAND
• 216 ACME CASING
702 A M A 0IL Ca
700 BELL BRBTMERS
• 701 C0CM0N0UR, CLARK
• 21b 8!MER M, BDLE
707 CLIFFBRD A, PERRY
PHELPS-WALNUT MILL U. SPAR MTN 28.33-1N-2E 2667 212 571
SEBASTIAN BENBIST 21-iN-at 12« 279« 1 2« 29« 12* 279«
LUTTRELL SPAR MTN 15-IN-2E 10* 135 2 0* 15 10« 60
BURGE SPAR MTN 21-1N-2E 10* 64 1 0* 4 10* 40
UIX R, AND PM BENBIST 3,4,9,10,15,16-IS-2E 1259 26837 212 6 14596 877 18742
SALEM CBNS AUX VASES 3.4.10-IS-2E 1290 26916 32 8 1102 885 18770
RBSlCLARt SAND UNIT SPAN MTN 1S-1N-2E 1913 96 207
SALEM UNIT BENUIST T1.2N-R2E 5499 517152 223 5 41462 1U909 341761
SALEM UNIT 0EVBN1AN T1.2N-R2E 30101 224494 1155 5 8891 29938 186972
SALEM UNIT MCCLBSKY T1.2N-R2E 15050 404248 351 1 22381 13838 281811
SALEM UNIT AUX VASES T1.2N-R2E 32464 428561 628 1 32168 21608 253630
SALEM U SALtM 1-2N-2E 3059 15119 44 3 180 175 982
SALEM u TRENTBN 1-2N-2E 806 4 15
HtST SALEM BETHEL 30-1N-14W 319 7
SCMNELL C0NSBL MCCL0SKY 7-2N-9E 77 758 1 .2 36 1 400
SEMINARY MCCLBSKY 17-2N-10E 889 25 290
0LD BEN C0AL FLUBO AUX VASES
CLEAR CREEK
13,14,23,24-6S-1E 400* 5682 25 ,0« 67U 400* 3365





19 420 5 .8 59 19 102
SESSER U RENAULT 17, 19.20-5S-2E 1574 173 75
SBUTM SESSER UNIT AUX VASES 2-6S-1E 5U« S0« 2 .0* 2* 50« 50a
SMATTuC wF CYPRESS
8EN0IST
27.28-2N-1W 60* 870* 1U .4* 131" 60 365




































3800 w. L. BELOfcN
3801 DBNALD W. GESELL
































4204 C. E. BREHM
4241 JACK BRBaKavER
4240 DARCB BIL CB.
4263 JIM HALEY
















4285 TAHTAN BIL CB.























































































































•3411 N. C, OAVIES
•3412 HELMERICH, PAYNE




4408 EAGLE SUPPLV CB





























































































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed
SH = ShallowInj. Prod.
SALtM C, JEFFERS0N, MARI0N
Sbltf 2102 7.0 IS .u 39.2 06-63 4 11 260 PtNN SO, PR0D (B) •INACTIVE! 1974
2612 1927 8.0 34.6 01-59 1 2 10 PR0OUCEO (B) •tSTIMATtU
2624 2100 15.0 01-67 1 2 30 PR0DUCEO Co) •tSTIMAl tU
2633 2110 8.0 01-71 1 PR0DUCtD (6) •tSTIMATEO
2006 1950 19.0 16 ,7 130 3.0 01-48 4 30 2078 PtNN SO, PRtfD lb)
2010 2000 16,0 1" .0 20 36.0 08-60 27 ii 1090 PtNN SO, PRHO CB)
• 2604 2093 14,0 11 .5 43 36.5 0«-50 08-62 3 5 100 PRODUCED (S)
2605 1770 28,0 1' ,9 150 37.0 10-50 31 56 8247 LAKt, PR0O (M)
2606 3400 19.0 16 B 300 36.5 10-50 57 72 5414 UPPtR SD, PR0U (0)
2607 1950 20.0 15 8 700 37.0 04-51 82 67 7712 LAKt, PRkJO (M)
2606 1825 26.0 lb 3 28 37.0 10-50 120 82 4881 LAKt, PR0D (M)
2636 2175 25.0 IQ 5 35 37.5 01-71 14 12 840 PRS)U, FRtSH CM)
• 2637 4520 99.0 7 2 27 40.7 09-67 01-74 3 2 160 FRrfO, FRtSH CM)
SAMSVILLE N, tU^AkDS
• 1010 2930 5,0 09-54 02-59 1 1 20 PR0UUCEO (B)
SCHNELL, RICHLAND
3439 2968 15.0 39.5 08-68 1 1 103 PR0DUCEU (0)
SEMINARY, R1CHLANU














PENN SO, PHHU CB) •tSTIMATtU












• 1306 2690 5.0 39,4 06-56 01-70 6 6 220 LAKt. PRPU CM)
1339 2610 15.0 10-74 2 6 140 PR0OUCEDCB) •tSTIMATEO
SHATTUC, CLINT0 N
410 1265 6.0 34.6 07-59 3 6 110 TAR SPR, PR0U CB) •tSTIMATtU
1436 9.0 35.0 01-64 2 2 40
SHAwNEETti WN N, GALLATIN
•1416 2750 15,0 37.0 11-59 09-66 2 1 30 PENN SO CB)
SIGGINS, CLARK, CUMBERLANI
• 216 404 31.0 18 51 36,0 12-46 01-72 92 64 459 GRAV, PHidU CM)
702 400 32.0 17 5 56 36,4 06-42 454 471 2019 GRAV, PRBU (F,B«) •SINCE 1970
700 320 18.9 18 <i 73 35.9 09-50 <* 15 80 SURFACt CM)
• 701 600 16.0 SO 1 349 30.1 12-50 12-56 2 4 14 LAKt, PR«il) C M )
• 215 450 36,0 21, 5 110 33.8 04-52 01-74 30 it 135 PR0OUCEO CB) •tSTIMATEO SIM
707 520 30.0 09-68 1 U 90 WELL, PHkU (M) •tSTIMATtU
S0RENT0 C , B0NU
7 592 14,0 17. 6 175 33.0 11-69 4 2 70 PENN SANU (H) •INACTlVt 1974
















• 4431 2350 15.0 06-58 12-71 2 6 100
4204 2250 20.0 03-66 5 5 100
4241 1319 9,0 28 ,0 04-63 1 1 20
4240 2750 12.0 16 ,5 5U 36 • 06-66 4 2 80
4263 2240 10,0 19 250 34 ,0 03-56 73 41 1100
• 4271 2240 15.0 0/-51 06-53 1 2 40
4248 2275 15.0 18 4 173 06-64 3 3 75
2990 16.0 17 1 47 3 3 60











4415 2250 22.0 19 5 225 34 8 07-67 5 12 200
4234 2250 19.0 07-66 9 11 280
4399 2290 20.0 20 200 38 06-64 14 IS 300
2390 10.0 18 5 100 2 2 40
2980 15.0 18 30 13 14 260
• 4295 2100 10.0 18 150 34 8 06-60 01-71 3 3 120
• 4327 2100 10,0 18 150 08-60 12-64 1 1 20
4366 1830 7.0 18 6 170 02-68 3 3 70
• 4372 1826 14.0 20 1 289 34 6 12-62 09-71 3 3 40
4285 1480 27.0 20 200 34 12-68 3 1 40
STRINGT0WN, RICHLAND
• 3411 3000 10,0 18 12-53 09-56 2 3 80
• 3412 3026 7.0 36 10-54 12-57 2 2 70
• 3413 3002 12.0 36 12-53 12-63 1 2 80
SUMPTER e , "HITfc
4381 3140 18.0 02-66 3 7 200














4231 3020 20.0 19 7 57 37 10-65 4 12 395
3100 10.0 10, 5 15 37, 4 7 140





PENN SO, PR0l> CB)
IAR SPR, PR0D CB)
SH SO, PR0U CM)
RlVtR, PRuD CM)
PtNN SO, PR0G CB)
PURCHASED CM)
PRBUuCED CB)
SH SD, PH0O CM)
PENN Su, PRHO CM)
RIVtR GRAV, PR0U CM)
PtNN SD, PH«)D CM)
PENN SU, PRDO CB)
SH SU, PN0U (M)
PNGDUCtD CB)




PENN SU, PR0U CB)
PENN SU, PRHO CB)
GRAVEL II PR0DCM)
RIVtR bRAV, PRUD CM)
RIVtR GRAV, PRUD CM)
PtNN SU, PRDO CB)
• N» UATA SlNCt 196?















•tST *INCL PRIM PH0O






+ = P. M.




U = Unit Pay name
Location
S - T- R















4423 WARH10H MIL C0.
SUMPTER S, WHITE
K<I30 FRMERS PETR C00P
•4345 S0. TRIANGLE CD,
•4346 S0. TRIANGLE C0,
TAMAR0A, PERRY
31UU ILL. LSE. 0P.
TAMAROA S, PERRY







1551 MARATHON 0IL C0.
1570 R0YALC0, INC,
TH0MPSONVILLE E, FRANKLIN





•1303 HUMBLE AND R
T0NTI, MARI0N




2609 SAMUEL C. W1LS0N
TRUMBULL C, WHITE
4362 ABSHER 0IL CO
4297 AUTUMN 0IL C0
43C1 AUTUMN 0IL CO
4367 C0Y tllL C0
4429 DEE DRILLING







































WJMAC, CLINTON, MAWI0N, WASHINGTON
•2610 MINERAL REC. INC wAMAC WATERFL0OU








«1U JET OIL C0.
418 JET OIL CO,
JACKSON, MAR0ON-H0DGES
WAMAC w, BEN0IST U
WAMAC w CYPRESS U
WEST FRANKFORT C, FRANKLIN
•1307 CONYtRS OIL WELL H0HN-U1M0NO 'B'
•1301 FARRAR OIL CO,



















































































75« 2523 4.5* 104 75« 1771























































153 1391 • 344
287 60
184 712 15.9 71










































































224 S"AW LSE UEV




















































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed









4430 2550 6,5 15,4 55
•4345 3240 10.7 19.0 55
•4346 3240 11.7 19.0 55
TAMAR0A, PERRY




1551 3368 15.0 24. U 270
1570 3350 16.0 20.3 174
TH0MPS0NVILLE E, FRANKLIN
• 1302 3200 18.0 21.1 98
TH0MPS0NVILLE N, FRANKLIN
•1305 3120 16.0 19.5
1331 3100 15.0
•1304 3020 15,0 21.0







































































































WAMAC, CLINT0N, MARI0N, WASMINCT0N
•2610 18.0 21.3 220 35.0





WEST FRANKF0RT C, FRANKLIN




















































































































































0NE WATER SUP W
SH SU, PH0U (M)
PENN SD (F)
:LL(F)
3 4 180 P0NO, PRfcD (M) •tSTIMATEU

























































































PENN SO, PR0U (B)
PENN SU, PRBO (B)
PENN SU, PNOU (B)
PRBO SUPPLY B










PENN SO, PR0O (B)
LAKE I PR0U (M)
LAKE (F)
PH0OUCEU CB)














•ESTIMATEU *A0J T0 A.V.WF
•U.F ,,UNKN0*N +ESTIMATEU
•EST 1966-68 tINCL PRIM PR0O
•ESTIMATEU
•EST FUR 1964-1966
•EST, INCL. PRIM PR0O SINCE 1966
•INCL PRIM PR0O SINCE 11-62 *EST
•INACTIVE 1973-74
•0NE TBN 0f STEAM, STEAM S0AK
60.0 34.8 03-67 CARPER, WELL (M) •N0 OATA SINCE 1968





+ = P. M. Operator
WHITTINGT0N, FRANKLIN
1323 T. L. CLARK
1337 C0NTINENTAL 0lL
GtHHGE EST.
1338 M S W 0IL C0
1334 MILL I. LEWIS
WMITTlNGTtJN W, FRANKLIN
• 1312 KEWANEE HIL ce,
W1LBERT0N, FAYETTE
1246 w. L. BELDEN
WILLIAMS C, JEFFERS0N
2019 N. A. BALURIUGE
2028 WALTER DUNCAN
W06URN C, BtJNu
• 4 E, E, JENNEMAN
3 TRB0P DRILLING
W0MDLAWN, JEFFERS0N
2005 W. C, MCBHlQt
2024 M0BIL HIL C0RP.
•2023 TEXAC0, INC,
V0HH, CLARK, CUMBERLAND
• 706 C. KEVSER
* 703 TRANS-S0UTHERN
2EIGLER, FRANKLIN
1316 V. R. GALLAGHER




• 4150 T. W. GEWHGE EST,






















ZENITH N FItLD U
Pay name
Location
S - T- R















































































733 10919 69.5* 762* 1167*
50 1767 2.1 518* 50 1005


























19 184 24,8 206* 3 5
262 3367 32.4 1848* 167 1314*
130
206
































SD = Sand (F) = Fresh
GRAV = Gravel (B) = Brine
PROD = Produced (M) = Mixed
SH = ShallowIn). Prod.
RHITTINGT0N, FRANKLIN
















12-6S 1 3 60 pruuuCED (a)
1 3 60
10-71 1 5 60 LAKE, PRBO (M)
2 9 160
2 9 160
09-67 12-66 1 1 40 LAKE, PHtfD (M)
07-64 3 3 50
12-71 1 3 40 PR0DUCED (6)
08-71 3 6 90 PRBOUCEU (B)
3 6 90
02*61 05-67 6 9 400 PENN SO, PRBO (B)
10-65 18 33 1000 benbist, prbo (B)
•ORBPPEO.NBW PART BF 1337
•ESTIMATED
•tST »INCL PRIM PReO
WILLIAMS C, JEFFERSBN



















* 706 556 11,0












































































PENN SAND, PRBO. IB)
PENN SO, PRBO (B)





















•DISC AS NF, SWO BNLY
•INCL PRIM PRBO SINCE 10-68
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